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INTRODUCTION 

Skeletal muscle is a metabolic organ that plays an important role in posture maintenance and 

locomotion. The force generated by the muscle varies over a large dynamical range in the 

frequency of its excitation input. Starting with a neuronal input signal, a calcium signal 

switches on myosin ATPase activity, generating a mechanical output. The calcium signal will 

diminish by the action of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase, ending myosin ATPase 

activity and subsequent mechanical output. Although this might seem like a simple cascade 

of processes, calcium handling and force generation by skeletal muscle cells are complex and 

tightly regulated and are still not entirely understood. The regulation has been hypothesized 

to be dependent on both the spatial and the temporal properties of the muscle cell. The 

spatial properties originate from the highly organized structure of the muscle cell, i.e., the 

locations of the cellular complexes within this structure might be essential in the regulation 

of the pathways. The temporal properties originate for example from the possibility of 

different excitation frequencies. In different fiber types dissimilarities in spatial and temporal 

properties are observed. The present study aims to develop a framework that quantitatively 

links subcellular processes to muscle function. Because calcium is high in the signal 

transduction hierarchy, this study focused on local calcium dynamics in skeletal muscle cells 

and how these dynamics regulate excitation-contraction and metabolism coupling and 

signaling.  

 

SKELETAL MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY 

Calcium handling 

Speed of muscle contraction and relaxation are dependent on the specific composition of 

components belonging to the calcium handling system. The calcium cycle starts with 

depolarization of the surface membrane and the transverse tubular system, Figure 1. This 

leads to calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) via the ryanodine receptor 

(RyR) into the cytosol [1]. The conversion of an electrical into a chemical signal in skeletal 

muscle involves charge-dependent structural changes of the dihydropyridine receptor 

(DHPR) [2; 3]. It is believed that the transmission from the DHPR to RyR in fast twitch 

skeletal muscle is achieved by mechanical coupling [2]. Because the RyR has a very central 

role in the context of calcium handling it is not surprising that its function is highly complex 

and that the RyR is target of many regulatory pathways [4]. In the cytosol calcium binds to 

buffers like troponin C, parvalbumin and adenosine tri phosphate (ATP). Calcium binding to 

troponin C initiates contraction [5], while parvalbumin is a high affinity calcium-binding 

protein found at high concentration in fast twitch skeletal muscles and parvalbumin is 
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virtually absent from slow twitch fibers [6; 7]. Parvalbumin content is associated with 

relaxation rate [7; 8], e.g., in parvalbumin knock out animals a longer calcium decay rate is 

observed after stimulation of the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle [9].   

 

 
 

Figure 1: Calcium handling system in skeletal muscle. Calcium is released through the RyR into the 

cytosol. In the cytosol calcium can bind to ATP, parvalbumin and initiate contraction by binding to 

troponin C. Calcium is pumped back through SERCA into the SR.  

 

Calcium reuptake in the SR is mediated by the SR ATPase (SERCA). Like RyR activity, 

SERCA activity is also highly regulated, e.g. by phospholamban and sarcolipin [10; 11]. The 

calcium cycle is complete by calcium binding to the high capacity low affinity calcium-

binding protein calsequestrin [12]. Calsequestrin is the major calcium storage protein in the 

SR of all striated muscles and stores large amounts of calcium that are readily available for 

release [12]. 

 

Measures for cytosolic calcium dynamics are generally obtained indirectly using 

fluorescence indicator dyes. There are a number of difficulties that coincide these 

measurements aside, like photobleaching, intracellular buffering and phototoxicity. Several 

studies have monitored these fluorescence dynamics and showed large variations within the 

dynamics. The main difficulty in comparing the different measurements is that they have not 

been acquired to any standard, meaning that they have been obtained at a variety of 

temperatures using different indicator dyes. Both aspects have large influence on the results 

[13; 14]. The current study aims to quantitatively describe spatiotemporal calcium dynamics 

within skeletal muscle. Hereto, a computational model has been developed that allows 

integration of these independent datasets, thereby making optimal use of the available data. 
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Excitation-contraction coupling  

Excitation-contraction (EC) coupling is the physiological process of converting an electrical 

stimulus to a mechanical response. The smallest complete contractile unit is the half-

sarcomere of a single myofibril [15]. Interaction between actin and myosin within the half 

sarcomere is responsible for muscle contraction. Calcium plays a crucial role in skeletal 

muscle contraction. After its release from the SR into the cytoplasm, calcium binds in a fast 

reaction to troponin C. This event is followed by a cascade of reactions leading to contraction. 

Calcium regulation of contraction appears to be primarily through effects on the thin 

filament [16]. Structural and biochemical studies suggest that the position of tropomyosin 

and troponin on the thin filament determines the interaction of myosin with the binding sites 

on actin [17-19]. These binding sites can be characterized as blocked (unable to bind cross 

bridges), closed (able to weakly bind cross bridges) and open (able to bind cross bridges so 

that they can become strongly bound). Calcium binding to troponin C induces a 

conformational change of the thin filament [17-19]. Under resting conditions, the 

tropomyosin sterically obstructs binding sites for myosin on the thin filament. Once calcium 

binds to troponin C and causes a structural change, troponin T allows tropomyosin to move, 

thereby unblocking the binding sites for the myosin heads [16]. Myosin binds to the newly 

uncovered binding sites on the thin filament and weak cross bridges are formed. Next 

myosin binds to actin in the strong binding state. The myosin then hydrolyzes the ATP and 

the cross bridge is detached. At the same time as the above steps are occurring, calcium is 

actively pumped back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum. When calcium is dissociated from the 

thin filament, tropomyosin changes back its conformation, blocks the binding sites again and 

contraction is terminated.  

 

The dynamics of muscle contraction appear to be a simple cascade of these processes, 

because force rises and then falls in an uncomplicated manner. In reality however, these 

dynamics are extremely complex due to the multiplicity of underlying kinetic processes and 

complicated interactions between these processes. Many different regulatory mechanisms for 

muscle contraction have been described in literature [16]. For example calcium has been 

shown to activate the thin filament and strongly bound cross bridges have been suggested to 

play a role in the regulation of contraction. However, the contribution of the different 

regulatory steps on the large dynamical range of skeletal muscle contraction has remained 

unknown. It has been suggested that a quantitative model is needed to test the roles of these 

different mechanisms [16].   
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Excitation-transcription coupling  

Calcium is well recognized as an important second messenger in a variety of cells, including 

skeletal muscle cells [20].  Intriguingly, calcium is able to function as a signaling molecule on 

very different time scales (milliseconds to hours/days) and in very different processes. In the 

past intracellular signaling pathways were viewed as processes in which second messengers 

like calcium diffused through a well-mixed cytoplasm. However, it has become clear that the 

cytoplasm has a highly organized structure that facilitates localized signaling [21]. Thus, the 

strategic locations of different localized calcium signaling complexes might be essential in 

the regulation of the different pathways [22]. This subcellular localization combined with 

temporal coding of calcium signaling, i.e. different time frames of action, can be effectively 

coupled to specific physiological or pathological function [22].  

 

Increases in the concentration of cytosolic calcium levels can activate a number of kinases 

and phosphatases, e.g. calcium/calmodulin kinase II, protein kinase C and calcineurin, 

Figure 2. This activation leads to a change in the rate of gene transcription resulting in for 

example fiber type transformation. Among the calcium-dependent proteins, calmodulin 

(CaM) serves as a multipurpose intracellular calcium sensor, that is decoding calcium signals 

and mediating many calcium regulated processes [22; 23]. Examples of calcium-calmodulin-

dependent enzymes that have significant effects on muscle function are CaMKII, calcineurin 

and myosin light chain kinase. Between fiber types there are differences in calmodulin 

mediated signal transduction resulting in different levels of gene regulation [24; 25]. 

Computational modeling might provide a solution in understanding this complex regulation. 

For this reason, this thesis investigates the differences in calcium-calmodulin dynamics 

between Soleus and Extensor Digitorum Longus (EDL) muscles, a slow and a fast muscle, 

respectively.  

 
Figure 2: Excitation-transcription coupling 
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Excitation-metabolism coupling 

ATP consumption in skeletal muscle can vary about 100 fold between rest and exercise [26]. 

During exercise ATP is mainly hydrolyzed by SERCA and myosin ATPase. ATP is produced 

by phosphorylation of ADP. Three pathways can be distinguished for the production of ATP, 

Figure 3. The creatine kinase system serves as a temporary energy buffer. The amount of 

creatine phosphate is limited and can thus only provide a limited amount of ATP. As such 

the pathway functions as a buffer to provide ATP only directly after the onset of contraction. 

A second pathway results from anaerobic glycolysis, the metabolic pathway that converts 

glucose, into pyruvate. The free energy released in this process is used to form the high-

energy compounds ATP and NADH [27]. Thirdly, ATP can be produced by oxidative 

phosphorylation in the mitochondria. Energy production by the mitochondria has been 

shown to be sensitive to extramitochondrial ADP concentration [28].  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Schematic overview of ATP producing pathways and ATP consumption in the skeletal 

muscle. The mitochondria account for oxidative metabolism, glycolysis for anaerobic metabolism and 

finally phosphocreatine is the temporary energy buffer.  ATP is consumed by SERCA and myosin 

ATPase. 

 

Calcium is one of the main regulators of skeletal muscle metabolic activity. It activates ATP 

consumption during contraction and relaxation [2], as well as ATP production during the 

entire cycle, both directly as well as indirectly via ADP, AMP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) 

concentration changes [2; 29]. Regarding the regulation of glycolysis, there are two leading 
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hypotheses; regulated by substrate levels and regulated by calcium [30]. In addition, the 

mitochondria have been shown to take up calcium during cytosolic calcium transients [29]. 

The literature suggests that the physiological functions for which mitochondria sequester 

calcium are to stimulate ATP production [31], to induce the mitochondrial permeability 

transition and perhaps apoptotic cell death, and to modify the shape of cytosolic calcium 

pulses or transients [32; 33].  

 

The role of calcium in these metabolic regulatory processes is difficult to quantify due to the 

fast and local calcium dynamics and the longer time scale of metabolic processes. In addition, 

it is virtually impossible to study these processes in isolation, as a result of the involvement 

of cellular structures that are difficult to include in the in vitro environment. Thus to be able 

to quantify these questions an integrated approach of computational modeling and 

experiments might be a solution. 

 

SKELETAL MUSCLE ANATOMY 

The muscle components outlined above are all localized within the skeletal muscle. The 

structure of skeletal muscle is highly organized on different levels. On the organ level, 

skeletal muscle is composed out of multiple bundles containing several muscle fibers. The 

muscle fiber contains several myofibrils, which a distinct banding pattern due to the 

arrangement of actin and myosin. The myofibrils are composed out of sarcomeres, which 

show a highly organized microstructure. Sites of calcium release, uptake and action are 

distinct and all localized within the sarcomere, Figure 4. Several studies have showed 

qualitative associations between these structures using different imaging techniques [34-36]. 

These studies showed that the sarcoplasmic reticulum forms a continuous compartment 

surrounding the myofibril. It contains two domains with distinct function, structure and 

composition. The longitudinal SR or non junctional SR is dedicated to calcium pumping. Its 

membrane is occupied by a high concentration of SERCA pumps [37]. Its lumen contains 

little calsequestrin. The lumen of the junctional SR is occupied by calsequestrin and its 

surface contains RyRs [38]. Ogata and Yamasaki showed that in human muscle the terminal 

cisternae are positioned around the A-I band junction, while in some species they are located 

near the z-disc [39]. Contraction is also localized in space; the actin-myosin overlap region is 

located in part of the sarcomere, Figure 4.  

 

Both the ATP producing pathways and the ATP consumption by SERCA and myosin 

ATPase appear to be localized in the cell, Figure 4. There are two kinds of mitochondrial 
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populations with different characteristics. The mitochondria in the core are called the 

intermyofibrillar mitochondria (IMM) and the mitochondria near the cell membrane are the 

subsarcolemmal mitochondria (SMM). Ogata and Yamasaki [40] showed that the IMM are 

generally in the I-band of the sarcomere, on both sites of the z-disc. In addition, microscopic 

images showed that lipid droplets are often located next to the mitochondria [41-43]. 

Glycolysis has been associated with the SR [44; 45] and the I-band region [44; 46]. Finally, CK 

has been shown to be localized within the sarcomere around the m-line and I-band [47]. 

Since both the ATP producing and consuming pathways are localized within the muscle, the 

question raises how the muscle achieves sufficient ATP levels at the position of the ATPases 

during cellular activation and how signal transduction is mediated to regulate the activity of 

ATP production. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic drawing of skeletal muscle microstructure representing the intermyofibrillar SR 

network and the mitochondria, reprinted with permission from Ogata and Yamasaki [40]. H indicates 

the H-zone, z, the z-line, M the mitochondria, T the T-Tubuli, A the axial tubule. 

 

Interestingly, several studies showed that in muscles of diseased as well as in muscles of 

knock-out animals this structure is rearranged. For example, compared to fibers of control 

animals, fibers of CK knock out animals display higher content and delocalization of 

mitochondria and the occurrence of tubular aggregates [48], while fibers of calsequestrin 

knock out animals show a change in the organization of the release units and number of 

mitochondria [49]. Finally, the sarcoplasmic reticulum and T-tubule systems from myopathic 

hearts were more abundant as determined by electron microscopy [50].  Currently, it is not 

known what causes the changes in microstructure, to what extent this effects function and if 

these changes are a cause or an effect of the disease. 
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The work of Eisenberg et al. [34; 35] belongs to the first attempts to quantify the 

microstructure of skeletal muscle. Although this work originates from the 70’s of the 

previous century, it remains unresolved how the functional properties of skeletal muscle are 

linked to the underlying structural foundation [51]. It is not known if this organization per se 

is convenient, i.e. fitting all components into a densely packed volume, or functional. The 

microscopic images provide static information, while skeletal muscle physiology is mainly 

dependent on dynamic processes. Few studies have attempted to relate these two levels of 

information, i.e. to quantify the role of the microstructure on different aspects of muscle 

dynamics. For example Meyer et al. used a simple approach to investigate the role of 

diffusion [52], while Vendelin et al. studied the possibility of barriers for ATP diffusion [53]. 

Nevertheless, the necessity to quantitatively include the spatial organization of the muscle in 

the analysis has become more evident over the years, e.g. in the Cardiac Physiome project 

[54]. The need is evident in basic physiology questions, for example in calculating the effect 

of the position of the mitochondria and glycolysis relative to SERCA and myosin, in 

quantifying the role of CK in this energy transduction problem and in computing the effect 

of the position of lipid droplets relative to the position of the mitochondria. Furthermore, 

also in understanding diseased states quantification of the contribution of the microstructure 

is crucial. To be able to answer these questions a new framework needs to be developed.  

 

GOAL OF THIS THESIS 

This study aimed to develop a framework that allows quantification of the spatiotemporal 

processes. Specifically, the study focused on local calcium dynamics in skeletal muscle, since 

calcium is high in hierarchy of excitation–contraction coupling and the versatility of calcium 

as a second messenger has been hypothesized to result from the spatial and temporal 

properties of the calcium signal [2]. The study aimed to quantify the spatiotemporal calcium 

dynamics within a skeletal muscle sarcomere. In addition, the model is applied to investigate 

how these local calcium dynamics play a regulatory role in excitation-contraction, and 

metabolism coupling.  

 

These local dynamics are currently difficult or impossible to obtain experimentally. On top, 

the numerous reactions and their interactions involved in skeletal muscle homeostasis make 

intuitive approaches unfeasible. For these reasons, a computational model was developed 

that calculates the calcium gradient in a murine skeletal muscle sarcomere. The 

computational model was combined with experimental observations for model 

parameterization, validation and application. A systems biology approach was used; a cycle 
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composed of theory and computational modeling, experimental validation, and then using 

the newly acquired quantitative data to refine the computational model, Figure 5. The 

combination of models and biological data allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the 

system and to predict dynamics with a high spatial and temporal resolution impossible to 

obtain experimentally, i.e. the model allowed us to translate the static information from 

microscopic pictures to dynamical interactions.  

Biological knowledge 
and contracdictory 
issues

Data and hypothesis 
driven modeling

Dry experiments 
(simulation)

Systems analysis and 
theory formation

Predictions and 
model application

Experiment design 

‘Wet’ experiments –
data collection

Data analysis

Experimental 
database

Model/Theory

 
Figure 5: Iterative cycle of model and experiments. During systems analysis and theory formation or 

predictions and model applications the model can be considered of sufficient quality. If the model 

does not fulfill all criteria, adaptations should be made to the model.    

 

The model developed in this study was based on the model originally developed by Cannell 

and Allen in 1984 [55], which has been adapted over the years [56-58]. The Baylor and 

Hollingworth model was used as a starting point for the current work, and describes calcium 

dynamics at 16°C in skeletal muscle for a single pulse and includes reaction-diffusion of 

calcium and calcium buffers within a half sarcomere. Unfortunately, their model describes 

muscle physiology in an unphysiological situation (low temperature) and model validation 

was unsatisfactory, meaning that the model was parameterized and validated using the 

same data set and not compared to independent data. Our adaptations to this calcium model 

are a significant improvement allowing simulation of calcium dynamics at a range of 
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temperatures (15-35°C), including physiological temperature. On top, it is now able to 

describe the physiological essential repetitive stimulations in skeletal muscle, instead of only 

a single pulse. Validation was achieved using both newly acquired high quality biological 

data and a large set of independently acquired data. Simulations with our model showed 

that the local dynamics are not comparable to the spatially averaged dynamics, e.g. in 

showing a significantly higher than average local calcium transient at the position of the 

mitochondria and of troponin C.  

 

To understand the role of calcium in excitation-contraction, and metabolism coupling, the 

model is a valuable tool. As a next step the model was applied to understand these processes. 

The calcium model was used as an input for models describing contraction. These models 

were based on the cycling cross bridge theory and capture different hypotheses regarding 

the regulation of contraction. These mechanisms have been shown to contribute to steady 

state contraction dynamics, cardiac muscle contraction or isolated actin-myosin interactions 

[16]. However, these models have not been tested to reproduce the large dynamical range 

observed in muscle mechanics measurements. The models were tested to reproduce skeletal 

muscle mechanics measurements. Using this approach we were able to describe in a testable 

manner the roles of these different mechanisms.   

 

The calcium model also proved to be a valuable tool in understanding in vivo regulation of 

metabolism. We tested the hypothesis that glycolytic flux is regulated by calcium. A 

previously developed model of glycolysis based on in vitro data [59; 60] was extended based 

on this hypothesis and tested to describe in vivo glycolytic flux. This approach allowed us to 

further characterize the in vivo behavior of the pathway.  

 

In summary, with this combined computational and experimental work we developed a 

framework that can be used to translate the static structural information to skeletal muscle 

dynamics, i.e., to quantify the contribution of skeletal muscle microstructure on skeletal 

muscle physiology. Specifically, we investigated local calcium dynamics within the skeletal 

muscle and its role in excitation-contraction, and -metabolism coupling.   

 

THESIS OUTLINE 

This thesis can be divided into two parts. In the first part of the thesis our novel calcium 

model is developed. In the second part this model will be applied to test the role of calcium 

in muscle physiology. Chapter 2 sets the framework for the computational model and the 
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experimental methods used in this thesis. The basic structure, assumptions and limitations of 

the model are discussed. In addition, the experimental methods used for model validation 

and hypothesis testing are explained. Chapter 3 presents the first version of the 

spatiotemporal calcium model. The model predicts higher than average calcium 

concentrations at the positions of the mitochondria and troponin C, thereby supporting the 

role of calcium as a mediator to balance ATP production and consumption.  In chapter 4 the 

model is further developed, parameterized and validated. Hereto, a comprehensive set of 

calcium fluorescence indicator dye measurements was obtained. In addition, the model was 

used to evaluate independent data sets. The utility of this model is illustrated by the 

flexibility to use it to query calcium indicator dye measurements, to calculate local calcium 

dynamics, and to interpret measurements under unphysiological conditions such as lower 

temperatures within a physiological context. Finally, this model offers predictive power 

towards both the magnitude and spatial distribution of calcium and calcium buffer gradients 

within a FT muscle sarcomere. 

 

In part 2 of this thesis the model is applied to quantify the role of calcium in muscle 

physiology. Chapter 5 compares the calcium dynamics in two muscle phenotypes, fast twitch 

and slow twitch muscles. These muscles basically contain identical machinery but express 

completely different levels of calcium dynamics, resulting in different levels of excitation-

contraction and excitation-transcription coupling. We tested if the model developed for fast 

twitch muscles was able to describe biological calcium fluorescence traces in slow twitch 

muscles. Finally, the model was applied to investigate how the calcium signals could result 

in different levels of contraction and calmodulin mediated signaling.  

Chapter 6 evaluates the role of calcium in excitation-contraction coupling. The calcium 

model was used as input for several models describing skeletal muscle contraction. These 

models captured different hypotheses regarding the regulation of contraction. Model output 

was compared to muscle mechanics measurements. This was the first study in which the 

large dynamical range of skeletal muscle contraction was modeled using a physiological and 

spatial refined calcium signal as input. Model simulations showed that a model containing 

double activation by calcium troponin of the cross bridge cycle was able to describe the 

measurements, while the other models could not. 

In chapter 7 the role of calcium in excitation-metabolism coupling is investigated. An 

integrated approach of computational model and experiments was used to test the 

hypothesis that glycolytic flux is regulated by calcium through activation of 

phosphofructokinase. A model describing glycolytic flux was extended to include calcium-
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calmodulin regulation. We showed that the model without calcium regulation was not able 

to reproduce the in vivo measurements. Therefore, we hypothesize that calcium activation is 

necessary in the regulation of the pathway. The time scales of activation and deactivation of 

in vivo glycolysis were determined and indicate that calcium is used as a mediator to balance 

ATP production and consumption.  

In the concluding chapter 8 we will provide a general discussion as well as implications for 

future research resulting from this work.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this chapter some principles about the computational and experimental methods used in 

this study are explained. The spatiotemporal calcium model will be introduced and the basic 

structure of this model as well as the model equations will be explained. The three 

experimental types of measurements, calcium fluorescence indicator dye measurements, 

muscle mechanics measurements and 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P MRS) 

methods will be introduced and explained. 
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COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

Computational modeling of muscle dynamics 

Over the last years, advances in experimental techniques have lead to an enormous increase 

in the quality and quantity of data available for analysis. At the same time, progress in 

computational techniques has increased our capacity to handle large data sets. It became 

possible to integrate these data sets through the application of computational models. In 

addition, it is now feasible to develop more complex models. However, the main motivation 

for the development of these models in muscle physiology is the integrative and complex 

nature of the system. Specifically, this means that components within a given spatial domain, 

or representing a particular physiological function, are difficult to study in isolation.  

 

Since the 1950’s numerous models appeared describing different aspects of muscle cells. 

Models have evolved from mathematical descriptions of ionic channels to more sophisticated 

models that include calcium transport mechanisms, ATP production and metabolic 

pathways. This resulted in models spanning many spatiotemporal scales, going from 

proteins interactions, to individual myocytes, and finally to muscle. Especially, 

computational modeling of cardiac myocytes has flourished in recent years. One of the 

driving forces in this development has been the cardiac physiome project [1]. In contrast 

fewer models describing skeletal muscle physiology have been developed.  

 

The current study focuses on calcium dynamics in skeletal muscle cells. In general two 

approaches in modeling of calcium dynamics can be distinguished. The first is an approach 

in which the muscle myoplasm is modeled as a well mixed fluid. The second approach takes 

into account the complex spatial organization of the muscle cells. The existence of 

microdomains of Ca2+ inside the cell was proposed and modeled by several authors using 

different approaches [2-4]. For example Nordin published a muscle model where the 

myoplasm was divided into three regions: superficial, medium and deep [5]. Ion flux 

between these compartments followed a simple gradient diffusion law. Cannell and Allen 

developed a model describing local calcium dynamics in frog fast twitch muscle [6]. Baylor 

et al. further developed this model by including for example ATP as buffer for calcium [7-9]. 

In this thesis this model will be further developed, parameterized and validated to simulate 

calcium dynamics in murine muscles at 15-35°C, a range of workloads, and in different fiber 

types. In this chapter we will outline the basic structure of the model and the underlying 

assumptions.  
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Model components 

Skeletal muscle contraction is initiated by the release of calcium from the terminal cisternea 

of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). In the myoplasm calcium diffuses and binds to troponin 

C thereby initiating contraction. Within the myoplasm calcium can also bind to other calcium 

buffers, e.g. parvalbumin and ATP. Calcium is continuously removed from the myoplasm by 

calcium transport back into the SR by SERCA. The SERCA pumping rate in rest and the 

calcium leak from the SR into the myoplasm are in equilibrium. The movement of calcium 

from release sites to binding sites and then back to uptake sites occurs by diffusion and 

involves the presence of gradients of calcium across the sarcomere. Currently, it is not 

possible to derive the local dynamics experimentally with the temporal and spatial 

resolution needed to be able to investigate the role of local calcium on regulatory processes. 

The computational model developed in this study allows investigating those questions. It 

takes into account these processes locally within the muscle microstructure and calculates 

local calcium and calcium-buffer dynamics initiated by an action potential. The model can be 

used to simulate both local dynamics and the spatially averaged dynamics. The spatially 

averaged dynamics can be compared to calcium fluorescence indicator dye measurements. 

An overview of the model components is given in Figure 1. In summary the model contains 

4 parts: 

• Calcium release from the SR into the myoplasm through the RyRs 

• Calcium and buffer diffusion through the myoplasm and the SR 

• Calcium binding to buffers 

• Calcium efflux from the myoplasm into the SR through SERCA 

 

Model Geometry 

The model has been based on the half sarcomere of a skeletal myofibril, from z-disc to m-line. 

This structure was chosen because it contains a full complement of contractile and activating 

proteins [10]. The myofilaments are surrounded by a network of SR [11] that releases and 

stores calcium [12]. This model assumes that the sarcomere is an infinite repetitive unit. This 

is reasonable due to the large number of repetitive units in the myofilaments which has been 

estimated to by seven to twelve thousand [13]. The half sarcomere model can be used to 

approximate whole muscle dynamics. However, in such a model structure, it is not possible 

to investigate intersarcomeric differences and communication.  
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Figure 1: Model components. The figure represents the calcium reactions included in the model. The 

equation numbers correspond to the equations in the text.  

 

The SR was assumed to be equally distributed around the myofibril. The junctional SR has 

been shown to be equally distributed around the SR, while the non junctional SR has been 

shown to be discontinuous [11]. This assumption assured circular symmetry and simplified 

model calculations. In addition, longitudinal symmetry was assumed. The model structure is 

depicted in Figure 2. The left figure shows a cylindrical representation of the model and the 

right figure depicts a two dimensional projection along the longitudinal axis of the model.  

 

The sites of calcium release are localized, Figure 2 [11; 14; 15]. Calcium is released from the 

junctional SR only, while calcium reuptake by SERCA from the cytosol is into the non 

junctional SR. Both the thin and the thick filament are present in part of the sarcomere, 

Figure 2. This results also in a local area where force can be generated [14; 16-18].  
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Figure 2: Model structure. Left: cylindrical model structure of the half sarcomere. Outer elements 

represent the SR and the inner elements the myoplasm. Right: two dimensional projection of the half 

sarcomere. Upper elements represent the SR. RyR is present in the JSR element and SERCA in the NSR 

elements.  The striped area indicates the position of troponin C.  

 

Calcium Movements  

Calcium is released from the SR into the myoplasm through the RyRs. The form of the 

equation assumed in the spatiotemporal model for SR Ca2+ release in response to an action 

potential is: 

( ) M
t

L
t

CaJSRCarelease eeRCCJ )()1( 21
,

ττ
−−

⋅−⋅⋅−=        (1) 

 

In equation 1, τ1, τ2, L, M are kinetic parameters, R the maximal release rate of RyR and CCa,JSR 

and CCa the Ca2+ concentration in the JSR and myoplasm respectively. Release flux has units 

of micromoles of Ca2+ per liter of myoplasmic water per millisecond (mM/ms) and its time 

course, in the absence of SR Ca2+ depletion, reflects the open time of the SR Ca2+-release 

channels. The description of the release by a product of exponentials is empirical. The 

function is derived from Baylor and Hollingworth [8] and gives a waveform of SR Ca2+ 

release that is similar to the release during experimental measurements of Ca2+ release [8].  

 

Calcium is pumped out of the myoplasm into the non junctional SR by SERCA. In the model 

SERCA is localized to the outer myoplasmic elements, Figure 2. In the current model the 

pumping rate is dependent on the local concentration in the elements containing SERCA 

pumps. SERCA transports two calcium molecules for one ATP molecule. The energetic 
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dependence was not considered in this work, but can be included [19]. The SERCA pump 

rate is second order, indicating cooperativity. When two ions are bound to SERCA, calcium 

will be pumped from the myoplasm into the SR. In the model calcium leak from the SR into 

the cytoplasm and SERCA pumping rate at resting levels were matched. The equation used 

is given by: 
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VJ

+
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         (2) 

 

With Vmax the maximal calcium pumping rate, Kd the dissociation constant and Cca the calcium 

concentration in the myoplasm.  

 

Calcium, magnesium and the mobile buffers can diffuse freely through the myoplasm and 

SR. The diffusion flux (Jdiffusion) is modeled based on Fick’s law of diffusion. This law states 

that the rate of diffusion is proportional to the spatial concentration gradient and the 

diffusion coefficient.  

 

x
CDJ diffusion ∆

∆
⋅=

          (3) 

 

with D the diffusion constant, ΔC the concentration difference and Δx the diffusion distance. 

The model assumes isotropic diffusion throughout the sarcomere.  

 

Calcium buffering  

The most important calcium binding-buffers in skeletal muscle are troponin, parvalbumin, 

ATP and calsequestrin (within the SR). Troponin C is located on the thin filament and thus 

immobile and non-uniformly distributed throughout the sarcomere. Calcium binds to 

troponin C based on mass action [8] 

 

bufferCaoffbufferCaonbufferCa CkCCkJ −− ⋅−⋅⋅=        (4) 

 

With kon and koff the reaction rate constants, CCa, Cbuffer and CCa-buffer the calcium, buffer and 

calcium bound to buffer concentrations respectively.   
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Parvalbumin was assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the myoplasm. 

Parvalbumin has two high-affinity calcium binding sites. Magnesium competes with calcium 

for binding to parvalbumin. Both magnesium and calcium binding to parvalbumin are 

described by mass action. Myoplasmic free [Mg2+] is well buffered and was assumed to 

remain constant at 1.0 mM [8; 9]. In rest a large amount of magnesium is bound to 

parvalbumin. Calcium binding to parvalbumin is competitive with magnesium. Upon 

calcium release in the myoplasm, the calcium concentration increases, increasing the [Ca-

Parvalbumin]. Subsequently, the [Mg-Parvalbumin] will decrease. As a result of this 

competitive binding mechanism parvalbumin is able to act as a slow onset large capacity 

buffer for calcium.  

 

Calcium binding to ATP is based on mass action. Mg2+ is also able to bind to ATP. However, 

the change in [Ca-ATP] can be closely approximated by a reduced reaction, which omits 

consideration of changes in [Mg-ATP] [8]. ATP behaves as a low-affinity, rapidly acting 

calcium buffer. ATP has been shown to make important contributions to shaping the calcium 

signal [8].  

 

Calsequestrin is located in the JSR [20]. It can buffer large amounts of calcium that is readily 

available for release through the RyRs. Calsequestrin is an immobile buffer. Because 

calsequestrin is present in the JSR large amounts of calcium can be stored while the free 

calcium concentration remains low.  

 

Model limitations 

The model contains detailed information on several local processes. In all models some level 

of abstraction is chosen. This model contains differential equations for the kinetics of calcium 

flux through channels including RyR and SERCA but did not include sodium calcium 

channel activity and other sarcolemmal channels, since these fluxes were significantly 

smaller than the SR channel fluxes [21]. In addition, several studies showed that removal of 

extracellular calcium or addition of calcium channel blockers did not significantly alter the 

contractile response in skeletal muscle cells [22; 23]. For example Balnave and Allen showed 

in single murine flexor digitorum brevis (FDB) fibers that the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCX) was 

not important during single twitches [24], while Germinario et al showed that NCX and 

extracellular calcium played no role during high frequency fatigue in EDL muscles [25]. To 

summarize for a healthy muscle the fluxes through these channels are small and the model is 

able to describe biological data without these channels.   
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In this thesis only short duration contractions and tetani were investigated. These 

contractions only produce relatively small changes in metabolite and pH levels. In addition, 

in the experiments muscles were given time to recover after each short stimulation bout and 

monitored for signs of fatigue as discussed later in this chapter. During long stimulations 

and fatiguing protocols metabolite levels have been shown to regulate SERCA and RyR 

activity [26]. However, during the short contractions periods investigated in this thesis, 

physiologically the preparations were assumed to have large substrate concentrations that 

do not rate limit force production. In addition, the accumulations of products were assumed 

sufficiently low that performance was not influenced. Therefore, the current model did not 

require the inclusion of rate equations for metabolites and pH to modulate calcium fluxes to 

simulate this data.    

 

Over the years several studies addressed questions on the assumptions of the model. For 

example, mitochondria have been shown to take up calcium. Baylor and Hollingworth 

calculated that the effect of the mitochondria is minor in fast twitch muscle [9]. This was also 

shown experimentally by Gillis [27], who showed that inhibition of calcium uptake by the 

mitochondria did not alter myoplasmic calcium transients in the EDL muscles.  Other studies 

investigated the influence of resting calcium concentration, the role of the different buffers 

(including ATP and parvalbumin), and the influence of spatial organization [6; 8; 9]. These 

studies concluded that a reaction-diffusion model works well to study calcium dynamics 

initiated with action potentials.  

 

Computing methods, model fluxes and partial differential equations 

Methods to solve the partial differential equations are for example the finite element and 

finite volume methods. The model implementation is based on the finite volume method, a 

method for solving a class of partial differential equations. Values are calculated at discrete 

places on a meshed geometry. This is comparable with the finite difference method and finite 

element method. Volume integrals of the diffusion term are converted to surface integrals 

over the surface of the volume, which corresponds to incoming and outgoing fluxes. The flux 

entering a given volume is identical to that leaving the adjacent volume. Therefore, the finite 

volume method is conservative. The finite volume theory is thus a method that is well suited 

for the numerical simulation of conservation laws. The finite volume method is attractive 

when modeling problems for which flux is important [28]. One difficulty is that in some 

cases it is difficult to design a scheme that gives enough precision. In the current study the 

influence of the number of elements on the precision of the outcome was tested. 
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Model fluxes 

The input to the model is the number of pulses (X) for a given stimulation frequency (Y). 

Based on this input the model will release calcium from the SR X times with a frequency of Y.  

The processes included in the model are dependent on both time (t) and the position within 

the sarcomere ( x ). The calcium release flux is described by:  

( ) M
t

L
t

CaJSRCarelease eeRtxCtxCtxJ )()1(),(),(),( 21
,

ττ
−−

⋅−⋅⋅−=      (5) 

 

with the CCa,JSR calcium concentration in the JSR, CCa the calcium concentration in the 

myoplasm, x  the position on the boundary between the SR and the myoplasm, t the time, R 

the maximal release rate, L, M, τ1, and τ2 the RyR kinetic parameters.  

The flux of calcium-buffer binding is given by:  

 
),(),(),(),( txCktxCtxCktxJ bufferCaoffbufferCaonbufferCa −− ⋅−⋅⋅=      (6) 

 

with kon and koff the reaction kinetic parameters, Cbuffer buffer concentration and CCa-buffer the 

concentration of bound Ca-buffer.  

The flux of Mg-buffer binding is given by:  

 
),(),(),(),( txCktxCtxCktxJ bufferMgoffbufferMgonbufferMg −− ⋅−⋅⋅=      (7) 

 

with CMg the Mg2+ concentration and CMg-buffer the concentration of bound Mg-buffer. 

Calcium pumping by SERCA is described by:  
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with Vmax the maximum pumping capacity, Kd the affinity constant and x on the border 

between the SR and the myoplasm.  

 

Partial differential equations 

The time evolution of the Ca-CSQN concentration in the JSR is defined as: 
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with CCa-CSQN the concentration bound Ca-calsequestrin. 

Since calsequestrin appears to be anchored in the SR [20] the diffusion term of calsequestrin 

was neglected. The change in calsequestrin concentration is calculated according to: 
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The free calcium concentration in the SR is described by: 
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with DCa,SR the diffusion coefficient of calcium in the SR, VNSR the volume of a NSR 

compartment and V the volume of a myoplasm compartment.  

The calcium concentration in the myoplasm is calculated according to: 
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with DCa the diffusion constant of calcium in the myoplasm and VJSR the volume of a JSR 

compartment. The partial differential equation for the buffers ATP and parvalbumin: 
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with Dbuffer the diffusion constant of the buffer in the myoplasm. As explained JMg-ATP is not 

explicitly modeled. The equation for troponin C (immobile, hence no diffusion and no 

binding to Mg2+): 
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Numerical solution 

The various partial differential equations are discretized using a finite volume (compartment) 

approach. The concentration in each compartment is assumed to be constant. The diffusion is 
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implemented in the following way. Consider a compartment with a concentration Csub(i) and a 

neighboring compartment with concentration Csub(i’). The flux from the second compartment 

to the first compartment is then modeled by ',

)()'(
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D

−

, where si,i’ is the distance 

between the points of support representing the centers of mass of the two compartments. 

Suppose the boundary between the two compartments has area Ai,i’ and the first 

compartment has a volume Vi, . Then ),( txCD subsub∆ is approximated by 
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where the summation is over all neighbors i’ of i. This method to implement the diffusion is 

used for all neighboring compartments, either in longitudinal or in radial direction. We have 

chosen identical volumes for all myoplasmic compartments. However, the volumes of the SR 

compartments are different. 

 

Formulation of the elements and centers of mass 

The volumes of all myoplasmic volume elements were chosen to be equal. This leads to 

distance from the middle from the boundaries of the elements of:  

 

          (16) 

 

with rk the distance to the center, k the number of the element, R the total radius of the 

cylinder and N the total number of elements. These positions were used to calculate the 

point of support representing the center of mass within an element we used:  
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This then leads to: 
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for the inner element the center of mass is set to the middle of the cylinder.  

 

Implementation 

The model was implemented in Matlab (the Mathworks Inc) using the ode15s solver, a 

Runge-Kutta solver, to integrate the resulting system of coupled ODE’s in time. A typical 

simulation with the model gives an output like Figure 3. This figure depicts both local 

calcium transients and the spatially averaged transient that can be compared to biological 

data. 
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Figure 3: Simulation result. The figure depicts local calcium transients at the positions indicated in the 

upper right figure. The light grey line corresponds to the position of the circle and the dark grey line 

to the position of the square. The black line represents the spatially averaged calcium transient, the 

average transient in the myoplasm.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experimental techniques in this study included calcium fluorescence indicator dye, 

mechanics and 31P-MR spectroscopy measurements. In this thesis all experiments were 

conducted on rodent hindlimb muscles.  

 

Rodent hindlimb muscles 

Rodent hindlimbs constitute five major muscles. The gastronemicus, soleus and plantaris 

muscles form the calf muscles that are plantar-flexors of the foot. The tibialis anterior (TA) 

and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) comprise the shin muscles, used for dorsiflexion and 

inversion of the foot. The TA is the largest shin muscle and is a mixed muscle, i.e. it is 

composed of a mixture of fiber types [29]. The EDL contains fast fibers [30]. On the calf the 

gastronemicus is the largest muscle. It has two distinct heads, slow twitch and fast twitch. 

The plantaris is positioned between the gastronemicus and soleus muscle and is mostly 
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formed of fast twitch fibers [31]. The Soleus is typically regarded as a slow twitch muscle, 

composed of a large portion of type I fibers, but also contains some type II fibers [30; 32]. 

Mouse EDL and Soleus muscle have been intensively investigated in skeletal muscle 

research as typical fast twitch and slow twitch muscles. Due to their small dimensions they 

are suitable for superfused stimulation experiments of isolated muscle [33; 34]. The rat TA 

has been used to study electro stimulation during 31P MR spectroscopy. De Feyter et al. 

showed that this muscle can be specifically stimulated using electro stimulation of the nerve 

[35]. 

 

Fluorescence calcium indicator dye measurements 

Because of the importance of calcium in biology, several techniques for analyzing the 

mechanisms of cellular and subcellular calcium activity have been established. These 

methods have been reviewed by Takahashi et al. [36]. The most common method to measure 

intracellular calcium dynamics is by the use of chemical fluorescent indicators. Studies on 

calcium dynamics in skeletal muscle have relied on four main experimental preparations:  

• whole isolated muscles [37] 

• Intact fibers, which are single fibers or small bundles of fibers that have been 

dissected manually [38]  

• Cut fibers, which are transected fiber segments that are mounted in a vaseline-gap 

voltage clamp apparatus that permits control of the membrane potential of a portion 

of the fiber segment [39]. 

• Enzyme-dissociated fibers, which are tendonless fibers that have been isolated by 

exposure of a whole muscle or a bundle of fibers to collagenase and/or related 

enzymes [40].  

In the current study whole murine muscles were used to minimize the damage to the muscle 

fibers, which causes errors in the measurements, and to leave the metabolic environment 

relatively intact. Murine muscles were used since these are thin and oxygen diffusion will 

not be limiting.  

 

Typically, during these measurements a fluorescent indicator is introduced into the cytosol, 

then the preparation is illuminated with ultraviolet, or visible radiation and records are 

made of the indicator’s resting fluorescence intensity (Frest) and changes in fluorescence 

intensity during activity (F(t)). These changes are caused by variations in the amount of 

fluorescent dye bound to calcium during muscle activity. The measurements provide thus an 

indirect measure of the calcium dynamics in the muscle. Many fluorescent indicator dyes 
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exist and can be classified according to different criteria: ratiometric vs. nonratiometric 

(single wavelength indicators), excitation/emission spectra (ultraviolet or visible light), the 

chemical form (acid, ester or dextran conjugates) and its calcium affinity. Calcium 

fluorescent dyes are known to be able to buffer calcium inside the cytosol. High affinity 

calcium indicators like fura-2 loaded into cells at high concentrations can increase the 

intrinsic calcium buffering in the cell with up to 20% [36]. Other general problems with 

fluorescence dyes are cytotoxicity, autofluorescence, bleaching and compartmentalization 

[36]. In this study the cell permeant Rhodamine-2-AM fluorescent dye was used. This dye 

was originally produced by the Tsien laboratory [41]. It is a visible wavelength excitation 

fluorescent indicator with an in vivo calcium affinity of 935 nM at 20°C. Rhodamine-2 has 

been shown to be suitable to obtain cytosolic calcium dynamics in whole skeletal muscle [42]. 
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Muscle Mechanics Measurements 

Skeletal muscle is able to generate force over a large dynamical range. Over the last decades 

muscle mechanics measurements have been performed [34; 43; 44]. In this study in vitro 

muscle mechanics were obtained using a myograph set up. Murine EDL muscles were 

electrically stimulated using platinum electrodes and an electrical stimulator. In house 

developed software was used to automatically detect pulses, to correct for the noise and to 

determine the characteristics of contraction. Three contraction time parameters (rise, decay 

and half time) and the hybrid parameter tension-time integral were determined using 

standard Matlab routines, Figure 5.   

 

Figure 4: Example of rhodamine-2 

fluorescence signal in murine Soleus 

muscles, 20Hz, 1000ms stimulation and at 

30°C. 
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In vivo  31P MRS 

Phosphorylated metabolite concentrations and intracellular pH can be measured non-

invasively using 31P MR spectroscopy. This technique has been used to study skeletal muscle 

metabolism in living mammalian tissues [45]. In this thesis 31P MRS was used to study in 

vivo glycolysis. 31P MR spectra of skeletal muscle typically show five major resonance peaks: 

an inorganic phosphate (Pi) peak, a phosphocreatine (PCr) peak, and three ATP peaks, from 

the gamma, alpha and beta phosphate groups of ATP. Sometimes phosphomonoesters (PME) 

and phospodiesters (PDE) peaks can be detected. In addition, the free ADP concentration 

and pH can be obtained indirectly from the spectra.  

 

Tissue pH can be deduced from the chemical shift of the Pi peak [46]. This shift originates 

from both H2PO4¯ and HPO42¯. A single peak is observed, because these compounds are in 

rapid chemical exchange. The chemical shift of this peak depends on the ratio of the H2PO4¯ 

and HPO42¯ concentrations. Free ADP concentration in the cell can be calculated by the use of 

the CK equilibrium (equation 19) [47]. The concentration of ADP muscle is typically too low 

to allow direct detection with 31P MRS.  

 

MgADP¯  + PCr2¯  + H+   MgATP2¯  + Cr       (19) 

 
31P MRS can also be used to study metabolite changes in exercising muscles. In human this is 

often during voluntary exercise, while in animals this is usually done using electro 

stimulation of the nerve. In this thesis electrical stimulation was applied via acute, 

subcutaneously implanted platinum electrodes positioned along the distal nerve trajectory of 

Figure 5: Example of force measurement. 

The contraction time parameters, rise time, 

decay time and the full width at the half 

maximum (FWHM) are generally 

determined for single twitches. 
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the n. peroneus communis to induce contractions in the TA. This method has been shown to 

be well tolerated by the animal and to induce highly specific muscle contractions [35]. In this 

study 31P MRS was used to study glycolysis as has been done by Crowther et al. [48]. The 

glycolytic flux can be obtained by acquiring 31P-MR spectra in ischemic muscle, i.e. occlusion 

of the blood flow. In this manner the mitochondria cannot contribute to muscle ATP 

production.  
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ABSTRACT 

The physical sites of calcium entry and exit in the skeletal muscle cell are distinct and highly 

organized in space. We investigated if the highly structured spatial organization of sites of 

Ca2+ release, uptake and action in skeletal muscle cells substantially impacts the dynamics of 

cytosolic Ca2+ handling and thereby the physiology of the cell. Hereto, the spatiotemporal 

dynamics of the free calcium distribution in a fast-twitch muscle sarcomere was studied 

using a reaction-diffusion computational model for two genotypes with known anatomical 

differences. We developed a computational model of a murine fast-twitch muscle sarcomere, 

de novo including a closed calcium mass balance to simulate spatiotemporal high 

stimulation frequency calcium dynamics at 35°C. Literature data on high frequency calcium-

dye measurements were used as a first step towards model validation. The murine and 

amphibian sarcomere model were phenotypically distinct to capture known differences in 

positions of Troponin C, actin-myosin overlap and calcium release within the sarcomere 

between frog and mouse. The models predicted large calcium gradients throughout the 

myoplasm as well as differences in calcium concentrations near the mitochondria of frog and 

mouse. Furthermore, the predicted Ca2+ concentration was high at positions were Ca2+ has a 

regulatory function, close to the mitochondria and troponin C. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Calcium is the main regulator of skeletal muscle metabolic activity. It activates ATP 

consumption during contraction and relaxation [1], as well as mitochondrial and anaerobic 

glycogenolytic ATP production during the entire cycle, both directly  as well as indirectly via 

ADP, AMP and inorganic phosphate (Pi) concentration changes [1; 2]. Within the skeletal 

muscle cell, sites of calcium entry, exit and action are separated and highly organized in 

space [3-6]. This organization was for example shown by electron microscopy images of 

muscle sections in which interwoven networks of mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum 

were detected [7]. Glycogen synthase was found to be positioned at the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (SR) [8]. Furthermore, the proteins associated with Ca2+ cycling in skeletal muscle 

cells lie scattered on the sarcomere. These observations suggest a relation between the spatial 

distribution of Ca2+ sensitive proteins and their regulation by Ca2+. Moreover, this topology 

(i.e. the position of mitochondria, myofilaments, and Ca2+ release and uptake in the 

sarcomere) differs between species (e.g. mouse versus amphibian muscles) [9; 10] and even 

within-species (e.g., fast twitch (FT) versus slow twitch (ST) muscle) [9; 11]. Ogata and 

Yamasaki [4] characterized different fiber types from several species and they classified two 

architecture types regarding the calcium release location: Z-fibers and A-I fibers. However, 

they did not have any explanation for the functional differences between the architectures. 

This raised the question if the spatial organization solves a dynamic regulation problem, or 

merely the anatomical problem of how to get all proteins in a densely packed space. 

 

As a first step towards answering this question, we investigated the influence of cell 

topology on spatiotemporal calcium distribution throughout the sarcomere using 

computational modeling. In the past decades several models have been developed that 

describe calcium dynamics in skeletal muscles [12-17]. Most of these models describe calcium 

dynamics in amphibian muscles. Cannell and Allen [15] were the first to include calcium 

diffusion in their amphibian model. As well, they included a description of the SR. Baylor 

and Hollingworth [13] removed the representation of the SR from the model and included 

calcium buffering in the myoplasm.  However, two major limitations of the existing models 

are that they simulate calcium dynamics at a, for mammalian, unphysiological temperature 

(~15°C) and the calcium mass balance is not closed, i.e. no conservation of mass. Therefore, it 

is not possible to simulate high frequency calcium dynamics with these models without a lot 

of a priori knowledge. This means that for each pulse the calcium release needs to be 

calculated in advance. This information should then be included in the model, before 

simulations can be performed. Consequently, we developed a mathematical model that 
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describes high frequency calcium dynamics at 35°C in mammalian and amphibian fast 

twitch muscles. 

 

We compared predictions of both the amphibian and the mammalian fast-twitch muscle 

models to address our question, since it is known that amphibian (frog) and mammalian 

(mouse) muscle have a different muscle topology. With these models we (i) studied the 

spatiotemporal Ca2+ distribution in these different muscle phenotypes and (ii) investigated 

the influence of topology on the calcium concentration sensed by mitochondria during 

contractions.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

General model description  

The Baylor & Hollingworth reaction-diffusion model for an amphibian fast-twitch (FT) 

muscle sarcomere [13] was adapted to murine FT muscle. Adaptations included adjustment 

of topology and model parameterization to the mouse fast-twitch muscle sarcomere 

phenotype at 35°C. However, this first generation mouse sarcomere model, as well as the 

Baylor & Hollingworth sarcomere models [13; 14], both maintain a constant calcium inflow 

into the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) following cell excitation -i.e. for each simulation calcium 

outflow from the SR into the myoplasm needs to be predefined for each pulse. This 

necessitates a lot of a priori information for parameterization. Cannell and Allen [15] also 

predefined all pulses, although they included a representation of the SR. Therefore, we have 

added a computational representation of the sarcoplasmic reticulum to our mouse fast-

twitch muscle sarcomere model and we altered the calcium release function, such that it 

becomes dependent on both myoplasmic and SR calcium concentration. Hereby, the model 

has been endowed with conservation of mass, enabling simulation of calcium concentration 

dynamics during high frequency contractions. All model equations can be found in Chapter 

2, and the parameter values in Tables 1 and 2. 

 

Model architecture 

The 3D structure of the 2nd generation spatiotemporal mouse FT muscle sarcomere model is 

given in Figure 1. Actin and myosin filaments are grouped and surrounded by the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum. In the model the actin and myosin filaments are modeled as a 

cylinder and the SR is modeled as the outer part of this cylinder. The cylindrical 

representation of mouse EDL and the 2D representations of this model for frog and EDL are 

given in Figure 1 and 2. The SR can be divided in two parts: the junctional SR (JSR) and the 
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non-junctional SR (NSR). The SR is highly organized around the sarcomere. The positions of 

the JSR and NSR are fixed and repetitive in space [4; 5; 9; 11], Figure 2.  The model was 

assumed axisymmetrical. 

 
Figure 1: Three dimensional structure of the model. Left: Calcium concentration is simulated in half of 

a sarcomere (z-disc to m-line). The grey area indicates the myoplasm with actin and myosin filaments. 

The white area indicates the SR, with JSR: junctional SR and NSR: non-junctional SR. Right: 

Cylindrical representation of the model structure. This figure represents a quarter of the left figure 

(the cross-section is indicated in figure 1). The elements are drawn as illustration and not equal to the 

number used in the simulations. The outer part of the cylinder indicates the SR from which calcium is 

released and to which calcium is pumped back (indicated with arrows). The inner elements (dashed 

lines) represent the myoplasm with actin and myosin filaments. The position of the different buffers is 

given in Figure 2.  
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Troponin C

Myoplasm

NSR

JSR

Troponin C

Myoplasm

* *
Mouse EDL Skeletal muscle sarcomere model Frog FT muscle sarcomere model

 
Figure 2: Two dimensional projections of the model. This is a projection along the radial and 

longitudinal axes of Figure 1 (right). The model was assumed axisymmetrical. The location of the 

buffers is following: calsequestrin is located in the JSR (dark grey area), troponin C in part of the 

myoplasm (grey striped area), ATP and parvalbumin are equally distributed in the entire myoplasm. 

The muscle architectures of frog and mouse are shown. The differences between these model 

architectures are in the position of the mitochondria (indicated with *), JSR (grey area) and troponin C 

(striped area). In addition, the total amount of troponin C and the parvalbumin concentration are 

different. 
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The model can be applied to a stimulus with a frequency X and number of pulses Y. As a 

consequence of the stimulus, Ca2+ is released Y times with a time interval of 1/X seconds by 

the ryanodine receptors (RyRs) from the JSR into the sarcomere. Once in the myoplasm, Ca2+ 

can diffuse freely, or bind to a buffer. Calcium binding to the buffers is competitive with 

Mg2+-buffer binding. The buffers are either mobile (ATP and Parvalbumin) or immobile 

(troponin C). Ca2+ is transported out of the myoplasm into the NSR by sarcoplasmic 

reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA). Ca2+ diffuses back from the NSR into the JSR where it is 

buffered by calsequestrin. The outputs of the model are the local and the spatially averaged 

Ca2+ concentration in the sarcomere.  

 

Model equations 

The description of Ca2+ release from the SR was adopted from Baylor and Hollingworth [13]. 

However, the release was made dependent on the Ca2+ gradient between the JSR and the Ca2+ 

concentration in the element of the sarcomere in which Ca2+ is released, as sometimes done in 

descriptions of RyR in heart models [18; 19], see equation 1. This equation is based on Fick’s 

law. R can be regarded as the permeability of the SR membrane for Ca2+. The concentration 

gradient is the driving force from the JSR to the myoplasm. The equation is multiplied with 

an opening and closing function, since the SR is only permeable after stimulation. This 

description is rather phenomenological, but the mechanistic dependence on both CCa,JSR and 

CCa is an important improvement. 
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In equation 1, τ1, τ2, L, M are kinetic parameters of RyR and CCa,JSR and CCa the Ca2+ 

concentration in the JSR and myoplasm respectively.  

 

Ca2+ clearance from the myoplasm into the SR was modeled identically as done by Baylor 

and Hollingworth [13]. Their description of 2007 [20] was much more complex but did not 

significantly improve the results [21]. Therefore, we choose to use the simpler description, 

given by equation 2.   
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Transport through the myoplasm was assumed to be by simple diffusion. The diffusive 

transport is calculated between adjacent elements, this is explained in Chapter 2. The 

buffering of Ca2+ is modeled by mass action (equation 3) and thus based on 2 reaction 

constants, kon and koff.  

 

),(),(),(),( txCktxCtxCktxJ bufferCaoffbufferCaonbufferCa −− ⋅−⋅⋅=      (3) 

 

Model simulations were performed for physiological temperature (35°C). Parameters 

measured at other temperatures, were calculated for 35°C by means of a Q10-value [22-25]. 

 

Modeling Sarcoplasmic Reticulum  

The model was extended with a description of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, Figures 1 and 2. 

The JSR occupies a sixth of the length of the sarcomere and RyR is located on the JSR [11; 26]. 

The position can be seen in Figure 2. In the JSR Ca2+ is buffered by calsequestrin. In contrast, 

calsequestrin is essentially absent from the NSR [27].  Calsequestrin is known to be a high 

capacity and low to moderate affinity calcium buffer. Values for the capacity vary between 

30-80 mol Ca2+/mol calsequestrin [26-28]. Values for the affinity range between 40 μM and 1 

mM [26-29].  Ca2+ calsequestrin binding was modeled by mass action, equation 3. 

 

Ca2+ was pumped back from the myoplasm into the SR by SERCA. SERCA is located on 

surface of the NSR and not on the surface of the JSR. Transport of the NSR back into the JSR 

was assumed to be by simple diffusion and modeled by Fick’s law. In literature this 

transport was sometimes modeled by a constant time delay [18]. However, when calcium 

transport is modeled by diffusion, more insight can be obtained in the spatial effect of the 

transport, e.g. the question ‘what is the influence of the size of the NSR’ can be addressed. 

No experimentally or mathematically determined values for this diffusion constant were 

available and therefore the diffusion constant in the SR was assumed equal to the constant in 

the myoplasm. The validity of this assumption was tested. By adding the SR to the model 9 

parameters were introduced, see Table 2.  

 

Parameterization 

A multi-parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA) was performed to identify the most 

important model parameters and initial conditions. The MPSA was performed according to 

the method of Zi et al. [30]. This method is based on simultaneous changes in all parameters. 

The parameters were divided in 3 groups: parameters that were varied 1. 0-10% (spatial 
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dimensions), 2. 0-100% (diffusion constants, initial concentrations and RyR kinetics) and 3. 0-

500% (kinetic and dummy parameters). The dummy parameters did not have any effect on 

the model outcome. In order to decrease the number of simulations, a Latin hypercube 

sampling method was used. The dummy parameters were used to test the sampling method. 

Simulations were performed for 15000 random parameter sets. Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

statistics were used, to rank the sensitivities.  

 
Table 1: Parameters values at 35°C  
Parameter Meaning Value Reference 

Zsarc Length z-m line 1.1 μm [31-33] 

Zactin Length actin filaments 0.86 μm [31; 34] 

Zmyosin Length myosin filaments 0.75 μm [9; 31; 34] 

Rhalf Radius of myofibril 0.5 μm [13] 

CaR Resting free [Ca2+] 0.1 μM [13] 

MgR Resting free [Mg2+] 1000 μM [13] 

DCa Diffusion coefficient of Calcium  0.375 μm2 ms-1 [25; 35] 

Dparv Diffusion coefficient of 

Parvalbumin 

67.5 * 10-3 μm2 ms-1 [13; 25; 36] 

DATP Diffusion coefficient of ATP 0.14 μm2 ms-1 [13; 25] 

R Ca2+ release rate 1.17 * 102 μM-1 [37-39] 

τ1 RyR kinetic parameter 0.609 [13; 16; 38; 39] 

τ2 RyR kinetic parameter 0.774 [13; 16; 38; 39] 

L RyR kinetic parameter 5 [13] 

M RyR kinetic parameter 3 [13] 

Vmax Maximal SERCA pumping 65 μM ms-1 [22; 23; 40] 

KdSERCA affinity of SERCA for Ca2+ 1 μM [13] 

kt1 on rate of TropC – Ca2+ reaction  0.08 (μM ms)-1 [12; 13; 24; 41] 

kt2 off rate of tropC – Ca2+ reaction  0.32 ms-1 [12; 13; 24; 41] 

bulkTropCT total [TropC] per volume unit 

muscle 

120 μM [13] 

kca1 on rate of Parv – Ca2+ reaction  0.37 (μM ms)-1 [13; 23; 42; 43] 

kca2  off rate of Parv – Ca2+ reaction 3 * 10-3 ms-1 [13; 23; 42; 43] 

Ptotal total [Parv] 1500 μM [44; 45] 

kmg1  on rate of Parv –Mg2+ reaction 105 * 10-6 (μM ms)-1 [13; 23; 42; 43] 

kmg2 off rate of Parv –Mg2+ reaction  12 * 10-3 ms-1 [13; 23; 42; 43] 

kb1 on rate of reaction Ca2+ - ATP 54 * 10-3 (μM ms)-1 [13; 46; 47] 

kb2 off rate of reaction Ca2+ - ATP 120 ms-1 [13; 46; 47] 

ATPT total ATP 8000 μM [13] 

 

The most important parameters for the prediction of the calcium concentration and the 

troponin-calcium binding during twitch and high frequency stimulation were: calcium 
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diffusion in the myoplasm, Vmax and to a lesser extend Kd of SERCA, total Ca2+ in the SR, 

Ca2+-ATP binding kinetics and RyR kinetics. In addition the kinetics (kon) of the troponin-

calcium binding were important for the prediction of the troponin-calcium concentration. 

These values were based on literature, Tables 1 and 2. 

 

The MPSA was also used to test the validity of the assumption, concerning the value of the 

diffusion constant in the SR. The MPSA did not identify this parameter as important. 

Moreover, decreasing the value of the diffusion constant by a factor 2 and increasing by a 

factor 4 did not have significant influence (<1%) on both the average calcium concentration 

and the calcium-troponin C concentration. This confirmed that the diffusion constant of Ca2+ 

in the SR is not a determining parameter and it justified the use of the myoplasmic value. 

 
Table 2: SR parameters of the model at 35°C 
Parameter Meaning Value Reference 

VSR Volume SR 15% of myoplasm volume [9] 

VJSR Volume JSR 5% of myoplasm volume  [9] 

VNSR Volume NSR 10% of myoplasm volume [9] 

[Ca2+]SR Free Free Ca2+ concentration 1 mM [48; 49] 

[Ca2+]JSR total Total JSR Ca2+ concentration 31 mM [48; 49] 

[CSQN]free Free JSR CSQN concentration 30 mM [27; 38; 48; 49] 

[Ca-CSQN] Ca2+-CSQN concentration 30 mM [27; 38; 48; 49] 

kon kon of Ca2+-CSQN binding 100 (mM ms)-1 [27; 38; 50] 

koff koff of Ca2+-CSQN binding 100 ms-1 [27; 38; 50] 

 

Model specifications 

The partial differential equations (Chapter 2) of the reaction diffusion model were solved 

using a finite volume approach, implemented in Matlab (the Mathworks Inc). The model 

contained 72 (12 longitudinal * 6 radial) myoplasmic volumes and 12 (12 longitudinal * 1 

radial) SR volumes. The spatiotemporal model of Baylor and Hollingworth [13] contained 

6*3 elements. Simulations showed that 24*12 cytosolic elements obtained accurate results. 

The reduction of the number of elements to 12*6 cytosolic elements caused a change of less 

than 1% in the predicted dynamics. Further reduction of the number of elements caused 

changes larger than 1%. The time step was set to 0.01 ms. The solver was ode15s, a Runge-

Kutta solver. Simulations were performed for physiological temperature (35°C).   
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Model Validation 

The model was compared to single twitch data at different temperatures (results not shown, 

[51]). As a start for model validation, model predictions were compared to data of 

Hollingworth et al. [40] for mouse EDL. They measured spatially averaged calcium 

concentration with the indicator furaptra during a stimulus of 125 Hz and 10 pulses at 35°C.  

 

Model predictions 

Simulations were performed for two muscle architectures, to be able to study the influence of 

topology. Muscle architectures of frog and mouse were used as model structures. It is known 

that amphibian (frog) and mammalian (mouse) muscle have a different topology with 

respect to the position of Troponin C, actin-myosin overlap, junctional SR (JSR) and the non-

junctional SR (NSR) [9; 10]. These differences are visualized in Figure 2.  Both models were 

applied to the same stimulus. 

 

Simulations were performed to calculate the local calcium concentration at the position of the 

mitochondria. This position is given in Figure 2. The calcium inflow into the mitochondria by 

the UNIporter can be calculated by equation 4 [52]:  
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Values for the parameters were chosen as in [53]. The inflow was calculated with [Ca2+]i as 

either the spatially averaged or the local calcium concentration for both the mouse and the 

amphibian model.  

 

RESULTS 

Model validation  

Model predictions of the spatially averaged dynamic calcium concentration was compared to 

calcium dye fluorescence changes in isolated mouse EDL fibers at 35oC serially stimulated at 

a frequency of 125 Hz [40]. These experimental data indicate a progressive decline in peak 

values of [Ca2+]i concomitant with a progressive increase of baseline calcium during 10 

successive stimulations [40]. Our model with closed Ca2+ mass balance (but not our 1st 
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generation (Figure 3c) mouse sarcomere model) correctly reproduced the negative trend in 

peak Ca2+ (Figure 3a). The new model also predicted that 15% of SR calcium was released 

during the first pulse. This agreed well with values in the literature (10-17%) [28]. However, 

it failed to predict any incremental change in baseline calcium (Figure 3a). This could be 

achieved by downscaling SERCA activity (Figure 3b). Yet, this change to the model was not 

continued since the experimentally observed change in baseline calcium dye fluorescence 

was according to Hollingworth et al. likely a measurement artifact [40]. 

 
Figure 3: Predicted spatially averaged calcium concentration in the myoplasm, during a stimulus of 

125 Hz and 10 pulses. Model simulations performed for murine EDL and with A: Closed SR, B: Closed 

SR, reduced Vmax of SERCA, C: first generation model (Ca2+ mass balance not closed)  

 
Figure 4: Left: Predicted spatial averaged and local calcium concentrations in the mouse EDL 

sarcomere. Black line indicates spatially averaged calcium concentration,   calcium concentration at 

the position near calcium inflow, ♦ cal cium concentration at a position far from inflow and close to 

outflow. The locations in the sarcomere are indicated in the upper right figure. The lower right figure 

gives the concentration profile of position ♦ on a different scale. 
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Model predictions 

Figure 4 shows the model prediction of the spatial distribution of Ca2+ throughout the 

sarcomere for ten serial stimulations for two different positions in the sarcomere (adjacent 

versus distal to SR release site) together with the computed spatial average. These 

computations predicted a very steep Ca2+ gradient throughout the sarcomere. Specifically, 

the computed difference in free calcium concentration between extreme positions in the 

sarcomere was two orders of magnitude (Figure 4).  In Figure 5 the free calcium 

concentration in the SR is given during the same stimulation, while Figure 6 shows the 

activity of the RyR.  

 

 
 

Figure 7 shows the computed local free Ca2+ concentration time course at the position of 

mitochondria in the sarcomere versus the spatial average Ca2+ concentration for both the frog 

and mouse muscle architecture. The model simulations suggested that the local total free 

Ca2+ (area under the curve) sensed by mitochondria in the sarcomere was substantially 

(approximately 2-fold for frog and mouse respectively) higher than the spatial average Ca2+ 

concentration in mouse and frog (Figure 7). Furthermore, the spatial average Ca2+ 

concentration remained below the dissociation constant of Ca2+ transport by the UNI-porter 

of the mitochondria (19 μM) [54]. This caused a difference in Ca2+ inflow into the 

Figure 5: The free calcium concentration in the JSR in 

time during the same protocol as in figure 4 (10 pulses, 

125 Hz, 35C). When the simulation is continued for a 

longer time after the stimulation, the concentration will 

become equal again to the initial condition. 

Figure 6: RyR activity during 10 pulses 125 Hz at 35C.  
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mitochondria of approximately a factor 1.5 between calculations based on the local and on 

the average calcium concentration. The difference in inflow into amphibian and mammalian 

mitochondria was approximately 20%. However, the exact difference in inflow into the 

mitochondria and the resulting mitochondrial concentration can only be determined with a 

complete mitochondrial model like in [55]. 

 
Figure 7: Predicted local calcium concentrations at the positions of the mitochondria in mouse and 

frog. The figures show both the Ca2+ concentration sensed by mitochondria (grey line) and the 

spatially averaged Ca2+ concentration (black line) computed for mouse and frog muscles. Dashed line 

the dissociation constant of the Ca2+ UNI-porter of the mitochondria. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The present computational study of the spatiotemporal distribution of free Ca2+ 

concentration in frog versus mouse FT muscle sarcomere yielded two main results. First, our 

simulations indicated that the spatiotemporal distribution of free Ca2+ concentration in the 

sarcomere attained following Ca2+ release from the SR upon cell excitation may be highly 

heterogeneous. The model predicted a concentration gradient of two orders of magnitude at 

35°C from the SR release site to distal positions in the sarcomere (Figure 4). This gradient is 

larger than previously reported in frog at 20°C [15]. Secondly, our simulations indicate that 

bulk measurements of Ca2+ dye fluorescence with low spatial resolution may significantly 

underestimate the local free Ca2+ concentration sensed by mitochondria in the sarcomere 

(Figure 7). Specifics of our mouse FT muscle sarcomere model as well as these main results 

and their impact on our understanding of skeletal muscle physiology are discussed below.    

 

Model development and validation  

An important dilemma in biological modeling is whether increasing the biophysical and 

biochemical detail (e.g., by including one more reaction or process) is in fact adding 

information (and thereby increasing the accuracy of simulation) or merely complexity (and 
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thereby uncertainty). We extended the sarcomere model with a closed mass balance to 

simulate (and so test) calcium concentration dynamics under conditions of repetitive 

excitation – e.g. during tetanic contraction. Conversely, any regulation of the peak amplitude 

of a calcium release at the level of  RyR and SERCA [28; 29] was not included because of lack 

of accurate information. RyR is possibly regulated by calsequestrin, inorganic phosphate and 

Ca2+ and inhibited by Mg2+ [28; 29]. Both literature [28] and the MPSA suggest that the 

regulation of RyR is expected to play a role in determining the amplitude of the Ca2+ pulse. 

SERCA can be regulated by phospholamban and sarcolipin [56] and it consumes ATP. The 

MPSA showed that SERCA is an important determinate of the decay time.  

 

To test the murine model behavior several simulations were performed at physiological 

temperature (35°C). First, repetitive stimulation at 1 Hz was applied to the model (results not 

shown). The model predicted the highest calcium concentration in the first peak and 

approximately basal conditions between the pulses. This behavior was also observed  

experimentally [57]. The reduction in peak amplitude after the first stimulation was caused 

by a reduced calcium inflow into the cytosol due to incomplete recovery at the level of JSR. 

Such a mechanism has been suggested in literature but has proven difficult to measure. Next, 

simulations were performed that reproduced measurements by Hollingworth et al. [40]. The 

increase of baseline observed in these experiments was not predicted by the model (Figure 3). 

However, this particular feature could be reproduced by lowering SERCA activity (Figure 3). 

However, since Hollingworth et al. concluded that this particular observation could well 

have been a measurement artifact [40], SERCA activity was kept at its current value. On basis 

of these results, we concluded that in spite of absence of any regulatory mechanism at 

SERCA and RyR, our murine sarcomere model was adequate to address the hypothesis 

under investigation. These results are likely to remain valid with these assumptions.  

 

Model predictions  

The model predicted large calcium gradients (two orders of magnitude) throughout the 

sarcomere, which were maintained during high frequency simulations. Specifically, the 

predicted calcium concentration in the sarcomere domain of troponin C was approximately 

five times higher than outside this domain. Similarly, the computed calcium concentration at 

the position of the mitochondria was much higher than the spatially averaged concentration. 

An important question raised by these results is therefore: what is physiological impact of 

such a calcium gradient across the sarcomere? The higher calcium concentration at troponin 

C would be highly favorable for cross-bridge formation and contractile performance. 
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Similarly, calcium is known to stimulate mitochondrial ATP synthesis [1; 2]. The precise 

impact of the predicted calcium concentration gradient on ATP homeostasis depends, 

amongst others, on the calcium sensitivity of the mitochondria. For example, the dissociation 

constant of calcium transportation by the UNI-porter of the mitochondria is 19 μM [54]. The 

average concentration in mouse EDL at 35°C predicted by the model is below 19 μM. The 

higher local concentration sensed by the mitochondria is thus favorable for Ca2+ transport by 

the UNI-porter. The position of mitochondria in the sarcomere is such that they rapidly sense 

a high calcium concentration after the calcium release by the SR. In this way mitochondria 

are able to respond rapidly and meet the energy needs of the cell during contraction. The 

favorable impact of the predicted calcium concentration gradient across the sarcomere on 

both contractile as well as homeostatic performance is of interest and needs validation.  

 

Future Research 

MPSA identified the important parameters. Although, all parameters were derived from 

literature values, some parameters need further investigation like SERCA max and total 

calcium. This could be done by a combination of modeling and experimental work. An 

important step is to couple the calcium dynamics and force development. To be able to 

predict force profiles and study the influence of spatial calcium distribution on force 

development, the model should be extended with a mathematical representation of the 

relation between calcium and force, e.g. as presented by Rice et al. [58]. At this moment it 

was compared to Ca-Troponin C binding. This concentration was consistent with the 

measured force profiles (not shown). However, this is not equal to the produced force, since 

several other reactions are involved in the development of force.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Spatiotemporal computational modeling gave detailed information on calcium dynamics in a 

fast twitch murine muscle sarcomere.  Including conservation of mass for Ca2+ was necessary 

to show more physiological behavior for tetanic contractions. The spatiotemporal model 

combined heterogeneous data and information and is thereby an integrative tool to 

investigate parameters, fluxes and concentrations that are difficult or even impossible to 

access with experiments. Topology was shown to influence the Ca2+ concentration at the 

position of troponin C and mitochondria and the model predicted large (two orders of 

magnitude) Ca2+ gradients across the sarcomere. We conclude that the highly organized 

topology of macroscopic structures and proteins involved in skeletal myocyte Ca2+ handling 
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significantly impacts the physiology of the muscle cell, supporting both contractile 

performance as well as ATP homeostasis.  
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ABSTRACT 

Calcium kinetics in muscle is a complex process due to both the spatial and the temporal 

aspects of calcium dynamics. To study localized calcium kinetics a spatiotemporal 

computational model of a sarcomere was developed. The aim was to develop a model that is 

able to 1) simulate muscle workloads from single twitch to tetanic contraction, 2) for a range 

of temperatures and 3) for various fluorescent indicator dyes that are used to measure 

calcium dynamics. Experimental data on mechanical and calcium dynamics have been 

recorded from in vitro preparations of murine EDL muscles at temperatures between 15-

35°C and stimulation frequencies between 0.25-120Hz. Single twitch data were used for 

parameter estimation, while high-frequency stimulation data could validate the model. The 

unique flexibility of the model allowed further testing of the model with independent data 

obtained with different indicator dyes by other groups. The model describes calcium 

transients in excellent agreement with the biological data. Importantly, the results were 

independent from the dye. The model aids in interpreting measurements under 

unphysiological conditions into a physiological context. Ultimately, the predictions on 

magnitude and spatial distribution of calcium within a sarcomere will aid in understanding 

the complexity of calcium as a second messenger. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The calcium ion is an intracellular second messenger capable of controlling a variety of 

cellular processes. The versatility of Ca2+ as an intracellular messenger emerges from its 

spatial and temporal properties as well as the ubiquity of binding sites within both the 

cytosol and nucleus [1; 2]. The temporal properties refer to the fact that most Ca2+ signals are 

delivered as brief transients that often are organized into regular oscillations. Since the 

frequency of these repetitive transients can be modulated, they encode information to control 

a large variety of cellular processes perhaps best illustrated by the behavior of the sarcomere 

under differing contraction frequencies. The spatial organization is another way of 

enhancing the versatility of this signaling system by enabling cells to regulate different 

processes within localized regions of the cell. This is for example reflected in the 

microstructure of the sarcomere in which sites of calcium release, uptake and action are 

highly organized [3; 4]. However, in certain diseases, like type II diabetes, or knockout mice, 

e.g. in calsequestrin-1 [5] and creatine kinase knockout animals [6], this structure is changed. 

Currently, it is not fully understood what causes these changes in microstructure and it is not 

quantified to what extend these changes in microstructure influence muscle physiology. It is 

still difficult to address these questions experimentally.    

 

The most common method to study calcium dynamics is the use of fluorescent calcium 

indicator dyes but there are a number of special considerations for the acquisition and 

interpretation of the resultant data transients that cofound this measurement aside. These 

considerations are dependent on the exact dye used and include, intracellular buffering of 

calcium by the dye, cytotoxicity of the dye itself or the UV-excitation, bleaching of the dye in 

time, compartmentalization and dye leakage out of the cell [7]. On top of those intrinsic 

problems, there are also difficulties in comparing measurements in literature. The data 

available has been obtained with a range of different indicator dyes and not been acquired 

adhering to any standard, e.g. dynamics are obtained at a range of different temperatures.  

 

The fluorescence indicator used strongly influences the measured amplitude and dynamics 

of intracellular calcium, ranging from half widths of single twitches in frog skeletal muscle 

fibers of 67.1 ms by Calcium-green-1 to 10.9 ms using furaptra at 16-20°C [8]. This variability 

between fluorescent dyes makes it difficult to compare measurements. Another challenge is 

that data on both calcium and buffer dynamics are often obtained at different temperatures 

(4-37°C). Temperature is known to have large influence on skeletal muscle behavior, 
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differences in half width of single twitches range from 5.2 ms at 16°C to 2.2 ms at 28°C both 

measured with furaptra [9]. 

 

To be able to integrate most of the data and to predict more reliably the dynamics, we used a 

previously developed spatiotemporal model that describes spatiotemporal calcium dynamics 

in half a sarcomere of murine EDL muscles [10]. This model is able to calculate both the 

measured spatially averaged as well as the underlying local dynamics. In this study we 

further develop, parameterize and validate this model. For model parameterization and 

validation an original comprehensive fluorescent dye data set at 15-35°C was obtained using 

Rhodamine-2 as fluorescent calcium indicator dye. Whole murine EDL muscle was 

electrically stimulated at a range of stimulation frequencies from twitch to tetanus. In 

addition, for validation, the model was tested to reproduce the rhodamine-2 high frequency 

data and independent Furaptra [9], Mag-Fluo-4 [11] and Indo-1 [12] fluorescence signals 

reported in literature. Next, the model was applied to study calcium and buffer dynamics on 

different length scales, local and spatially averaged dynamics, at different temperatures. 

Ultimately, predicting the magnitude and spatial distribution of calcium and buffer 

gradients within a FT muscle sarcomere will aid in understanding more complex roles of 

calcium such as signal transduction. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Measurements 

Chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma chemical (St. Louis, MO) and were of 

the highest grade available. Rhod-2 acetoxymethyl ester (AM) (50 μg special packaging) was 

purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, Ca) and suspended before each experiment in cell 

culture grade DMSO. All mouse care and experimental protocols were approved by the All 

University Committee on Animal Use and Care at Michigan State University. Muscles were 

dissected from adult male C57-BL6 mice anesthetized to a deep plane of surgical anesthesia 

with an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium.  The EDL muscles were ligated at 

the proximal and distal tendons with 5.0 silk sutures and, the in vivo resting length was 

recorded before the muscles were removed from the hind limb and immediately placed in 

modified culture dishes to recover.  Muscles were incubated in Ringer solution containing 

117 mM NaCl, 4.6 mM KCl, 25.3 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM CaCl2 and 1.16 mM MgSO4, 

equilibrated with 95% O2 -5% CO2, and pH 7.4.  
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The EDL muscles (n= 15, weight 9.3 ± 1.3 mg, length 16.5 +/- 0.6 mm) were mounted into the 

muscle bath at approximate resting length by tying one end of the muscle ligature to a rigid 

metal hook and the other to an isometric force transducer (Kent Scientific, Torrington, CT).  

Muscle length was adjusted to the optimal resting length using the length tension 

relationship. Supramaximal square wave  stimulation pulses were delivered adjacent to the 

muscle via platinum plate electrodes and generated using an S48 single output square pulse 

stimulator (40-60V, 1 ms duration, 2ms delay) (Grass Instruments, Quincy, MA).  

 

Muscles were loaded with Rhod-2 AM at 35-37°C for 10-15 minutes by adding Rhod-2 AM to 

the bath. Loading at high temperatures locates Rhod-2 in the myoplasm [13-15]. Next, the 

bath was rinsed at least 4 times in order to remove all remnant Rhod-2 and DMSO. 

Simultaneous force and fluorescence kinetics were obtained by positioning the muscle 

preparation over a 20x superfluor objective. The relative changes in Rhod-2 fluorescence 

were measured using a Nikon TE2000U inverted microscope outfitted with a dual channel 

model 814 photomultiplier detection system coupled to a model D-104 grating photometer 

(DeltaRAM; Photon Technology International, Lawrenceville, NJ). Excitation was set to 550 

nm and emission to 570 nm using a model C3286 filter cube (Chroma Technology, 

Rockingham, VT) specific to Rhod-2 and a long working distance lens objective (x20 Plan 

Fluor). Temperature in the muscle bath was controlled using a model TS-4 LPD stage heater 

and a model PTU-3 controller (Physitemp, Clifton, NJ) and continuously monitored in the 

bath using a K-type thermocouple (Omega engineering, Stamford, CT).   

 

Each muscle was electrically stimulated at two or three temperatures and at a range of 

stimulation frequencies (pulse train duration 500 ms, or a minimum of 5 pulses) between 

twitch and tetanus. All muscles were investigated at 25°C to be able to cross-reference. 

Temperature and stimulation frequency order were varied. A bracketed experimental design 

was used to monitor the quality of the preparations between temperatures. Contractile force 

was recorded in all instances and utilized empirically to set the optimal resting length, to 

evaluate muscle viability both pre-and post-dye loading, and to evaluate muscle 

performance (fatigue).  
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Figure 1: Left cylindrical representation of the model. The outer elements represent the SR and the 

inner element the myoplasm with buffers. Right: two dimensional representation of the model. The 

upper elements represent the SR, light grey the non junctional SR and dark grey elements the 

junctional SR containing calsequestrin. The other elements represent the myoplasm with the buffers 

(ATP, dye and parvalbumin). The striped area represents the position of troponin C in the SR. 

Numbers 1 to 3 indicate the positions of the simulations in Figure 6. 

 

Computational Model development  

The mathematical model describes the calcium gradient in half a sarcomere of murine EDL 

muscle. This spatiotemporal model is described in detail in Groenendaal et al. [10]. In brief, 

the model consists of 4 mathematical parts: 1. calcium release from the junctional SR (JSR) by 

the calcium release channels (RyRs) into the myoplasm, 2. calcium and buffer diffusion in the 

myoplasm and SR, 3. calcium binding to the buffers (parvalbumin, ATP, dye, calsequestrin 

and troponin C), 4. calcium pumping from the myoplasm into the non-junctional SR (NSR) 

by SERCA. Model parameters, microstructure and equations are derived from literature, 

Table 1. The model structure is depicted in Figure 1. The general form of the model equations 

is given in equation 1-4. 
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with J the release, diffusion, buffer or SERCA flux, [Ca2+] the calcium concentration, Camax the 

maximal release rate, τ1, τ2, L and M RyR kinetic parameters, A the area between two 

elements, D the diffusion coefficient, x the distance, kon and koff on and off rate of mass action 

kinetics, Vmax, maximal SERCA pumping rate, and KD the dissociation constant of SERCA. For 

details we refer to [10]. Three adaptations were made to this model to broaden the 

application area: 1. temperature dependency was included in the model, 2. a mathematical 

representation of calcium fluorescent dyes was added and 3. cooperativity was included to 

the binding of calcium and calsequestrin.  
 

Table 1: Model parameters at 25°C (unless otherwise noted) used in the simulations. 
 Value Units Meaning References 

DCa 0.25 μm2/ms Diffusion coefficient of calcium [16; 17] 

DParv 0.045 μm2/ms Diffusion coefficient of parvalbumin [18; 19] 

DATP 0.14 μm2/ms Diffusion coefficient of ATP [16; 18] 

CaR 0.1 μM Resting Ca2+ concentration [18] 

MgR 1000 μM Resting Mg2+ concentration [18] 

L 5 - RyR kinetic parameter [18] 

M 3 - RyR kinetic parameter [18] 

τ1 1.1 - RyR kinetic parameter at 15ºC [18; 20; 21] 

τ1 1.5 - RyR kinetic parameter at 15ºC [18; 20; 21] 

ATPT 8000 μM Total ATP concentration [18] 

kATP1 0.027 μM-1 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+-ATP [18; 22; 23] 

kATP2 60 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+-ATP [18; 22; 23] 

Troptotal 205 μM Total Troponin C concentration [24-26] 

kt1 0.08 μM-1 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+- Troponin C [18; 24; 27; 28] 

kt2 0.16 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+-Troponin C [18; 24; 27; 28] 

Parvtotal 1500 μM Total Parvalbumin concentration [29; 30] 

kCa1 0.185 μM-1 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+-Parvalbumin [18; 28; 31; 32] 

kCa2 0.0015 ms-1 rate constant Ca2+-Parvalbumin [18; 28; 31; 32] 

kMg1 5.25 10-5 μM-1 ms-1 rate constant Mg2+-Parvalbumin [18; 28; 31; 32] 

kMg2 0.006 ms-1 rate constant Mg2+-Parvalbumin [18; 28; 31; 32] 

 

Temperature Dependency  

Temperature dependency was incorporated in the model allowing interpretation of data 

measured at different temperatures (15-35°C). This was achieved by including temperature 

dependency to all kinetics parameters by means of Q10 values, Table 2. The Q10 value is 

defined by Equation 5. The Q10 values used in this study are given in Table 2. The 

temperature dependency was verified by experimental fluorescent dye measurements.  
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with R the reaction rate and T the temperature.  
 

Table 2: Q10 correction factors used in the model 
Parameter Value Meaning Reference 

Q10Dif 1.5 Influence of T, Calcium, Dye, Parvalbumin diffusion  [16] 

Q10DifATP 1 Influence of T on ATP diffusion [16] 

Q10TropC 2 Influence T on Troponin C reaction kinetics with Ca2+ [18; 27; 33] 

Q10Parv 2 Influence of T on Parvalbumin reaction kinetics with Ca2+ and Mg2+ [28] 

Q10ATP 2 Influence of T on ATP reaction kinetics with Ca2+ and Mg2+ [10] 

Q10RyR 1.35 Influence of T on RyR opening kinetics [10] 

Q10Serca - Influence of T on Vmax of SERCA see results 

 

Fluorescence indicator dye binding kinetics 

Calcium indicator dye binding kinetics were included in the model, thereby permitting 

comparison between model simulations and biological data. Parameter values of the binding 

kinetics are given in Table 3. Binding of calcium to calcium indicator Rhod-2 was described 

by mass action. Rhod-2 binding to calcium can be described by 1:1 stochiometry in a single 

pool [34; 35].  Stamm et al determined the Kd-value and the temperature dependency for the 

Rhod-2 calcium binding reaction. In addition, they showed that for the expected pH range in 

our measurements, the pH-dependency of the dye properties can be neglected [14]. Rhod-2 is 

able to diffuse through the cytosol [36]. The diffusion constant was therefore assumed 

comparable to the constant of other dyes [8; 37]. The Rhodamine-2 concentration within the 

muscles could not be determined in the present study. Stamm et al. showed using a similar 

loading procedure a concentration of 2 μM in cardiomyocytes [14].  This was used as an 

estimate for the intracellular dye concentration. Since, higher concentrations have been 

estimated for different types of dyes, the influence of this dye concentration on the results 

was investigated. In addition, simulations with different parameter values for all the dye 

properties were performed to characterize the influence of parameter values on the model 

output.  
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Table 3: Model parameters of calcium dye binding kinetics. Rhodamine-2 binding kinetics at 20°C, 

furaptra at 16°C, Indo-1 at 25°C and Mag-Fluo-4 at 21°C. Concentrations of SR kinetics are given 

relative to SR volume and at 15°C. 
 Parameter Value Units Reference 

R
ho

d-
2 

Kd 935  nM [14] 

Q10 Kd 0.676 - [14] 

kon 0.107 μM-1 ms-1 [34] 

Dyetotal 2.0 μM [14] 

D 0.8 10-6 cm2 s-1 [8; 37] 

Fu
ra

pt
ra

 

Kd 44 μM [37]  

Q10 1.1 - [20] 

kon 0.233  μM-1 ms-1 [20] 

Dyetotal 100 μM [20] 

D 0.73 10-6 cm2 s-1 [37]  

In
do

-1
 

Kd 182  nM [38; 39]. 

kon 0.94 μM-1 ms-1 [38] 

Dyetotal 120 μM [39] 

D 1.57 10-7  cm2 s-1 [40] 

M
ag

Fl
uo

-4
 Kd 22 μM [11] 

kon 0.078 μM-1 ms-1 [8; 11; 37] 

Dyetotal 16 μM [37] 

D 4.0 10-7 cm2 s-1 [37] 

C
al

se
qu

es
tr

in
 Ca-CSQN 45 mM [41-43] 

Cafree 1 mM [41-43] 

Kd 1 mM [41; 43; 44] 

koff 10 ms-1 [44-46] 

n 3 - [44] 

 

Calsequestrin 

Calcium binding to calsequestrin was modeled by mass action in the previous version of the 

model. Simulations showed a larger than expected drop in free calcium. Several studies 

showed that, calcium binding to calsequestrin is non linear [47; 48]. Recently, Pape et al. [44] 

showed that the in vivo binding kinetics followed a Hill coefficient of approximately 3. The 

calcium buffering by calsequestrin is now described by equation 2:  

 

offnon
n kCSQNCakCSQNCaJ ⋅−−⋅⋅= + ][][][ 2

       (6) 
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with [Ca2+] the free calcium concentration in the SR, [CSQN] the free calsequestrin 

concentration in the SR, [Can-CSQN] the concentration of CSQN bound to calcium, n the Hill 

constant and kon and koff the reaction rates of the reaction. Parameter values are given in Table 

3. Parameter values were varied to quantify the influence on the results. 

 

Model Parameterization and Validation 

Parameter Estimation  

A least squares estimation algorithm was used to estimate the Vmax of SERCA and the 

maximal calcium release. The cost function of the algorithm contained the difference 

between the averaged simulated concentration over the cytoplasmic elements and measured 

rhodamine-2 fluorescence dynamics. Both were normalized to the peak value. In addition, 

the difference between the expected and simulated total calcium inflow and peak calcium, 

(300-400 μM and 17-24 μM both expressed as the concentration in the myoplasm) [9; 20; 29; 

44; 49-52] were added to the cost function as regularization parameters, i.e. to prevent the 

solution being in the unphysiological domain. Parameters were estimated using the single 

twitch data only. Estimation was done for each muscle and each temperature separately. 

Initial values were obtained by a random generator and the algorithm was started 200 times 

to avoid local minima. Simulations were performed around this minimum, based on the 

trajectory of the error function. The variance of twitch dynamics within a single muscle at a 

single temperature was used in the analysis. All simulations of all resulting models were 

verified by visual inspection. The estimation algorithm was implemented in Matlab 7.4 (the 

Mathworks Inc) using standard routines.  

 

Model Validation  

The model was validated using independent twitch data as well as serial stimulation data 

(both our own high frequency data as well as independent data). Independent data included 

published fluorescence transients in murine EDL fibers obtained by other groups using 

different indicator dyes. Simulations were performed using the parameters obtained with the 

estimation algorithm. It was assumed that the dynamics of fluorescence twitch data was 

relatively insensitive to sarcomere length based on the studies of [24; 53]. However, the effect 

of sarcomere length on high frequency dynamics is less extensively studied. Based on the 

study of Blinks et al [54], it seemed that high frequency data was sarcomere length 

dependent. For this reason twitch data of [9; 11] and both our own and high frequency data 

of [12] was used to validate the model simulations.  
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Model application  

The model was applied to predict dynamics that cannot or not easily be measured. First, 

multi parametric sensitivity analyses (MPSAs) at different temperatures were performed to 

characterize the determinants of the fluorescence dye and calcium signal in general and 

different parts of these signals (decay or rise period) at different temperatures. MPSA for this 

model was described in [10]. This method results in a ranking of all parameters indicating 

their importance for model output. Second, the model was applied to study the calcium 

dynamics in the SR. Both free calcium and calcium bound to calsequestrin, in the SR during a 

single twitch and during high frequency stimulations were investigated. The twitch 

simulations could be compared to data of [44; 55]. Using the model we could extrapolate the 

dynamics of a single twitch. Third, the model was used to study local and spatially averaged 

calcium and buffer dynamics. Experimentally, in general, only spatially averaged dynamics 

are obtained. Local dynamics were calculated for twitch and high frequency stimulations. 

 

RESULTS 

Parameter estimation  

Murine EDL muscles were electrically stimulated at a broad range of stimulation frequencies 

from single twitches to fully fused tetanus and at temperatures of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35°C. 

Estimates of two model parameters were derived from fitting the model to the data transient 

for a single twitch. Figure 2 contains representative model estimates superimposed on the 

data with good agreement between model and fit at all temperatures. The goodness of fit is 

demonstrated by the residuals (black lines in Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Estimation result of muscle 25°C and 30°C. The light grey line represents the average of 5 

twitches recorded in one muscle, including error bars. The dark grey line shows the model fits and the 

black line represents the residuals.  
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Parameter values were varied to verify the Rhodamine-2 description in the model. These 

values included diffusion coefficient, rhodamine concentration, and binding kinetics. The 

predicted fluorescence dynamics were robust to changes in the dye concentration (1-50μM) 

and diffusion coefficient (500% range), i.e. model predictions did not significantly change 

upon changes of the parameter values. For example the predicted FWHM of the [Cacium-

Rhod2] signal changed ~0.4 ms when the dye concentration was increased to 50 μM. The 

predicted dynamics were sensitive to a change in the Kd-value. The Kd-value, including the 

temperature relation was obtained from literature [14]. Within the 90-110% variation interval 

of the Kd-value, the change in the results was within a small range, 12.5-13.2 ms for the full 

width half maximum (FWHM) at 25ºC. That the Kd is an important parameter of the dye 

related parameters also holds for the other dyes. For example increasing the kon and koff value 

of Mag-Fluo-4 three-fold, did not significantly change the predicted characteristics, the 

predicted values remained within the standard error of the measurements. In contrast 

smaller changes in the Kd value caused larger changes in the results.  
 

Table 4: Characteristics of fluorescence changes and free calcium. Rise time is calculated as the time 

for 10-90% of maximal value, Decay time as the time for 90-10% decrease, and FWHM as the time for 

50-50%. All time parameters in msec.  

 [Calcium-Rhodamine-2] [Calcium] 

 Rise time Decay time FWHM Rise Time Decay time FWHM 

15°C 2.20-2.90 71.35-148.75 20.55-49.45 1.10-1.30 3.35-27.05 2.80-9.60 

20°C 1.70-2.10 50.75-77.65 15.50-25.90 0.95-1.10 2.40-10.40 2.25-4.95 

25°C 1.40-1.55 37.00-42.35 12.20-14.00 0.80-0.90 1.90-3.05 1.90-2.40 

30°C 1.15-1.20 27.75-28.45 10.05-10.35 0.70 1.65-1.85 1.65-1.75 

35°C 0.95 20.90-21.05 8.45-8.60 0.60 1.45-1.50 1.45 

 

The relationship between Vmax and temperature shows a larger than ten-fold increase in 

maximal velocity of calcium transport over the range of 15 to 35°C. The influence of 

temperature is strongest between 15 and 25°C and has a less pronounced effect at 

temperatures above 25°C. The calculated Q10 value was ~4 for the temperature range of 15 to 

25°C and ~2.5 between 25 and 35°C. This divisions into two regimes of Q10, i.e. decreasing 

Q10 value with higher temperature, was also suggested by [28; 56]. Subsequently, the 

characteristics of the calcium-rhodamine-2 dynamics and the free calcium dynamics were 

calculated with the model, Table 4. Increasing temperature decreases all calcium and 

calcium-Rhodamine time parameters and free calcium dynamics are faster than the calcium-

rhodamine-2 dynamics. The relation between temperature, [Rhod2-Calcium] decay time, and 
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the difference between time parameters of [Rhod2-Calcium] and [calcium] are given in Table 

4. 

 

Model Validation  

Validation was conducted using the kinetics of fluorescent changes in both low and high 

frequency stimulation data. The simulation of the newly acquired rhodamine-2 dynamics 

during high frequency excitation and the biological measurements that correspond to these 

dynamics are in good agreement with respect to the shape of the individual peaks, peak 

dynamics and basal fluorescence, Figure 3. These results were achieved using the parameters 

estimated based on the twitch data only.  
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Simulations could also be applied to data culled from the literature with modifications to 

include new dye binding properties for furaptra, Mag-Fluo-4 and Indo-1. The model 

predicted both furaptra and Mag-Fluo-4 dynamics within the standard errors of their 

measurements (Figure 4). In addition, the model predicts a FWHM of 1.45 ms for the free 

Figure 3: Comparison of fluorescence 

high frequency measurements and 

model simulations. Data has been 

slightly filtered with a moving average 

(N=2) for visualization purposes only. 

The upper figure shows a 500 msec 

50Hz stimulation at 25°C, while the 

lower figure shows a 500 msec 25Hz 

stimulation at 35°C. The grey line 

represents the data and the black line 

the model prediction in both figures. 

The inset shows magnification of the 

square. The model simulations and the 

biological measurements are in good 

agreement.   
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calcium signal at 35ºC, while Hollingworth et al. showed a FWHM of 1.5 ms (n=1) [9]. 

Furthermore, the model can be applied to simulate additional dyes (e.g. Indo-1) with similar 

success. The high frequency data of Helander et al [12] (40Hz transient and 3 fold increase in 

fluorescence between baseline and 100Hz tetanus) could be adequately simulated within the 

confidence bounds of the measurements (results not shown). These results were achieved 

without changing any of the model parameters, besides the dye related parameters.  
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Figure 4: Comparison between model simulations (black bars) and literature data (grey bars) (mean ± 

standard error). Values are given in mseconds. The rise time of Caldéron was expressed as 10-90% of 

peak fluorescence, the rise time of Hollingworth as 0-100% and FWHM as 50-50% of peak fluorescence. 

Model simulations at 15°C were compared to data of Hollingworth et al. [9] (data 1) and simulations 

at 30°C were compared to the data at 28°C (data 2) Model simulations at 20°C were compared to the 

data of Caldéron et al. [11] (data 3). All time parameters in msec.  

 

Model Utility 

The model was applied to characterize the determinants of the different characteristics of the 

fluorescence signal. The MPSAs showed that SERCA, parvalbumin and troponin C were the 

main factors determining the decay time at all temperatures (results not shown). This is in 

agreement with the study of [57], who showed that in parvalbumin knockout mice the decay 

of intracellular calcium was slower than in wild-type animals, while the rise time remained 

relatively unchanged both in the measurements and in the model simulations. In contrast, 

both the RyR and calcium buffering by ATP are the main determents for the rise time.  

 

Figure 5 shows a simulation of the calcium dynamics within the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The 

calcium outflow from the JSR in the simulation during the first pulse was about 12.2% while 
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free calcium decreased by approximately 7.9% and [Ca3-CSQN] decreased by 12.5%, 

suggesting that most of the released calcium came from calsequestrin. These numbers are in 

excellent agreement of those reported by [44; 55]. In the time span presented in the figures 

the calcium levels in the SR do not recover to the initial levels presumably due to small 

amounts of calcium still present in the cytosol, e.g. buffered by parvalbumin. In addition, 

these model simulations showed that the release of calcium from CSQN is not a limiting step. 

The total inflow of calcium from the SR into the cytosol decreased less than 1% after 

decreasing the rate constants of calcium calsequestrin binding with a factor 10. That this was 

not a rate limiting step was suggested before by [44-46]. In addition these simulations also 

showed that the diffusion of calcium through the SR (from NSR to JSR) was not rate limiting 

for calcium release.  
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Figure 5: Calcium (left) and calcium-CSQN (right) dynamics in the SR at 15°C, 50Hz and 5 pulses. The 

dashed line shows the dynamics of the first pulse. The dashed horizontal line indicate the measured 

range for the release of one pulse, 5-8% for free calcium and 10-17% for calcium-calsequestrin [44; 55]. 

 

Figure 6 shows localized free calcium and buffer dynamics at 25°C for both twitch and 50Hz 

dynamics (grey scales correspond to locations indicated in Figure 1). The figures show clear 

gradients in free calcium and calcium bound to ATP throughout the sarcomere. In contrast 

the spatial gradients in troponin C-calcium and parvalbumin-calcium are relatively small. 

Differences in the time scale between the three buffers and the free calcium span 4 orders of 

magnitude. The dynamics of free calcium and ATP-Calcium (mseconds), troponin C-Ca (tens 

of mseconds), and the dissociation of calcium-parvalbumin (seconds) are shown listed in 

decreasing dissociation times. 
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Figure 6: Model simulations of 1 and 3 pulses at 50Hz at 25°C. Upper left figure shows the local 

calcium dynamics and lower left figure depicts the local troponin C dynamics. Upper right figure 

illustrates the local ATP calcium binding and lower right figure gives the local calcium binding to 

parvalbumin. The insets show a magnification of the black squares. The different grey levels 

correspond to the positions indicated in Figure 2. The light grey line represents the dynamics at the 

position 1, the dark grey line at position 2 and the black line at position 3. 

 

DISCUSSION 

A computational model of calcium handling within the half sarcomere of fast twitch model 

was previously developed [10]. This model contained a closed calcium mass balance and 

predicted higher than average local calcium concentrations near the mitochondria. Here, the 

model was further developed and validated using a comprehensive set of experimental 

recordings of rhodamine-2 fluorescence in murine EDL muscles quantifying the relation 

between fluorescent changes, temperature and frequency.  Independent studies from other 

laboratories using single fibers, fiber bundles and whole muscle using Mag-Fluo-4, furaptra 

and Indo-1 as indicators were also used to validate the robust nature of the enhanced model. 
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Based on the simulations from this model, the spatiotemporal aspects of calcium dynamics in 

the sarcomere are discussed.  

 

Computational modeling 

Calcium handling in murine fast twitch muscle  was recently modeled at 35°C using mass 

balance boundary allowing for simulation of these higher frequency calcium indicator 

dynamics [10]. Three important adaptations broadened the application of this model for 

biology including: 1) the addition of calcium indicator dye binding kinetics which now 

permit a range of dyes to be simulated; 2) inclusion of temperature as a range variable within 

the model so that simulations of empirical data between 15 and 35°C are now possible; 3) 

including a cooperative binding mechanism for calcium to calsequestrin. By including these 

enhancements together with empirical studies over a broad range of temperature and 

contraction frequencies parameter estimation and validation were possible. 

 

Rhodamine-2 fluorescence data obtained from a series of experiments at 15-35°C and a range 

of stimulation frequencies was used to parameterize and validate the model. The twitch data 

obtained from these measurements was used for parameter estimation. The model estimates 

and the biological data showed good agreement at all temperatures. In addition model 

simulation showed excellent agreement with independent twitch data [9; 11] obtained using 

different fluorescent indicator dyes and the experimental estimates of the release from the SR 

during the first twitch (Figure 5). Combining this with results in literature we conclude that 

the model can adequately describe calcium transients within the sarcomere and that the 

results were not dye dependent. In addition, these results also suggest that the temperature 

dependency of the most important parameters was correct in the model.  

 

Low and high frequency simulations were validated. Models simulations showed good 

agreement with both our own as well independent data [12], suggesting that the aspects 

important for high frequency dynamics, like buffer dynamics, the release dynamics and the 

SR dynamics (including calsequestrin), were within the physiological domain in our model. 

In addition, testing the implementation of calsequestrin revealed that rather large changes in 

parameter values are necessary to significantly alter the results (see results section). The 

model can thus be applied to simulate calcium dynamics at a 15-35°C and at a range of 

workloads.  
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The model contains detailed information on several local processes and was able to describe 

a variety of independent data sets regarding both myoplasmic and SR calcium transients. In 

all models some level of abstraction is chosen. This model contains differential equations for 

the kinetics of calcium flux through channels included RyR and SERCA but did not include 

sodium calcium channel activity and other sarcolemmal channels, since these fluxes were 

significantly smaller than the SR channel fluxes [58]. In addition, several studies showed that 

removal of extracellular calcium or addition of calcium channel blockers did not significantly 

alter the contractile response in skeletal muscle cells [59; 60]. For example Balnave and Allen 

showed in single murine FDB fibers that the NCX was not important during single twitches 

[61], while Germinario et al. showed that NCX and extracellular calcium played no role 

during high frequency fatigue in EDL muscles [62]. To summarize the fluxes through these 

channels are small and the model is able to describe independent datasets without these 

channels.   

 

The present empirical studies employed short duration contractions and tetani which only 

produce relatively small changes in metabolite and pH levels. In addition, muscles were 

given time to recover after each short stimulation bout and continuously monitored for signs 

of fatigue. During long stimulations and fatiguing protocols metabolite levels have been 

shown to regulate SERCA and RyR activity [63]. However, during the protocol used in this 

study physiologically the preparations were assumed to have large substrate concentrations 

to not rate limit force production and the accumulation of products were sufficiently low that 

performance was not influenced. Therefore the current model to simulate this data did not 

require the inclusion of rate equations to modulate calcium fluxes.    

 

Over the years several studies addressed other questions on the assumptions of the model. 

For example Baylor and Hollingworth calculated that the effect of the mitochondria on 

cytosolic calcium dynamics is minor in EDL [20]. This was also shown experimentally by [64], 

who showed that inhibition of calcium uptake by the mitochondria did not alter myoplasmic 

calcium transients in the EDL muscles.  Other studies investigated the influence of resting 

calcium concentration, the role of the different buffers (including ATP and parvalbumin), 

and the influence of spatial organization [10; 18; 20; 65]. These studies also concluded that a 

spatiotemporal reaction-diffusion model works well to study calcium dynamics initiated 

with action potentials. In addition, the present study showed that the current reaction 

diffusion model describes the physiological transients with excellent agreement independent 

of the frequency of contraction initiated by action potentials or the manipulation of rate 
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constants using temperature as a range variable. The model is thus a valuable tool that can 

be used to analyze dye measurements at a range of temperature and workloads and to 

reanalyze data of others.  

 

Model application 

The model was applied to study local calcium and calcium buffer dynamics. The 

myoplasmic Ca2+ and transients elicited by an action potential in skeletal muscle fibers was 

shown to vary widely in amplitude and time course in regions of the sarcomere, Figure 6. 

This occurs because of the influence of the microstructure, the buffer dynamics and the rates 

of diffusion. This is a complex relation that can only be fully understood by using a 

spatiotemporal computational model. Model simulations also revealed that calcium 

concentration was higher in the elements containing troponin C than in the elements without 

troponin C, thereby, supporting contractile performance. Furthermore, these dynamics give 

an additional opportunity for model verification. The calcium dissociation from troponin C 

precedes the decrease in force [66]. This was verified in the simulation results. In addition, 

these spatial properties are important for the functioning of calcium as a second messenger, 

e.g. in the CAMKII pathway [67] and in the regulation of ATP metabolism [68]. The model 

can assist in investigating those pathways in the future. 

 

In summary, a spatiotemporal model of calcium dynamics was developed, parameterized 

and validated using fluorescent calcium indicator dye measurements. This model is able to 

describe local and spatially averaged calcium and calcium fluorescent dye dynamics at 15-

35°C for a large range of stimulation frequencies and fluorescent dyes. The value of this 

model is demonstrated by the flexibility to use it to (re)analyze calcium indicator dye 

measurements and to interpret measurements under unphysiological conditions such as 

lower temperatures within a physiological context. Finally, this model has predictive power 

for the magnitude and dimension of localized calcium and calcium buffer gradients within 

the sarcomere, which cannot be obtained experimentally. Based on these local dynamics we 

conclude that local dynamics significantly impact the physiology of the muscle cell, e.g. 

supporting contractile performance. 
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Mitochondrial calcium buffering shapes the calcium transient 

in slow twitch but not in fast twitch skeletal muscle fibers  
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ABSTRACT 

To investigate how subtle differences in machinery control the differences in calcium 

transients in murine Soleus and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles an integrated 

approach of computational modeling and experiments was used. Calcium dynamics in 

contracting murine fast twitch (FT) and slow twitch (ST) muscles were measured ex vivo 

using a fluorescent indicator dye and compared to simulations by a computational model of 

calcium dynamics in a muscle sarcomere parameterized for FT and ST muscle, respectively. 

Specifically, sarcoplasmic reticular (SR) calcium release upon excitation (about one third), 

maximal calcium pumping rate through SERCA (about 20 fold) and cytoplasmic calcium 

binding capacity (virtually no parvalbumin) were lowered in the ST model compared to the 

FT model. The FT model accurately predicted the measured dynamics in FT muscle at all 

contraction frequencies studied. The ST model, including differences in concentrations, 

isoforms, Ca2+ release, pumping and structural properties, likewise accurately predicted the 

measured dynamics in ST muscle up to an electrical stimulation frequency of 10Hz. At 

higher contraction frequencies, however, the ST model overestimated the measured decay 

rate of calcium-dye concentration in the myoplasm of ST muscle by 2-3 folds. Extension of 

the ST model with an additional calcium store with calcium uptake and release properties 

similar to those reported for mitochondria resulted in a significantly improved agreement 

between measurements and simulation. On basis of these findings, it was concluded that 

mitochondrial calcium buffering may indeed play a significant role in cellular calcium 

handling in ST, but not in FT skeletal muscle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Calcium is a crucial link between excitation and contraction and also between excitation and 

transcription in muscle cells. In response to an electrical stimulus of the cell membrane, 

skeletal muscle fibers release calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) into the 

myoplasm, where calcium binds to troponin C and triggers contraction. In addition, calcium 

can bind to proteins in the myoplasm, e.g. calmodulin, and initiate signaling events [1]. 

Calcium removal can occur by either reuptake in the SR, uptake in the mitochondria or by 

binding to myoplasmic calcium binding proteins such as parvalbumin. Parvalbumin content 

is associated with relaxation rate [2; 3]. As a calcium buffering system mitochondria usually 

display rather fast calcium uptake followed by slow calcium extrusion. Calcium uptake by 

the mitochondria has been hypothesized to shape [Ca2+] transients [4; 5] in slow twitch 

muscle, but not in fast twitch muscles [6]. Calcium inside the mitochondria has been believed 

to up regulate mitochondrial metabolism [7] and to induce mitochondrial permeability 

transition [4; 5].   

 

Calcium transients that accompany action potentials as well as resting levels of calcium are 

dissimilar in different fiber types [8-12]. Calcium dye transients in fast fibers reach a higher 

peak and decline faster than in slow fibers, resulting in distinct levels of excitation-

contraction, -metabolism and –signaling coupling [13; 14]. Interestingly, the large differences 

in calcium transients are caused by basically identical muscle components in EDL and Soleus 

muscles, however, quantitative differences exist between the fiber types in many elements 

that control the myoplasmic Ca2+ transient and activation of the contractile filaments. 

Relative to fast twitch fibers, slow twitch fibers have a less developed SR, a decreased 

myoplasmic buffer capacity (notably almost no parvalbumin), a larger mitochondrial volume 

and higher level of resting myoplasmic calcium concentration [15-17]. To quantify how these 

differences give rise to distinct calcium transients and diverse levels of excitation-contraction 

coupling an integrated approach of computational modeling and experiments was used. The 

experimental work involved acquiring rhodamine-2 fluorescence transients from Soleus and 

EDL muscles at physiological temperature and a large range of physiological workloads. A 

previously developed model for murine fast twitch muscle was tested to describe the Soleus 

data, by modifying the parameters values based on known differences in for example 

concentrations, isoforms, Ca2+ release, pumping and structural properties. Parameter values 

for ST were based on literature and model simulations were used to quantify what controlled 

these differences in calcium transients. Finally, we tested how these different calcium 

transients influence skeletal muscle function, e.g. in force generation (Ca-troponin C 
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dynamics) or in signaling pathways (calmodulin dynamics). The results support the 

following conclusions: the differences in the dynamics are mainly caused by reduced calcium 

inflow into the myoplasm, reduced SERCA activity and the reduced buffer capacity. In 

addition, mitochondrial calcium buffering may indeed play a significant role in cellular 

calcium handling in ST, but not in FT skeletal muscle. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Measurements 

The fluorescence transients in Soleus (n=7, weight 8.2 +/- 1.1 mg) and EDL (n=9, weight 9.2 +/- 

1.4 mg) muscles were acquired according to the same methods as described in chapter 4. In 

summary, chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma chemical (St. Louis, MO), 

unless otherwise noted. Rhod-2 acetoxymethyl ester (AM) (50 μg special packaging) was 

purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, Ca) and suspended before each experiment in cell 

culture grade DMSO. All mouse care and experimental protocols were approved by the All 

University Committee on Animal Use and Care at Michigan State University. Muscles were 

dissected from adult male C57-BL6 mice anesthetized to a deep plane of surgical anesthesia 

with an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital sodium. The Soleus muscles were ligated at 

the proximal and distal tendons with 5.0 silk sutures and, the in vivo resting length was 

recorded before the muscles were removed from the hind limb then immediately placed in 

modified culture dishes to recover. Muscles were incubated in Ringer solution containing 

117 mM NaCl, 4.6 mM KCl, 25.3 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM CaCl2 and 1.16 mM MgSO4, 

equilibrated with 95% O2 -5% CO2, and pH 7.4.  

 

Simultaneous force and fluorescence kinetics were obtained by positioning the muscle 

preparation over a 20x superfluor objective. The relative changes in Rhod-2 fluorescence 

were measured using a Nikon TE2000U inverted microscope outfitted with a dual channel 

model 814 photomultiplier detection system coupled to a model D-104 grating photometer 

(DeltaRAM; Photon Technology International, Lawrenceville, NJ). Excitation was set to 550 

nm and emission to 570 nm using a model C3286 filter cube (Chroma Technology, 

Rockingham, VT) specific to Rhod-2 and a long working distance lens objective (x20 Plan 

Fluor). Temperature in the muscle bath was controlled using a model TS-4 LPD stage heater 

and a model PTU-3 controller (Physitemp, Clifton, NJ) and continuously monitored in the 

bath using a K-type thermocouple (Omega engineering, Stamford, CT).   
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Each muscle was electrically stimulated at 30°C and at a range of stimulation frequencies 

(pulse train duration 500-1000 ms, or minimum of 5 pulses) between twitch and tetanus. 

Stimulation frequency order was varied. A bracketed experimental design was used to 

monitor the quality of the preparations. Contractile force was recorded in all instances and 

utilized empirically to set the optimal resting length, to evaluate muscle viability both pre-

and post-dye loading, and to evaluate muscle performance (fatigue).  

 

Computational model development  

The mathematical model describes the calcium gradient in half a sarcomere of murine EDL 

muscle. This spatiotemporal model is described in detail in Groenendaal et al. [18] and 

chapter 4. In brief, the model consists of: 1. calcium release from the junctional SR (JSR) by 

the calcium release channels (RyRs) into the myoplasm, 2. calcium and buffer diffusion in the 

myoplasm and SR, 3. calcium binding to the buffers (parvalbumin, ATP, dye, calsequestrin 

and troponin C), 4. calcium pumping from the myoplasm into the non-junctional SR (NSR) 

by SERCA. Model parameters, microstructure and equations were derived from literature. 

The general form of the model equations is given in equation 1-5. 
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with J the release, diffusion, buffer or SERCA flux, [Ca2+] the calcium concentration, Camax the 

maximal release rate, τ1, τ2, L, and M RyR kinetic parameters, A the area between two 

elements, D the diffusion coefficient, x the distance, kon and koff on and off rate of mass action 

kinetics, Vmax, maximal SERCA pumping rate, and KD the dissociation constant of SERCA. For 

details we refer to [18] and chapter 4. 

 

Model Parameterization and Validation 

In general fast and slow twitch fibers are composed of identical components; however, exact 

isoforms and concentrations differ. Compared to fast twitch fibers, slow twitch fibers have a 

less developed SR, less myoplasmic buffer capacity, a larger mitochondrial volume and 
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higher resting level of myoplasmic calcium. More precisely, differences between slow twitch 

and fast twitch fibers are (see also Table 1):  

• Slightly slower time course of calcium release from SR into cytosol [8] 

• About 0.4 times the concentration of RyRs [19] and approximately three-fold lower 

calcium inflow [8] 

• Different SERCA isoforms and a lower concentration of SERCA pumps in the SR 

membrane [20-22]. The affinity for calcium is approximately equal and therefore 

taken identical [23]. 

• Reduced calcium buffer capacity, reflected in no or a significantly lower parvalbumin 

concentration  [2; 24; 25], a lower concentration of ATP [26] and a lower concentration 

of calcium binding sites on troponin C [27] 

• About 1.5 times the resting concentration of free myoplasmic calcium [28]  

• About 0.5 times the volume of SR [15], a higher mitochondrial density [15], and a 

slightly smaller sarcomere length of approximately 5% [29]  

 

Based on these differences two Soleus models were developed. The first was based on 

identical mechanisms as FT, but with parameter changes (based on differences in 

concentrations, isoforms, Ca2+ release, pumping and structural properties) as indicated above 

and listed in Table 1. Second, a model was developed that included, besides these differences, 

the mitochondria as an additional calcium store. This calcium store was modeled 

phenomenologically using mass action kinetics based on parvalbumin buffer kinetics and 

binding was competitive with Magnesium, as has been shown by  [30-33].  Exact values for 

the parameters were not known. Based on simulation results, the kinetic parameters of the 

mitochondria were chosen identical to the values for the buffer kinetics of parvalbumin 

(chapter 4), except for value for the koff of calcium (calcium release from the mitochondria), 

which was varied. In addition, the calcium buffer capacity was lower and was varied.  

 

Only two model parameters were estimated. A least squares estimation algorithm was used 

to estimate the maximal pumping rate of SERCA (Vmax) and the maximal calcium release rate 

(Camax). The cost function of the algorithm contained the difference between the normalized 

simulated and measured rhodamine-2 fluorescence dynamics. Twitch data was normalized 

to peak fluorescence. In addition, the difference between the expected and simulated total 

calcium inflow and peak calcium (120-130 μM and 7-11 μM both expressed as the 

concentration in the myoplasm [8; 34]) were added to the cost function as regularization 

parameters, i.e. to prevent the solution being in the unphysiological domain. Parameters 
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were estimated using the single twitch data only. Estimation was done for each muscle 

separately. Initial values were obtained by a random generator and the algorithm was 

started 200 times to avoid local minima. All simulations of all resulting models were verified 

by visual inspection. The estimation algorithm was implemented in Matlab 7.4 (the 

Mathworks Inc) using standard routines. Model 2 contained parameter values in the same 

range as estimated for model 1.  

 
Table 1: Parameter values at 30°C, except for RyR kinetics at 15°C, FT parameters are derived from 

Groenendaal et al. (chapter 4) References in the table correspond to the values for the Soleus.  

Parameter Meaning Unit Value FT Value ST Reference 

Architectural parameters 

Zsarc length z-m line μm 1.1 1.05 [29] 

Rhalf radius of myofibril μm 0.5 0.5 [15] 

Zactin length actin filaments μm 0.86 0.82 [35] 

Zmyosin length myosin filaments μm 0.715 0.68 [35] 

VSR SR volume relative to myoplasm 

volume 

- 0.15 0.075 [15] 

Calcium Release Parameters 

τ1 RyR kinetic parameter - 1.1 1.93 [8] 

τ2 RyR kinetic parameter - 1.5 1.78 [8] 

L RyR kinetic parameter - 5 6.71 [8] 

M RyR kinetic parameter - 3 2.98 [8] 

buffering parameters 

CaR resting free calcium in myoplasm μM 0.10 0.15 [28] 

bulkTropCt total troponin C in myoplasm μM 205 102.5 [8] 

kt1 on rate of calcium-troponinC 

binding 

μM-1 ms-1 80 10-3 80 10-3 [8; 18] 

kt2 off rate of calcium-troponin C 

binding 

ms-1 226 10-3 113 10-3 [8; 18] 

Ptotal total parvalbumin concentration μM 1500 0 [2; 24; 25] 

ATPT Total ATP concentration μM 8000 5000 [26] 

 

RESULTS 

Fluorescence transients in EDL and Soleus  

The data acquired in this study is a significant expansion of the data available in literature [8-

11]. Fluorescence transients have been acquired at a large range of stimulation frequencies, 

Figures 1 to 4. Note that the decay rate of the fluorescence transient in EDL muscle is faster 

than in Soleus muscle fluorescence transients, maybe best reflected in the twitch data, Figure 
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3 and 4. This difference in decay rate leads to fusing of individual pulses of the fluorescence 

signal at a lower stimulation frequency in Soleus compared to EDL muscle.  
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Figure 1: EDL data at 25Hz (500ms) and 50Hz (500ms). With increasing stimulation frequency pulse 

summation occurs.  
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Figure 2: Soleus data at 20Hz (1000 ms), and 50Hz (500ms) stimulation frequency at 30°C. With 

increasing stimulation frequency the signal becomes less pulsatile.  
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Model development 

EDL Model 

The model has originally been developed for murine EDL muscle (chapter 4). This model 

showed excellent agreement with the experimentally acquired fluorescence dynamics 

acquired in EDL muscle, see also Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Model simulations (black lines) compared to data (grey lines) for EDL muscle at 30°C, left 

twitch (data represents the average including error bars of 5 measurements in one muscle), right 

single dataset at 50Hz stimulation for 500 ms. 

 

Soleus model 

Model 1 estimates and twitch data showed good agreement (Figure 4 left). Model 1 was able 

to describe data up to a stimulation frequency of approximately 10 Hz (not shown). Above 

10 Hz model 1 was no longer able to describe the decay phase of the transient, Figure 4 

(middle and right). These figures depict simulations over a range rather than a point estimate, 

which were performed to investigate if slowing of SERCA was able to predict the slower 

decay rate after a high frequency compared to the decay rate after a twitch stimulation. 

Simulation results (Figures 4 and 5) show early fusion of the individual pulses and an 

incorrectly predicted recovery phase. The shape of all predicted recovery phases was 

relatively similar and dissimilar to the decay phase in the fluorescence data. The decay time 

after a tetanus was predicted approximately 2-3 times faster by the model than observed in 

the biological data. The model predicts a decay shape identical to the decay of a twitch, while 

the model shows a slower decay time, Figure 5. This indicates that model 1, including the 

differences in SERCA, Ca2+ release, myoplasmic buffering, isoforms and structural properties 

between FT and ST muscle (see methods section for details), was not able to correctly 

describe the data.  
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Figure 4: Simulations with model 1 (black lines) compared to data (grey lines) for Soleus muscle at 

30°C. Left: Estimation result for model 1. Data represents the average including error bars of 5 

twitches within one muscle. Middle and left figures represent high frequency data and model 

predictions using a range for the estimated parameter values to identify if slowing of SERCA could 

induce the observed decay rate (~6-11 μM ms-1 and ~41.6-45.4 for Vmax and Cmax respectively). Note that 

with slowing of SERCA the individual pulses start to fuse significantly at low frequencies. Middle 

figure 30Hz for 500 ms, right figure 50Hz for 500 ms, both depict a single data set. Simulations predict 

a decay rate at the end of the stimulation faster than the decay rate of the biological data (2-3 fold 

difference).  
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Model 2 included, besides the differences listed in Table 1, an additional calcium buffering 

compartment (based on mass action kinetics, see methods section) compared to model 1. The 

calcium buffering kinetics were based on data reported in literature [30-33]. A range rather 

than a point estimate was used to simulate model behavior. Model simulations showed 

significantly improved correspondence with twitch, low and high frequency data, Figure 6. 

Figure 5: Comparison decay twitch 

(dark grey line) and tetanus (light grey 

line) in Soleus muscle. Model 

simulations (black lines) predict a decay 

rate identical to the decay of a twitch, 

i.e. no change in decay rate between 

pulses. Simulation and high frequency 

data similar to the middle figure of 

Figure 4.  
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Thus the calcium uptake by the mitochondria provides an explanation for the difference in 

recovery phase observed in the twitch and tetanic data of Soleus muscle.   

 

 
Figure 6: Simulations with model 2 (black lines) compared to data (grey lines) for Soleus muscle at 

30°C Left single twitch, middle 20 Hz (1000 ms), right 30Hz (500 ms). Parameters values for Camax 

(~43.6), Vmax (~4.5-7.0 μM ms-1), and koff (~0.002-0.004 ms-1) and size (~200-400 μM) of the mitochondria. 

Note the improved agreement between model and data compared to Figure 3.  

 

This study was not designed to quantify the exact size and kinetics of the calcium store, it 

was able to predict that the mitochondria buffer at least 200-400 μM calcium and the time 

scale is predicted in the order of 100’s of milliseconds to seconds.  

 

Model application: comparison FT and ST 

Although this study was not able to exactly quantify the calcium uptake kinetics by the 

mitochondrial buffer, variations in the size and kinetics caused changes in the Soleus 

simulations that were small compared to the differences between EDL and Soleus muscle. In 

general model simulations showed slower dynamics in Soleus than in EDL muscle. 

Important determents in this difference are an approximately 20-fold lower Vmax of SERCA 

and a reduced buffer capacity. The models predict slower dynamics of calcium-troponin C in 

ST compared to FT, which might explain the shifted force frequency curve, Figure 7. The 

Soleus calcium-troponin C transient, which is directly related to force dynamics, fuses at 

lower frequency than in EDL muscle.  
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Figure 7: Differences between Soleus (grey) and EDL (black) Ca-TropC and Ca4CaM dynamics at 

40Hz and 8 pulses. Soleus simulations were performed for a Vmax of ~6μM ms-1, mitochondrial buffer 

capacity of ~300 μM and koff of the mitochondria of ~0.003 ms-1. 

 

Also the calcium-calmodulin dynamics, important in a variety of signaling events [36; 37], 

show different dynamics between the two muscles. Even though the peak value of the 

Ca4CaM-transient is about 50% lower in Soleus than in EDL muscle, the area under the curve 

is higher (20%), thereby possibly explaining the different levels of signal transduction in the 

muscles [21].  

 

DISCUSSION 

The current study compared both experimental and simulated calcium transients in murine 

EDL and Soleus muscles. The new measurements of calcium transients in mouse Soleus 

muscle complement the measurements in EDL muscles and thus provide a unique dataset 

facilitating a meaningful comparison of calcium transients in the two mammalian fiber types. 

A computational model of calcium handling within a half sarcomere of EDL muscle was 

previously developed and validated (chapter 4). This model was adapted to describe 

fluorescence transients in murine Soleus muscles. The simulations identified the 

mitochondria as an important contributor in Soleus but not in EDL myoplasmic calcium 

dynamics.  
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Calcium transients in Soleus muscle 

The data acquired from Soleus muscle in this study provides a significant extension of the 

data in literature regarding the stimulation frequencies investigated (a large range, not 

twitch and tetanus only). In addition, the data was acquired at a physiologically relevant 

temperature (30°C) and in whole muscle at optimal resting length, while the existing data 

sets were in single fibers or fiber bundles at too long or too short sarcomere length [8-10]. 

Sarcomere length has been shown to influence muscle dynamics [38]. 

 

Model analysis predicts a role for mitochondria in calcium handling in Soleus muscle 

A previously developed model was adapted to describe calcium transients in murine Soleus 

muscle. Model parameters were adapted based on literature. Maximal calcium inflow rate 

and Vmax of SERCA were estimated based on the twitch data only. Model 1, included the 

differences between FT and ST muscle regarding Ca2+ release, SERCA, myoplasmic buffering, 

isoforms, and structural properties was not able to correctly predict the decay phase of 

repetitive stimulation with high frequency transients (above 10Hz), i.e., the decay predicted 

by the model was faster than observed in the biological data, Figures 4 and 5. Simulations 

over a range of values for the estimated parameters did not yield in a correct prediction of 

the decay phase.  

 

The difference in decay rate of the calcium indicator fluorescence dynamics in Soleus muscle 

could have been caused by several factors. The difference between model and measurements 

could originate from a movement artifact of the data, which could result in a prolonged 

decay rate [9]. However the set-up and experiments were carefully designed and we did not 

observe signs that could indicate movement artifacts in our datasets. On the other hand the 

difference between model simulations and experimentally obtained dynamics could be a 

result of missing information in the biological model, e.g., the slowing of the decay rate 

could have been caused by sarcolemmal calcium pumps, a calcium buffer in the cytosol that 

was not included in the model, slowing of SERCA or calcium buffering by the mitochondria. 

Here, we will evaluate the different possibilities. First, the sarcolemmal calcium pumps, such 

as Na+/Ca2+-exchanger (NCX), were omitted in the model. The flux through the SR pumps is 

much larger than the flux through the sarcolemmal pumps [21; 39]. In addition, Balnave and 

Allen showed that the NCX pumped calcium with a much slower rate (10’s of seconds) than 

presented in this data (100’s of milliseconds to seconds to recover to baseline) [40]. Second, 

we investigated the myoplasmic buffer capacity in Soleus compared to EDL muscle. 

Myoplasmic calcium buffer concentrations in the model were based on literature data. The 
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concentration of parvalbumin was set to zero in the Soleus model simulations, however, 

small amounts (<1% of the concentration in EDL) of parvalbumin can be present in the 

muscle [2; 25]. Simulations revealed that these levels of parvalbumin cannot account for the 

change in decay time (results not shown). Regarding calcium buffering, the mitochondria 

have been hypothesized to have a negligible role in relaxation in fast twitch fibers, but a 

significant role in mitochondria-rich slow fibers [6]. Interestingly, Racay et al. hypothesized 

that the additional ‘slow twitch type’ mitochondria in the FT muscle of the parvalbumin 

knock out animal is aimed to functionally replace the slow onset buffer parvalbumin based 

on similar kinetics properties of calcium removal [31]. Moreover, the decay in mitochondrial 

calcium content through exit via the calcium Uniporter was in the order of 100’s of 

milliseconds, the peak in mitochondrial calcium was a little later in time than the peak in 

cytosolic calcium [33]. Third, the decay rate of myoplasmic calcium can also be altered by 

slowing of the maximal pumping rate of SERCA. However, it is not expected that SERCA 

was inhibited during 500 ms simulations [41]. Furthermore, lower Vmax of SERCA does only 

slow the decay time, but does not alter the shape of the transient, as reflected in early fusing 

of the individual pulses and in comparable shape of the recovery phase of the different 

simulations, Figure 3. Finally, this study modeled Soleus as a whole composed of only ST 

fibers, while in fact Soleus is a mixed muscle. Soleus muscle is composed out of 70.9% type I 

and 21.9% type IIa fibers [10]. However, Caldéron et al. [9] showed that the fibers of the 

Soleus muscle are not significantly different regarding the decay of the fluorescence signal. 

Calculating a combination of fiber types based on the work of Caldéron et al. did not explain 

the biological data (results not shown). For these reasons we conclude that the mitochondria 

are the most likely option to cause this slowing of the decay during high frequency 

stimulations.  

 

The data used in this study is not intended to reveal the exact kinetics of the calcium uptake 

and release by the mitochondria. The kinetics of the buffer added were in the order of 

magnitude given in literature and were varied over a range. At the moment the quantitative 

biological data is insufficient to include a detailed representation of calcium handling by the 

mitochondria to the model, but even without the detailed description the model prediction 

of the data is significantly improved compared to predictions with a model without a 

mitochondrial compartment. Furthermore, the differences between the Soleus model 

simulations using the different parameter ranges are small compared to the differences 

between simulations with the EDL and the Soleus model.    
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Differences between calcium transients in Soleus and EDL muscles.  

It is not new that calcium transients are different in fast compared to slow twitch muscles [8-

11]. The novelty of the present study is that calcium transients were investigated at 

physiological temperature revealing gradual differences in summation of the individual 

pulses and decay rate. Simulations with our resulting FT and ST model showed good 

agreement with the biological data using a single set of parameters for each model. Model 

parameters were based on an extensive literature search and included more detailed the 

physiological differences between FT and ST muscles than the model of Baylor and 

Hollingworth [8], which was used as a basis for this work. Simulations with these models 

showed that the quantitative differences between the muscles that determined the 

differences in the shape and magnitude of the calcium transient most, were the reduced 

buffer capacity, the reduced calcium inflow (~three-fold) and the lower Vmax of SERCA 

(~20-fold). Besides a difference between calcium transients the models also predicted 

calcium-calmodulin dynamics, important in a variety of signaling processes, and calcium-

troponin C transients to be significantly different between fast and slow twitch fibers. The 

calcium-troponin C dynamics, which are directly related to force dynamics (see chapter 6 of 

this thesis) fuse faster, likely one of the causes of the shift in the force frequency curve.  

 

Physiological impact of this study 

This study predicts differences in calcium-calmodulin dynamics between EDL and Soleus 

muscles, Figure 7. The calcium-calmodulin related signaling could result through calcineurin 

in differences in gene transcription related to fiber type transitions. Moreover, calcium-

calmodulin induced signaling through calcineurin activates slow type specific gene 

transcription and this is mediated by the NFAT and MEF2 transcription factors. Inhibition of 

calcineurin mediated signaling leads to a slow-to-fast fiber type transformation [21; 42]. On 

the basis of these findings, it has been speculated that calcineurin could become clinically 

relevant since modification could be used to transform fast into slow muscle, the latter being 

less affected in dystrophy [43]. Interestingly, it has been shown that to activate the 

calcineurin dependent signaling, calcium dynamics as in slow muscle are necessary and that 

the short transient calcium elevations observed in fast twitch muscle are not sufficient to 

activate the system [44; 45]. The simulation results of the present study are in line with this 

result, meaning that although the peak of the transients is lower, the slower dynamics could 

induce a higher level of activation as reflected in the area under the calcium-calmodulin 

curve (20% larger in Soleus compared to EDL model simulations). The comparison between 
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fiber types using the models combined with a detailed model describing transcription might 

help in investigating these topics in the future.   

   

Calcium uptake by mitochondria has also been observed in neurons and cardiac muscle [46; 

47]. However, in both tissues a calcium overload of the mitochondria can be harmful for the 

cell [46; 47], e.g., it is well established that myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury is 

accompanied by mitochondrial calcium overload which contributes to mitochondrial 

dysfunction and cell death [46]. Whether this negative side effect is also present in Soleus 

muscle is not known and could be further investigated in the future using the developed 

models.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In general fast twitch and slow twitch fibers contain basically identical calcium handling 

components. Yet they express significantly different calcium transients and levels of 

excitation-contraction and excitation-transcription coupling. This study identified that these 

differences are mainly controlled by a reduced calcium buffer capacity in the cytosol (mainly 

parvalbumin), reduced calcium inflow and reduced SERCA pumping in Soleus muscle. 

However, mitochondrial calcium buffering may play a significant role in cellular calcium 

handling in ST, but not FT skeletal muscle. These models provide a step forward in 

enhancing our understanding of calcium regulation and calcium handling by the 

mitochondria in skeletal muscle. 
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ABSTRACT 

Current computational models to simulate skeletal muscle mechanical behavior suffer from 

two limitations. First no model has been shown to successfully simulate both twitch as well 

as tetanic contractions. Secondly all models have used a phenomenological description of a 

calcium pulse as input, whereas it is known that calcium dynamics differ locally in 

myoplasm and vary with stimulation frequency. Here, a spatiotemporal model of muscle 

sarcomere calcium dynamics was coupled to five alternative cross-bridge models that 

capture different combinations of hypothesized regulatory cooperative mechanisms.  The 

aim of this study was twofold: to test in a quantitative manner the roles of the different 

regulatory mechanisms in twitch and tetanus dynamics and, secondly, to obtain a model to 

describe skeletal muscle contraction. Particularly the roles of calcium activation and 

activation by strongly attached cross bridges for twitch and tetanus contractions in skeletal 

muscle were explored. Experimental data on murine fast twitch muscle contraction 

mechanics were acquired in vitro and used for model testing. Specifically, the models were 

tested to reproduce twitch to tetanus ratio and the characteristic shape of contraction. A 

Monte Carlo type of simulation approach was used to identify model behavior and quantify 

the contribution of the different regulatory mechanisms in contraction dynamics. From this 

analysis it was concluded that indirect cooperative activation by calcium-troponin C of the 

formation of weak cross bridges and of the transition from weak to strong cross bridges is 

minimally needed to explain the single twitch to tetanic contraction in skeletal muscle.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Muscle contraction is triggered when calcium binds to the troponin complex. This is 

followed by conformational change of the myosin filament by which actin attachment sites 

are unblocked. The binding sites on the thin filament can be characterized as blocked (unable 

to bind cross bridges), closed (able to weakly bind cross bridges) or open (able to strongly 

bind cross bridges) [1; 2]. These structural states have been shown using X-ray [3] and 

electron micrographs [4]. Contraction is terminated with the chemomechanical transduction 

of actin-activated myosin catalyzed ATP hydrolysis. Furthermore, coupling between these 

three processes is complicated by possible feedback in which a state in one process 

influences the transition between states in another through nonlinear cooperative 

interactions. Based on a combination of a biochemical model and data from equilibrium 

titrations for purified myosin, McKillop and Geeves [5] hypothesized that both the transition 

from the blocked to the closed and the transition from the closed to the open state are 

mediated by calcium through nonlinear cooperative interactions. Another possible source of 

cooperativity is a direct activation of the thin filament by strongly attached cross bridges, 

independent of a change in Ca2+ binding. Strongly attached cross bridges may enhance the 

binding of cross bridges to that unit or to neighboring actin-tropomyosin (Tm) units in an 

allosteric or graded manner [2]. A third possible source of cooperativity is the effect of 

strongly bound cross bridges, acting through Tm and Troponin (Tn), to increase calcium 

binding to the thin filament and thereby increasing activation. There is good evidence that 

this occurs in the presence of rigor cross bridges in skeletal [6; 7] and cardiac muscle [8]. 

However, cycling cross bridges appear not to affect calcium binding to troponin C in skeletal 

muscle [9]. Therefore, this latter mechanism will not be investigated in this study.  

 

Over the last decades, several computational models have been developed to describe 

subsets of the steps of contraction in order to understand many aspects of myofilament 

responses. These models have been shown to reproduce, for example steady state data [10], 

twitches in cardiac muscle [11], purified myosin dynamics [5], filament dynamics in solution 

[12], and sarcomere length dependency in cardiac muscle [13]. In contrast, the role of 

cooperativity during contraction dynamics has been less extensively studied. Furthermore, 

none of these models have been shown to be able to reproduce the large dynamical range of 

contraction (twitch to tetanus) in skeletal muscle using a physiological calcium input. Yet, it 

is known that the calcium dynamics vary locally within the skeletal muscle and calcium 

dynamics are much faster than skeletal muscle force dynamics. In skeletal muscle, the 

calcium signal reaches the maximal calcium level milliseconds before force reaches its 
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maximal value. Even more, calcium concentration returns to close to basal levels before force 

reaches its maximal value [14]. The goal of the current study was twofold. First a model 

should be developed that is able to describe these contraction dynamics and second we test 

in a quantitative manner the role of the different cooperative regulatory mechanisms on 

skeletal muscle contraction dynamics using a physiological calcium input. The approach 

used in this study was that we selected three models from literature containing different 

combinations of the mentioned feedback mechanisms [11; 15; 16]. First, model behavior, and 

thus the role of the different regulatory mechanisms during dynamics included in the 

models, was identified through performing simulations with a large range of parameter 

values and comparing to muscle mechanics measurements. Second, the structure of these 

models was altered resulting in two new models. Again the model behavior was identified 

by a Monte Carlo type of approach. The calcium input driving the contraction models was 

obtained from a recently developed and validated spatiotemporal model describing calcium 

dynamics in murine EDL muscles (chapter 4). Murine EDL muscles were characterized with 

respect to mechanical behavior at 35°C. Specifically, three criteria were derived from the 

experiments and literature and were used to test the model simulations: 1. an increase of 

peak force from twitch to tetanic contraction of about 4-5 fold. 2. The calcium-troponin C 

concentration decreases before force decays, but after the decrease in cytoplasmic calcium 

content [17]. 3. the characteristic shape for contraction as observed in experiments with ex 

vivo muscles. These criteria should be fulfilled by the models using a single set of parameter 

values. The analysis showed the role of the different mechanisms as implemented in these 

models and it showed that the minimal set of mechanisms should contain double activation 

by calcium-troponin C. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experiments 

Chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma chemical (St. Louis, MO). Experiments 

were performed in accordance with institutional and governmental guidelines after approval 

of the Animal Experimentation Committee, Maastricht University.  

 

C57Bl/6 male animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation at the age of 5-6 weeks. Extensor 

digitorum longus (EDL) muscles were ligated at the proximal and distal tendons with 5.0 silk 

sutures. Next, the in vivo resting length was measured and the muscles were removed from 

the hind limbs. The muscles were immediately placed in organ baths to recover. Muscles 
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were kept in Ringer solution containing 117 mM NaCl, 4.6 mM KCl, 25.3 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 

mM CaCl2 and 1.16 mM MgSO4, equilibrated with 95% O2 -5% CO2, and pH 7.4.  

 

Isolated EDL muscles were mounted in holders custom-built to fit the glass chambers of a 

dual-chamber Cyclobios oxygraph apparatus (A. Paar KG, Graz, Austria) and characterized 

with respect to mechanical performance as described elsewhere [18]. In summary, EDL 

muscles were mounted by attaching one end of the muscle to a fixed support and the other 

end to the lever of a Harvard Apparatus model 60-2995 isometric force transducer (Harvard 

Apparatus, South Natick, MA, USA). The holders contained integral platinum wire 

electrodes for electrical stimulation of the muscles. The chambers were equipped with a 

Clarke-type oxygen electrode (Orbisphere Model 2120, Orbisphere Laboratories, Vésenaz, 

Switzerland) and a magnetic stirrer, and were embedded in an isolated copper block with 

integrated Peltier heat pump thermostat for temperature control. Contractions were evoked 

using supramaximal single pulses delivered by a Grass model s88 dual channel stimulator 

(Astro-Med, Warwick, Ri, USA). The analogue transducer outputs was recorded digitally 

(10kHz sampling) using Labview software (National Instruments).  

 

Prior to the measurements, both muscle length as well as stimulation voltage were adjusted 

to yield maximal twitch force. Next isometric twitch and high frequency contractions were 

characterized with respect to kinetics and force.  Measurements were performed at 35°C. A 

typical protocol was 5 twitches-1Hz 1 minute- 3 minutes rest – 90,30,60,10,120Hz of 1 second, 

2 minutes rest between stimulations – 5 twitches. 

 

Measurements were scaled to maximal twitch force to allow for comparison between model 

and measurement. Next, the mechanics of EDL muscle contraction were analyzed on a 

twitch-per twitch basis with respect to two mechanical force parameters (baseline force and 

contraction amplitude), three contraction time parameters (rise, decay and half time) and the 

hybrid parameter tension-time integral using standard Matlab routines.  

 

Computational model testing and development 

The performance of three existing physiological models of muscle contraction mechanics 

from literature were tested against the experimental data. Since each of these models failed 

to predict all aspects of the measured mechanical performance (see Results section below), 

two additional models featuring alternative implementations of cooperativity between 

myosin binding sites were developed and tested. Model selection and development was 
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based on the general structure of the models. The basic model structures were equivalent 

with differences in feedback mechanisms incorporated thereby allowing model comparison, 

e.g. models with a different basic structure but identical components were excluded from the 

analysis because this would impede comparison of the regulatory mechanisms and this was 

considered outside the scope of this study.  

 

The models are similar in that they represent cross bridge cycling and are thus structured 

around a functional unit of troponin, tropomyosin and actin. This requires a minimum of 

three states in the model: 1. no cross bridges or the detached state, 2. weakly bound cross 

bridges or the attached pre power stroke state and 3. strongly bound cross bridges or the 

post power stroke. In most models a fourth state is included. Steps in the cross bridge cycle 

are described by rate coefficients, which determine the rate of change between states. The 

reaction kinetics describing the transitions between these states can be altered by the 

different regulatory mechanisms. All models are integrated in the spatiotemporal calcium 

model. This also allows for investigation of the role of calcium gradients within the 

sarcomere on force development. In addition, the models also calculate the distribution of 

force throughout the sarcomere. The force generated by the models is the summed force over 

the individual elements and scaled on peak force during twitch.  All models will be 

discussed briefly to explain how they differ from this general scheme. For details we refer to 

the original papers [11; 15; 16]. The model equations are given in the appendix.  

 

Spatiotemporal calcium model  

The structure of the spatiotemporal calcium model is given in Figure 1. The model includes 

calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) into the myoplasm, calcium buffering 

by ATP, calsequestrin, parvalbumin and troponin C, diffusion and calcium pumping by 

SERCA. Force can be generated in the actin-myosin overlap region, Figure 1. The [calcium-

troponin C] in this region is used as input for the force models.  

 

 

 

 
 

JSR 
NSR 
Myoplasm 
Force 

Figure 1: Model structure, with in 

light grey the non-junctional SR 

(NSR), dark grey the junctional SR 

(JSR) and in white the myoplasm and 

the striped area represents the area 

within the myoplasm in which force is 

generated. 
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Literature models  

Contraction model 1 

The scheme of model 1 is depicted in Figure 2. This model is a modified version of the model 

originally described by Op den Buijs et al [15]. Contraction is initiated by calcium binding to 

troponin C. This directly activates the formation of weak cross bridges. The model includes 

cooperative activation by strong cross bridges on cross bridge formation is included in the 

model, dashed arrow in Figure 2. The threshold for Ca2+i to initiate contraction was 

considered unphysiological and omitted from the model. Further details on this model can 

be found in the original paper [15]. 
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Figure 2: Force models 1-3, based on [11; 15]. The dashed arrows represent the regulatory mechanisms. 

Model 1 includes cooperativity by the cross bridges. Model 2 includes activation by calcium-troponin 

C and model 3 is an extension of model 2 including several cross bridges within one unit.  

 

Contraction Models 2 and 3 

These models were originally developed by Rice et al [11], and differ from model 1 in the 

manner in which calcium binding to troponin affects tropomyosin shifting. In model 1 these 

events are coupled directly (i.e. binding of calcium to troponin produced an immediate shift 

in tropomyosin), while in model 2 and 3 these events are assumed to be coupled indirectly, 

as represented by the dashed arrows. This construction allows the binding of calcium to 
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troponin to be uncooperative while producing calcium-dependent shifting of tropomyosin 

that shows high apparent cooperativity. This is a phenomenological approach that produces 

a low-order system of equations.  

 

Compared to model 3, model 4 includes more myosin heads in one complex. These states can 

only be accessed from state P1. Thus the model incorporates cooperativity by strongly bound 

cross bridges, i.e. the formation of a strong cross bridge in a complex makes it possible (and 

fast) for the other myosin heads to bind the actin filament. The force generating states in 

model 3 are P1 and P0 and in model 4 these are states P0-P1-P2-P3.  

 

Newly developed models 

Contraction Model 4 

Model 4 incorporates double activation by calcium-troponin C, i.e., cooperative activation of 

the attachment step as well as of the power stroke, while calcium binding itself remains 

uncooperative, Figure 3. The mathematical representation of the calcium activation of both 

steps was taken identical to the activation in model 2 and 3. This mechanism was proposed 

by Rice et al. [11]. Parameter values differed for both activation steps. Force is represented by 

state 3 (XBs).  
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Figure 3: Force models 4 and 5 based. The dashed arrows represent the regulatory mechanisms. 

Model 4 includes double activation by Calcium-Troponin C and model 5 includes activation by 

calcium-Troponin C and cooperativity by the strong cross bridges.  

 

Contraction Model 5 

Like model 1 and 3 this model includes cooperative activation by strongly bound cross 

bridges and activation of calcium-troponin C of the attachment step, Figure 3. Major 

differences are the model structure (compared to model 1) and the way in which the 
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cooperativity is included. The mathematical equations of the feedback mechanisms on the 

formulation of Rice et al. [11].  

 

Model simulations 

As a first attempt the model parameter values as reported in the accompanying papers were 

used for model simulations. These parameter values, all originally for cardiac muscle, did 

not predict the dynamics to be identical to the measurements (results not shown). The 

models developed in this study were parameterized using values in the same order of 

magnitude. To identify model behavior 10000-40000 single twitch simulations were 

performed for each model using parameters randomly drawn from a large range of model 

parameter values (10000-fold parameter range for the kinetics parameters and 100-fold for 

the order of the feedback). Model simulations were performed for a total SR calcium 

concentration of 45mM and of 30mM. The models were tested to fulfill the three criteria set 

in this study. All simulations were performed in Matlab 2007b (the Mathworks Inc) using 

ODE15s as a solver.  

 

RESULTS 

Experimental characterization of muscle mechanical performance 

The characteristics of EDL contraction mechanics were determined in this study. Figure 4 

shows a single twitch and explains the different characteristics. The contraction time 

parameters are given in Table 1.  

 
Muscle contractions at different stimulation frequencies are depicted in Figure 5. An increase 

in force and fusion of the individual pulses can be observed with increasing stimulation 

frequency. 

Figure 4: Twitch dynamics, 

measurements indicating the 

contraction time parameters, 

rise time, full width at the half 

maximal value (FWHM) and the 

decay time. 
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Figure 5: Examples of skeletal muscle high frequency contractions, 10, 30 and 120Hz and 1 s duration.   

 

Model evaluations: quantification of the contribution of the regulatory mechanisms 

Model simulations identified model behavior, thereby quantifying the possible role of the 

different mechanisms on skeletal muscle force development. In general model 4 was best 

able to describe the biological data, Figure 5 and 6. The model described both twitch and 

tetanic contraction within the experimentally obtained range for FWHM, rise and decay time 

and peak force, see Table 1. The four other models were not able to meet the three criteria set 

in this study, Figure 7 and 8. Here all models are evaluated separately. 

 
Table 1: Characteristics of the measured force dynamics and simulations with model 5 

 Data Model 4 

Rise time (10-90%) 3-8 ms 4.7 

FWHM 11-20 ms 16.6  

Decay time (90-10%) 12-33 ms 24.2  

Ratio FWHM-Decay time 0.6-1 0.68 

Twitch to tetanus ratio 4-5 4.12 
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Figure 6: Typical examples of model simulations with model 4, the model that was best able to 

describe the data, for twitch and tetanus also in figure calcium (light grey) and Ca-troponin C (dark 

grey) transients. Tetanic simulations performed for 60 pulses for representation purposes. 

 

Model 1 failed to fulfill criterion 2, i.e. model simulations showed that the decrease in force 

preceded the decrease in [Ca-Troponin C]. On top, the model was not able to predict the 

correct shape of contraction (results not shown). The simulations indicated that a model 

configuration in which the calcium shifts tropomyosin in an indirect manner is more likely to 

predict the correct dynamics.  
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Figure 7:  Simulations with model 3, showing a reasonable shape for the twitch dynamics, but almost 

no increase in peak force from twitch to tetanic contraction.  

 

In general, simulations with model 2 and 3 demonstrated a reasonable shape of the twitch 

dynamics, Figure 7. However, this set of parameters did not result in a 4-5-fold increase from 

twitch to tetanic force. In addition, the models could also predict an increase of 4-5-fold from 
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twitch to tetanus, however, the models could not predict the correct characteristics of 

contraction over the entire dynamical range using one set of parameters.   

 

Simulations with model 5 showed that strong cooperative regulation by the cross bridges 

resulted in predicted twitch force that decayed slowly, see for simulation example in Figure 8. 

In contrast, when this feedback was small the model did not fulfill the criteria set in this 

study.  
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Model 4 included double activation by [Ca-Troponin C]. Model simulations and biological 

data showed good agreement for all criteria, Figure 6 and Table 1.  In addition, the model 

simulations for tetanic contractions showed excellent agreement with the experimentally 

obtained characteristics regarding rise and decay time of the 120Hz tetanus (not shown).  

 

Model predictions: simulations of repetitive stimulation with contraction model 4, 

repetitive stimulation  

Simulations with model 4 for 10-90Hz stimulation frequencies showed good agreement with 

the experimental data, Figure 5 and 9. Minor differences, e.g., the slightly different baseline 

behavior of the 30 Hz data, could be caused by signaling reactions that change the half decay 

time of the force pulse in the experiments, but that are outside the scope of the modeling 

effort [19]. The overshoot observed during high frequency contractions in some but not all of 

the data sets could also by caused by these signaling events. However, the model can explain 

the overshoot depending on the total amount of calcium in the SR and the reaction kinetics 

associated with state 4 of the model. Further parameter analysis showed that the initial 

conditions of the contraction model influenced the rising flank of a twitch, calcium activation 

Figure 8: Simulations with model 5. Note 

that the decay in twitch force is slow 

compared to experimental data, in this 

particular simulation about two fold. 
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of the attachment step influences the twitch to tetanus ratio and calcium activation of the 

power stroke determined the shoulder phase of the simulation. 
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DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was two-fold; first as suggested by Gordon et al. [2], to test in a 

quantifiable manner the roles of calcium activation and cooperativity by the cross bridges on 

contraction dynamics and second to develop a model that describes the experimentally 

observed skeletal muscle contraction dynamics using a physiological calcium signal as input. 

Hereto, three previously developed models [11; 15; 16] and two newly developed were 

tested to describe biological skeletal muscle force data from twitch to tetanus using a 

physiological calcium signal as input. These models differed in the regulatory cooperative 

mechanisms incorporated. Four of these models failed to describe the force dynamics over 

the large dynamical range observed in biological data. Simulations showed that only a model 

including double activation by calcium-troponin C was able to describe the large dynamical 

range of skeletal muscle contraction. The following discussion will focus in more detail on 

these cooperative mechanisms and will also cover limitations of the models.  

 

Model evaluations: quantification of the contribution of the regulatory mechanisms 

This study investigated the influence of model parameters and model structure on the 

predicted force profile. A Monte Carlo type of approach was used to identify model behavior 

and thus the possible role of the incorporated regulatory mechanisms on contraction 

dynamics. Second, the model structures differed in the mechanisms incorporated, thereby 

allowing comparison on these mechanisms. Overall, novel model 4 performs best regarding 

the criteria set in this study. The mechanisms incorporated in this model were indirect 

Figure 9: Model simulations 

using model 4 of 10 (dark 

grey) 30 (light grey) and 

120Hz (black).  Note the 

correspondence between 

model simulations and data 

as presented in Figure 5. 
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cooperative activation by calcium-troponin of both the attachment step and the power stroke. 

The actomyosin ATPase was not specifically modeled, e.g. conformational changes and 

biochemical kinetics, but the model indicates transitions between states and regulation of 

these transitions. This model was to our knowledge the first model to describe the entire 

dynamical range of muscle contraction from twitch to tetanus using a physiological calcium 

signal as input. Including this large dynamical range, which is not observed in cardiac 

muscle contraction, into account in our analysis provided essential additional understanding 

on the regulation of contraction in skeletal muscle. Without this large range, 

parameterization of and differentiation between the models would not have been possible.  

 

The current study quantified the role of the different mechanisms on model output. 

Mechanism 1, activation of the transition of no cross bridges to weak cross bridges, has been 

shown to regulate force in several studies [2]. In the current study we showed that to be able 

to approximate the biological data the model included this mechanism in a cooperative and 

indirect manner.  

 

Several experimental studies have also showed that mechanism 2, calcium-troponin C 

activation of the transition from weak to strong cross bridges, might be important, e.g. in the 

regulation of the rate of force redevelopment (ktr) [20; 21]. Again this mechanism was 

essential to include in the computational model. Simulation results revealed that this 

mechanism influenced the shape of the decay phase, e.g., the parameters related to this 

feedback influenced the shoulder of the decay. 

 

In contrast mechanism 3, cooperativity by strongly attached cross bridges, was not necessary 

to reproduce the data. If this feedback became too large, the simulated contraction did not 

relax or relaxation was very slow. This has also been suggested by Brandt and Schachat [22]. 

On the other hand, diminishing this feedback did not result in a model that could describe 

the dynamical data. Interestingly, this mechanism has been shown to be important to 

describe steady state force-pCa curves [2]. However, the effects on twitch amplitude from 

changing Ca2+i amplitude must be cautiously anticipated from the force-pCa curve, because 

the steady-state conditions achieved in the construction of this curve are not realized during 

a twitch [23]. This means that this regulatory process occurs on a much slower time scale 

than the time scale of a single twitch, thereby explaining why cooperativity of the strongly 

attached cross bridges to the formation of new cross bridges is not necessary to describe the 

data, but is important in construction of the force-pCa curve. These observations clearly 
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explain the relevance of using a physiologically relevant calcium signal as input to the 

models when analyzing twitch and tetanic contraction dynamics.  

 

Model predictions: muscle relaxation 

Skeletal muscle relaxation is still not completely understood [24]. The relaxation phase 

contains two phases, with a 10-20-fold difference in the relaxation rate of these two phases 

[25]. The decline in the intracellular calcium transient, dissociation of calcium from the 

regulatory domain of Troponin C, cross bridge detachment and rapid changes in the 

sarcomere length have all been put forward as important for relaxation. At this time, there is 

no general agreement on the relative contributions of each of these steps to the rate of 

mechanical relaxation [24; 26]. The current study shows that from the models included in 

this analysis, only a model based on double activation by calcium-troponin C could describe 

this aspect of the data. However, none of the models included rapid length changes of the 

sarcomere. To be able to quantify the role of these changes a spatially explicit model of 

sequential sarcomere behavior during rapid myofibrillar relaxation would be required.  

 

Model assumptions and future outlook 

In all modeling efforts, some level of abstraction is chosen as compromise between 

parsimony and complexity. The five models are quite similar in approach and general design. 

The important differences between the models lie in the regulatory mechanisms that are 

employed. The models contain three or four states. While many more cross bridges states 

have been identified biochemically, the three/four state model retains enough machinery to 

recapitulate many measured phenomena including twitch to tetanus ratio.  

 

The current models are based on the work of [11; 15; 16] and do not include a series elastic 

element (SEE). However, some other (older) models do include a series elastic element [27]. 

Luo and coworkers showed that a SEE markedly slowed the tension transients [27]. In 

contrast others have hypothesized that the SEE could play a role in the rapid length changes 

during muscle relaxation (as discussed in the previous section) [28]. However, to be able to 

study the exact contribution of the SEE, the stiffness of the SEE, as well as, the relation 

between the stiffness of the SEE and the cross bridges should be known [28]. In addition, 

length changes of both the contractile unit as the SEE should be taken into account. These 

aspects will be a major challenge to incorporate into a spatially explicit model in the future. 

Although the SEE has not yet been included in the model, this has been the first model to be 
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able to describe the full dynamical range of skeletal muscle force and the role of the different 

cooperative mechanisms.  

 

The models do not take into account the metabolic state of the muscle and the possible 

influence on the kinetic processes. The investigated contraction dynamics are relatively short 

and therefore the preparations were assumed to have sufficiently large substrate 

concentrations that do not rate limit force production. In addition, the accumulations of 

products were assumed sufficiently low that performance was not influenced. Therefore, the 

current models did not require the inclusion of rate equations for metabolites and pH. The 

good match between model and data supported this assumption. However, in the future the 

model could be linked to the metabolic state of the muscle cell [29], e.g., as done by Tran et al. 

[30]. 

 

In our modeling approach the implementation of regulatory mechanisms is 

phenomenological to produce relatively low order models that can reproduce experimental 

data. Explicitly modeling e.g. end-to-end interactions of troponin and tropomyosin requires 

a stochastic modeling approach [31]. Whereas our simpler approach is clearly a compromise, 

it allows easy comparison of the different mechanisms. Therefore, we conclude that it 

provides important novel insight into this complex physiological system.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The dynamics of an isometric muscle twitch and tetanus appear to be simple because force 

rises and then falls in an uncomplicated manner. However, our extensive and quantitative 

and experimental work showed that, these dynamics are extremely complex due to the 

multiplicity of underlying kinetic processes and complicated interactions between these 

processes. In this study we tested three existing and two new contraction models 

incorporating different cooperative regulatory mechanisms to describe force measurements 

in electrically stimulated ex vivo murine EDL muscles. A physiological calcium signal was 

used as input. Cooperativity of strong cross bridges on the formation of new cross bridges 

has been shown to be important in force-pCa curves, but was not necessary to describe the 

biological twitch and tetanic data. In contrast, we showed that a model containing double 

activation by calcium-troponin C was able to describe the data. To our knowledge our model 

is the first to reproduce these dynamics in skeletal muscle over a large dynamic range.  
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APPENDIX 

All equations are calculated for each element that contains thick and thin filament overlap, 

see Figure 1.  

 

Contraction model 1 
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With koff, kon, g, f, αa, and βa the rate constants (also given in Figure 2), and N the hill coefficient. 

 

Contraction model 2 

Model equations:  
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With koff, kon, k1, k-1, k-1*, g,  g* and f the rate constants (also given in Figure 2), N the hill 

coefficient, K50 the dissociation constant, T free troponin C, TCa troponin C bound to calcium 

and N0, N1, P0, P1 the non-permissive no force and force generating state and permissive no 

force and force generating state, respectively. Three model configurations were investigated. 

First, a model conform the original model. Second, a model with introduction of g*, to allow 
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for faster decay, was tested. The difference between the third configuration and the original 

Rice model is the introduction of k-1* (and g*) used in the Monte Carlo type of simulation 

protocol to allow for a shorter decay time of the predicted force. In the original Rice model 

these were equal to k-1 and g.  

 

Contraction model 3 

Identical to model 2 besides:  
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With k1, k-1, g, f21, f32, g12, g23, the rate constants (also given in Figure 2), and N1, P1,  P2 and P3 

permissive force generating states.  

 

Contraction model 4 

Model equations:  
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With koff, kon, k0, k1, k-1, k2, k-2, g1 and g2 the rate constants (also given in Figure 3), N1 and N2 the 

hill coefficients, K50 the dissociation constant, T free troponin C, TCa troponin C bound to 

calcium and XBs force generating state.  
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Table 2: Parameter values for model 4 
Parameter Value Unit 

K50 0.0084 μM 

N 1.68 - 

K50_2 0.027 μM 

N2 8 - 

k-1* 0.0045 ms-1 

k-1 0.045 ms-1 

k0 0.0010 ms-1 

g1 0.0169 ms-1 

g2 0.0337 ms-1 

k-2 0.13 ms-1 

k-2* 1.0 ms-1 

 

Contraction model 5 

Equal to model 4 besides:  
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With koff, kon, k0, k1, k-1, k2, k-2, g1 and g2 the rate constants (also given in Figure 3), N1 and N2 the 

hill coefficients, K50 the dissociation constant, T free troponin C, TCa troponin C bound to 

calcium and XBs force generating state.  
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Calcium regulation of phosphofructokinase explains in vivo 

dynamics of glycolysis in skeletal muscle 
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ABSTRACT 

The glycolytic pathway has a central role in the metabolism of skeletal muscle. However, 

recently computational modeling pointed out that reproducing the in vivo pathway 

characteristics using the in vitro enzymes kinetics was not possible. The regulation of 

phosphofructokinase (PFK) was predicted to have a central role in the flux control. Therefore, 

we tested the hypothesis that the effect of different workloads on in vivo glycolytic flux can 

be explained by calcium activation of phosphofructokinase (PFK). Hereto, an integrated 

experimental and modeling approach was used. The dynamics of the in vivo glycolytic 

pathway were sampled by means of 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P MRS) in 

ischemic rat Tibialis Anterior (TA) muscle electrically stimulated at different frequencies to 

evoke contractions at a range of workloads, thereby inducing conditions of varying calcium 

stimulation and glycolytic flux. By applying anoxic conditions the mitochondrial ATP 

synthesis is excluded. The 31P MRS measurements provided a read-out of glycolytic pathway 

flux (deduced from pH dynamics) as well as the metabolic state of the muscle cell (reflected 

by the cellular phosphocreatine content). Computational modeling was used to relate the 

observed dynamics to understanding at the level of the pathway’s biochemistry. Simulations 

showed that activation of PFK by binding of the calcium–calmodulin complex could explain 

the experimental observations, thereby providing quantitative support for the proposed 

hypothesis. Additional verification of model predictions was provided by testing against 

independent datasets. In addition, model simulations predicted that the (de)activation 

kinetics of PFK were very similar to the force dynamics in fast twitch muscle for the full 

range of muscle contraction intensities. These results support the hypothesis that calcium is 

used as a feed forward mediator to balance ATP synthesis and hydrolysis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The glycolytic pathway has a central role in the catabolism and anabolism of all cell types [1-

3]. In skeletal muscle tissue, glycolytic ATP production flux can be elevated within a 

timescale of seconds over a 100-fold during rest to work transition [4]. This wide dynamical 

flux range in skeletal muscle puts a high demand on the control mechanisms of the pathway. 

This particular property makes skeletal muscle a key cell type for studying the regulation of 

glycolysis. 

 

Isolation and in vitro kinetic characterization of individual glycolytic enzymes has provided 

detailed information regarding the pathways individual components [5]. In addition, in vivo 

experiments, e.g., using 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy (31P MRS), have allowed 

sampling of the behavior of the intact pathway [6] and showed that glycolytic flux in muscle 

is silenced in the absence of contraction [7-11]. Previously, computational modeling pointed 

out that reproducing the in vivo  pathway characteristics using the in vitro enzymes kinetics 

was not possible [3]. These results clearly indicated that the current understanding of the 

pathway is still incomplete [3; 5]. Failure of model predictions has been attributed to 

ancillary interactions (e.g.  protein – protein [12; 13] or substrate channeling [14]) present in 

the living cell but not captured by the model because they were absent in the in vitro 

environment [3; 5; 15]. Schmitz et al. hypothesized that silencing of glycolysis in non-

contracting muscle involved deactactivation of phosphofructokinase (PFK) and pyruvate 

kinase (PK). The regulation of PFK was predicted to have a central role in the flux control, 

whereas regulation of PK was shown to be important for concentration control of 

intermediate metabolites downstream of PFK [3]. A mechanism that could potentially 

explain the in the model missing regulation of PFK is calcium-calmodulin mediated binding 

of phosphofructokinase (PFK) to e.g. cytoskeleton and the contractile proteins [16-18].  

 

Unfortunately detailed characterization of this regulatory mechanism is incomplete. 

Unresolved questions involve details of the kinetic mechanism, the time constant of 

(de)activation in vivo and the response to different stimulation frequencies. Studying this 

regulation in vitro is difficult as a consequence of the involvement of cell structures (e.g. 

cytoskeleton) and processes (e.g. fast calcium release and uptake and calcium–calmodulin 

signaling), which are difficult to include in an in vitro experimental setup. Studying the 

pathway’s behavior in vivo is complicated due to a different set of restrictions, e.g., the 

pathway can only be studied as an integrated system, the sparse number of available read-

outs of the system, and the limited control of individual variables (changes in metabolite 
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levels often coincide). In an attempt to bypass these limitations, the present investigation 

applies an integrative approach of in vivo read-outs of pathway behavior and the extensive 

database of known enzyme kinetics by means of computational modeling. The in vivo read-

outs were acquired using 31P MRS of the ischemic Tibialis Anterior (TA), a fast twitch muscle, 

electrically stimulated at different frequencies to evoke contractions at different workloads, 

thereby inducing conditions of varying calcium stimulation and glycolytic flux. By applying 

anoxic conditions the mitochondrial ATP synthesis is excluded. The aim of the modeling 

effort was to reproduce both metabolite and pH dynamics, which are directly related to the 

glycolytic flux, for the different electrical stimulation protocols, thereby testing if the 

understanding of the pathway regulation as captured by the computational model was 

consistent with the measured behavior. The central hypothesis tested in this investigation 

was if calcium-calmodulin activation of PFK could explain the effect of different muscle 

stimulation frequencies on pathway behavior in vivo. The simulation results show that 

addition of this mechanism in the computational model was required for model predictions 

to be consistent with in vivo pathway behavior. In addition, the resulting model was used to 

predict the PFK (de)activation kinetics and to investigate the time constant of deactivation of 

glycolysis in non-contracting skeletal muscle.   

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experimental methods 

Animals 

Adult male Wistar rats (15 weeks, n=28, Charles River Laboratories, France) were housed in 

groups at 20°C and 50% humidity, on a 12-h light dark cycle with ad libitum access to water 

and chow. Principles of laboratory animal care were followed and all experimental 

procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of Maastricht University, the 

Netherlands.  

 
31P-MRS Measurements 

All MRS measurements were performed on a 6.3T horizontal Bruker magnetic resonance 

spectrometer (MRS) (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany). During preparatory surgical procedures 

and MRS experiments, animals were anesthetized using 0.8-1.2% isoflurane (Forene, Abbot 

GmbH, Wiesbaden Germany) administered via a face mask with medical air and oxygen (0.2 

and 0.1 L/min respectively). Temgesic was used as analgesic (0.3 mg/ml Temgesic in saline 

solution (1:10), 0.10 mg/kg, Schering-Plough). Body temperature was maintained at 37±1°C 
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using heat pads. In the MR scanner, respiration was monitored using a pressure sensor 

registering thorax movement (Rapid Biomedical, Rimpar, Germany). 

 

Phosphorus (31P) MRS was performed by using a combination of a circular 1H surface coil (40 

mm) and an ellipsoid 31P surface coil (10/18 mm) positioned over the TA. Localized 

shimming was performed on the water signal using the 1H surface coil. 31P spectra were 

acquired applying an adiabatic excitation pulse with a flip angle of 90°. A fully relaxed 

spectrum (TR=20 s, 32 averages) was measured at rest. A time series of spectra (TR = 5 s, 2 

averages) before, during and after electrical stimulation of ischemic TA.  

 

Electrical stimulation was applied via acute, subcutaneously implanted platinum electrodes 

positioned along the distal nerve trajectory of the n. peroneus communis which induced 

contraction in the TA, EDL and peroneus longus and brevis [19]. Stimulation protocols 

consisted out of 1 pulse train of a varying number of pulses applied once every 5 seconds. 

These experiments were performed at varying stimulation frequencies: i.e. 5, 10, 40, and 

80Hz. In addition, dynamics were also recorded for resting conditions (0Hz), 1 Hz 

continuous stimulation, and 1 pulse train per 5 seconds consisting out of 20 pulses at 40Hz. 

Stimulation voltage ranged between 6-7V. The protocol was performed on both hind limbs, 

one by one, of the rat. All groups contain 4-5 successful measurements. The data was divided 

into two sets. The first set contained 0Hz and 5, 10, 40, 80Hz 10 pulses and was used for 

parameter estimation. The second set contained 1Hz continuous stimulation and 40 Hz 20 

pulses and was used for model verification. 

 

Ischemia was applied by means of a silicone vessel loop (Identi Loops supermaxi blue, Dispo 

Medical), which was applied around the thigh to restrict blood flow in the leg. After 

occluding of the blood supply, the magnet was shimmed a second time. A time series 

consisted of 2 minutes rest, 8 minutes stimulation and 10 minutes after stimulation. An 

exception was the experiment of resting conditions (0Hz), which had duration of 120 

minutes rest. Successful occlusion of oxygen supply to the muscle was verified by the 

absence of any PCr and pH recovery in the 10 minutes after exercise.  

 
31P MR spectra were fitted in the time domain by using nonlinear least squares algorithm in 

the jMRUI software package [20]. The PCr and the inorganic phosphate (Pi) peaks were fitted 

to Lorentzian line shapes. The α- and γ-ATP peaks were fitted to Gaussian line shapes with 

equal peak areas. Due to the limited bandwidth of the excitation pulse, the β-ATP had lower 
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amplitude and was not fit. Absolute concentrations were calculated after correction for 

partial saturation with the assumption that the ATP concentration is 8.2 mM at rest [21]. 

Intracellular pH was calculated from the chemical shift difference between the Pi and PCr 

resonances (δ; measured in part per million), according to Equation 1 [22]. 

 

3.276.75 log( )
5.63

pH δ
δ

−
= +

−             (1) 
 

Computational methods 

Modeling glycolysis in skeletal muscle  

A previously developed detailed kinetic model of glycolysis in muscle was used as a basis 

for the computational analyses [23]. The model includes flux descriptions of the glycolytic 

enzymes: glycogen phosphorylase (GP), phosphoglucomutase (PGLM), phosphogluco 

isomerase (PGI), phosphofructokinase (PFK), alsolase and triose phosphate isomerase (ALD 

and TPI), glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH), phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK), phosphoglyceromutase and 

enolase (PGM and EN), pyruvate kinase (PK), and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). In addition, 

the model contained detailed reaction kinetics of cellular ATP buffering processes: creatine 

kinase (CK) and adenylate kinase (AK). ATP hydrolyses was described by mass action 

kinetics, Equation 2. 

 

[ ]ATPKf HydrATPHydrATP ⋅= __                (2) 

     

When available, pH dependency of enzyme Vmax and equilibrium constant were included 

in the model to account for the effect of varying proton concentration on enzyme kinetics. 

Furthermore, proton buffering by metabolites, proteins and other cell structures was 

modeled by assuming a constant cellular buffer capacity (proteins) and a dynamical buffer 

capacity which was calculated from the metabolite concentrations. The stochiometry of 

proton production and consumption was included for all modeled reactions in order to 

predict cellular proton accumulation during simulations. For details on flux equations and 

kinetic parameter values we refer to the paper by Vinnakota et al. [23]. Two major 

adaptations were made to this model. The first involved the pathway supply of 

phosphorylated glucose and the second involved the kinetic model description of PFK. Both 

adaptations will be described in detail. A schematic overview of the model is shown in 
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Figure 1.  Ordinary differential equations (ODE’s) were numerically solved using ODE15s, 

Matlab 7.5.0 (the Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA)   

 

 
 

Pathway supply flux 

Model simulations revealed that the dynamical range captured by the GP model as included 

in the Vinnakota model [23] was insufficient to predict a realistic pathway supply flux. This 

model behavior was probably due to lack of allosteric G6P interactions in the flux 

descriptions and enzyme phosphorylation dynamics. At the moment, no well validated, 

detailed model of GP is available and therefore the pathway influx was deduced from the 

experimental data. For conditions of constant cellular ATP levels, the phosphomonoester 

(PME) resonance was assumed to represent the summed concentration of glucose-1-

phosphate (G1P), glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) and fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) [4; 10], Figure 1. 

A linear function was well able to describe the PME dynamics and the derivate of this linear 

function was used to model the G1P input flux. The values of the slope of this function 

calculated for the different experiments are listed in Table 1.  

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the 

computational model. The input to the 

model is calculated from the experiments. 

Calcium-calmodulin dynamics are derived 

from the model by Groenendaal et al. 

(chapter 4) and modulate PFK activity.  
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Table 1: parameters of linear function describing PME dynamics for the different muscle excitation 

protocols.  
Stimulation protocol [PME] t = 0 (mM) Slope (mM s-1) 

0Hz (rest) 0.96 0.0005 

1Hz (5 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.0093 

5Hz (10 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.018 

10Hz (10 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.017 

40Hz (10 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.013 

40Hz (20 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.020 

80Hz (10 pulses per 5s) 0.96 0.011 

  
Calcium regulation of PFK   

The PFK model was substituted by the pseudorandom order, statistical inhibition model 

originally developed by Waser et al. [24] and has been adapted by Connett [25]. This model 

was reported to be superior in terms of reproducing in vitro enzyme kinetics compared to 

the PFK description used by Vinnakota et al. [23]. The model proposed by Connett featured 

an ADP and AMP dependent deinhibition term to account for the regulatory effect of the 

competitive binding of ADP and AMP to the ATP inhibition site. An increase in the value of 

this deinhibition term will lower the ATP inhibition and thus elevate the PFK flux. The 

general form of the deinhibition term is: 

 

1
AMP ADP

AMP ADPDeinhibition
K K

= + +
                       (3) 

 

where KAMP and KADP are the AMP and ADP deinhibition constants respectively and AMP 

and ADP the AMP and ADP concentration.  

 

In the present study, three different configurations of the PFK model were evaluated, see 

Figure 2 for a schematic representation. Model configuration A represents conditions in 

which no calcium–calmodulin mediated activation of PFK are assumed. For these conditions 

KAMP and KADP are the model parameters that exert the majority of flux control. Model 

configuration B includes calcium–calmodulin mediated activation of PFK. Upon binding of 

two calcium–calmodulin complexes the enzymes switches from the inactive to the active 

isoform [18]. The deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was constant and thus 

independent of AMP and ADP levels (Kdeinhib_Act), Equation 4: 
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_activePFK deinhib ActDeinhibition K=            (4) 

 

Activation and deactivation of PFK by binding of calcium–calmodulin was modeled by 

Equations 5 and 6: 

 

( ) activeoffactiveon
actibe PFKkPFKCaMCak

dt
dPFK

−−⋅= 12
2

         (5) 

1inactive activePFK PFK= −                                     (6) 

 

Model configuration C represents an extension of configuration B. In this configuration the 

deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was modeled as a function of ADP and AMP 

concentrations, albeit with different competitive binding constants (
act
AMPK and 

act
ADPK ), 

Equation 7.  

 

1activePFK act act
AMP ADP

AMP ADPDeinhibition
K K

= + +
          (7) 

 

In this configuration the activation by binding of two calcium–calmodulin complexes is 

assumed to enhance the binding of ADP and AMP to the inhibitory ATP site (modeled by 

lower competitive binding constants relative to the inactive PFK). For the full set of 

equations governing the PFK model the reader is referred to the appendix.  

 

Modeling calcium -calmodulin dynamics in muscle 

The differential equations of PFK (de)activation are modeled as a function of Ca2CaM, 

Equation 5. The calcium-calmodulin dynamics corresponding to the various muscle 

excitation protocols were derived from, our previously developed and validated 

spatiotemporal model of skeletal muscle calcium handling (chapter 4). The calcium handling 

model was extended by calcium-calmodulin reaction kinetics based on mass action kinetics. 

The values for the koff and Kd were 100s-1 and 3.8μM and 5000s-1 and 28.9 μM for the 

formation of Ca2CaM and Ca4CaM respectively [26-29]. The spatially averaged calcium–

calmodulin signal was calculated at 35°C and used as an input for the glycolysis model.  
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Partial volume correction 

The MR signal detected by the 31P surface coil originated for 75% from activated muscle (TA, 

extensor digitorum longus (EDL) and peroneus longus and brevis) and for 25% from non-

activated muscles. Correction of this partial volume problem was performed by modeling 

two compartments: a compartment of contracting muscle (75%) and a compartment in which 

metabolite concentrations were clamped at resting values (25%). Given the small ATP 

hydrolyses flux (<0.01mM/s) in non contracting muscle, as derived from the 0Hz data, the 

change in PCr and Pi concentrations of this resting compartment were considered negligible.  

 

Selection of data included in computational analysis 

Prior to model simulations, we determined which part of the data should be included in the 

parameter estimation algorithm. Our model simulations assumed a constant ATP hydrolysis 

rate for each stimulation frequency and therefore the model simulations were compared to 

the experimental data until the onset of fatigue violated this model assumption, i.e., until the 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the 

regulation of PFK as modeled in each model 

configuration. Model configuration A 

represented the hypothesis in which no 

regulation of PFK by calcium – calmodulin 

signaling is present. Model configuration B 

represented the hypothesis in which binding 

of calcium – calmodulin complexes to PFK 

partly reliefs ATP inhibition of the enzyme 

independent of the levels of ADP and AMP. 

Model configuration C represented the 

hypothesis in which binding of calcium – 

calmodulin complexes partly reliefs ATP 

inhibition by enhancing the competitive 

binding of AMP and ADP to the inhibitory 

ATP site.   
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ATP hydrolysis rate decreased. The ATP hydrolyses flux during the experiment was 

calculated as the sum of the PCr breakdown rate and the glycolytic ATP production. 

Estimation of glycolytic ATP production rate was performed by application of a 

phenomenological model described by Conley et al. [30]. The ATP hydrolyses rate remained 

constant for conditions of pH>6.5. Therefore, model simulations were performed until pH 

dropped below 6.5. After parameter estimation, simulations were performed to verify if 

indeed the ATP hydrolysis flux remained constant in the simulations for conditions of 

pH>6.5. 

 

Parameter estimation  

The model contained several parameters of which no accurate value for rat fast twitch 

muscle was available. Therefore, these parameter values were estimated from the datasets 

recorded at 0, 5, 10, 40 (10 pulses per 5 seconds) and 80Hz, Table 2. Parameters were 

estimated using a non linear least squares optimization algorithm (lsqnonlin, Matlab 7.5.0 

(the Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The difference between experimentally obtained 

and simulated PCr and pH dynamics was used as the error term. Initial conditions were set 

as listed in Table 2. The initial conditions were obtained from previous studies [23; 25] or 

initial PCr breakdown rate. For newly introduced model parameters kon and koff such value 

was not available and therefore a range of model parameters was explored in a multi-start 

optimization approach (100 runs), randomly drawing parameter values within the selected 

ranges.  

 

Model verification  

Model verification was performed by comparison of model predictions and experimental 

datasets not used in the optimization algorithm (5 pulses per 5 seconds (1Hz) and 20 pulses 

per 5 seconds (40Hz)). For these simulations all parameters remained unchanged, except for 

the ATP hydrolyses rate constant KATP_Hydr, which was set to 0.034 s-1 and 0.07 s-1 respectively.  

 

RESULTS 
31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy: characterization of pathway dynamics 

In vivo pathway dynamics were sampled under different workloads. Hereto, dynamics of 

important cellular metabolites: ATP, PCr, Pi and PME as well as pH were recorded by 

applying 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy in ischemic rat TA muscle, under varying 

muscle stimulation frequencies (0 – 80 Hz). Figure 3 shows the results of the 10Hz 

stimulation protocol. In response to muscle contraction and corresponding elevated cellular 
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ATP demand flux, the cellular ATP buffer, PCr, is consumed to balance energy demand and 

supply. PCr depletion coincides with the production of Pi, a product of ATP hydrolysis. In 

addition, during stimulation an increasing PME resonance was observed which was 

attributed to the accumulation of sugar-phosphates (G1P, G6P and F6P) [4; 10].  
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These metabolite dynamics were accompanied by proton accumulation and the associated 

decrease in cellular pH. These dynamics reflected the increase in glycolytic flux resulting in 

cellular lactate accumulation. Muscle pH declined gradually, reaching a steady state level at 

approximately 6.2. Simultaneous with pH approaching a value of 6.2, a drop in ATP levels 

was observed. Remarkably, identical behavior was observed for all different stimulation 

protocols. The PCr concentration at the onset of ATP decline (~10mM) was attributed to the 

residual PCr signal originating from non-activated muscle. The magnitude of the PCr 

resonance agreed well with the contribution of the residual signal to the overall signal (25%). 

No PCr and, or pH recovery were observed during the period after stimulation. This 

observation validated the successful occlusion of blood circulation and obstruction of O2 

delivery to the muscle cells.  
 

 

 

Figure 3: Characterization of in vivo 

pathway dynamics. Typical result of 

the experimental data obtained to 

characterize in vivo pathway 

behavior. The results of stimulation 

at 10Hz are shown. Error bars 

indicate SEM (n=5). PCr (light grey), 

Pi (black), PME (dark grey) are 

shown in A. ATP dynamics are 

shown in B and pH dynamics are 

shown in C. The solid black line 

indicates the trend of the ATP 

concentration. The dashed black line 

indicates the time at which ATP 

concentrations start to decline.    
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Table 2: Optimized parameter values  
Parameter Unit Description Initial 

conditions 

Optimized values 

  Model PFK  A B C 

KATP_Hydr  (0Hz) s-1 ATPase rate constant 0Hz 0.001a 0.0015  0.0017 0.0016 

KATP_Hydr  (5Hz) s-1 ATPase rate constant 5Hz 0.01a 0.084 0.0735 0.067 

KATP_Hydr  (10Hz) s-1 ATPase rate constant 10Hz 0.01a 0.075 0.0686 0.060 

KATP_Hydr  (40Hz) s-1 ATPase rate constant 40Hz 0.01a 0.050 0.0615  0.050 

KATP_Hydr  (80Hz) s-1 ATPase rate constant 80Hz 0.01a 0.042 0.0526 0.044 

BuffCapFixed mM Fixed buffer cellular proton 

buffer capacity 

14.2b 33.03 48.12 36.20 

VmaxPFK mM s-1 Vmax PFK 0.93b 10.14 7.03  6.98 

KAMP mM PFK deinhibition constant 

AMP  

0.002c 0.00012 0.035  0.046 

KADP mM PFK deinhibition constant 

ADP 

0.030c 1.72 0.18 0.22 

Kdeinhib_Act - PFK deinhibition constant 

activated PFK 

1c - 85.77 - 

act
AMPK  

μM PFK deinhibition constant 

AMP activated PFK 

0.002c - - 6.7 

act
ADPK  

μM PFK deinhibition constant 

ADP activated PFK 

0.030c - - 0.12 

kon μM-2 s-1 PFK, calcium–calmodulin 

binding constant 

1* 104 – 1*109 - 3.23 * 

107 

3.17* 

107 

koff s-1 PFK, calcium–calmodulin 

binding constant 

1* 101  – 1*104 - 9251 4301 

 

a estimated from initial PCr breakdown rate  
b obtained from [23] 
c obtained from [25] 

 

Hypotheses testing: pathway dynamics in the absence and presence of calcium-calmodulin 

stimulation.  

The aim of the modeling effort was to reproduce both metabolite and pH dynamics for the 

different electrical stimulation protocols, thereby testing if the understanding of the pathway 

regulation as captured by the computational model was consistent with the measured 

behavior. First, it was explored to what extend pathway dynamics could be explained by a 

model lacking regulation by calcium activation (model configuration A). Estimation of the 

adjustable parameters, Table 2, was performed using either individual datasets at a specific 

muscle stimulation frequency or using multiple datasets at once. If only a single dataset was 
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used, model simulations showed good agreement with the specific dataset, but failed to 

reproduce pathway dynamics at other calcium activation frequencies (not shown). If 

multiple datasets were included in the optimization the model could not reproduce any of 

the biological datasets, Figure 4 (dashed dark grey lines). These results clearly indicate that 

the model is missing essential regulatory mechanisms. 
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Figure 4: Quantitative hypotheses testing; experimental data vs. model simulations. Experimental 

data are indicated in light grey error bars. Error bars indicate SEM (n=5). Simulation results according 

to model configuration A (without calcium activation of PFK, dashed dark grey lines) and model 

configuration B and C (with calcium activation of PFK, dashed light grey and black, respectively) are 

shown. Similar results were obtained for 10 and 80Hz data. Models were fitted to the 5 datasets 

simultaneously.  

 

We hypothesized that the missing regulatory mechanisms involve activation of 

phosphofructokinase (PFK) by binding of calcium–calmodulin complexes. For model 

configuration B, it was assumed that the increase in PFK activity was solely dependent on 

the calcium–calmodulin level, whereas for model configuration C, it was assumed that 

calcium activation of PFK was enhanced by increased levels of ADP and AMP, Figure 2. See 

Methods section for a full description of the kinetics. After estimation of the adjustable 

parameters, Table 1, the model simulations according to configuration C showed excellent 
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agreement with the recorded metabolite and pH dynamics for all different stimulation 

frequencies, see Figure 4 (black lines), while model configuration B (dashed light grey lines) 

failed to reproduce the experimental data. Comparison of dashed dark grey and black lines 

shows that including calcium mediated activation at the level PFK resulted in a highly 

improved consistency of model simulations and experimental data. On the basis of these 

results model configuration C was used in the remainder of this study. 

 

In retrospect, in accordance with the calculations as explained in the Methods section, the 

model predictions show that for conditions of pH > 6.5 the sum of PCr breakdown rate (PCr 

dynamics) and glycolytic ATP production (pH dynamics) remains constant while being 

consistent with the experimental data.  
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Figure 5: Model verification; comparison of model simulations and independent data. Model 

simulations (model configuration iii) are indicated in red. Experimental data are indicated in black 

and correspond to muscle stimulation protocols of 1 Hz continues stimulation (A and C) and 40Hz, 20 

pulses per 5s (B and D). Error bars indicate SEM (n=5).  

 

Model verification 

The model was tested to explain independent data, describing different aspects of the 

pathway. Hereto, the number of muscle excitation pulses applied per 5 seconds was varied 
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(continuous stimulation at 1Hz and stimulation using a pulse train of 20 pulses at 40Hz 

every 5 seconds). Comparison of model predictions and experimental data shows that the 

model can describe the behavior of the pathway for conditions of varying calcium pulses, 

Figure 5.  

 

Model predictions: (de)activation kinetics of phosphofructokinase 

The time constant of activation and deactivation of calcium-calmodulin binding to PFK were 

inferred from the in vivo experimental data, Figure 6A-D. For low stimulation frequencies (5 

and 10Hz) the predicted activation kinetics remained pulsatile while for higher stimulation 

frequencies (40 and 80Hz) individual pulses fused. These characteristics are remarkable 

similar to the response in force production under conditions of varying electrical stimulation 

frequencies, for comparison see e.g. chapter 6.  
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Model predictions: Silencing of glycolysis in non-contracting muscle.  

Glycolysis is quickly silenced after termination of muscle contraction [7-11]. Model 

predictions shown in Figure 8 indicate that deactivation of PFK post exercise occurs at a fast 

timescale of 100 - 200ms. This raised the question if during a rest – exercise – recovery 

protocol glycolysis is silenced at a similar timescale as at the onset of recovery. Figure 7 

shows model predictions of a rest – exercise (60s 10Hz continuous muscle stimulation) – 

Figure 6: Model 

predictions of the 

(de)activation kinetics 

of PFK.  Model 

simulations of 

activated PFK for 

stimulation frequencies 

5Hz, 10Hz, 40Hz, and 

80Hz.  
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recovery protocol. The ATP synthesis by the pathway post exercise is reflected in the PCr 

dynamics. The inset of Figure 7A shows a small PCr resynthesis and thus glycolytic ATP 

production, post exercise. The time constant of these PCr recovery dynamics showed that the 

timescale of deactivation of glycolytic ATP production was two orders of magnitude slower, 

between 5 to 10 s, than the fast deactivation of PFK. This small glycolytic ATP production 

resulted in accumulation of pathway intermediates downstream of PFK (Figure 8B). 

Recovery of these intermediates to baseline levels occurred in 5 - 10 seconds, thereby 

yielding ~1-2 mM ATP. 
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DISCUSSION 

In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that calcium-calmodulin activation of PFK is 

an important mechanism underlying pathway behavior. Model analysis showed that 

addition of this mechanism in the computational model was required for model predictions 

Figure 7: Model predictions of 

the silencing of glycolysis in 

non-contracting muscle. 

Simulations of exercise (10Hz 

continuous muscle excitation, 

60s) – recovery protocol. The 

dotted line indicates the end 

of exercise (time = 60s). At the 

onset of recovery a small PCr 

resynthesis is observed (A). 

The PCr dynamics reflects the 

glycolytic ATP production at 

the beginning of recovery. 

Model simulations of the 

summed concentration of 

glycolytic intermediates 

downstream of PFK are 

shown in (B).  
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to be consistent with in vivo pathway behavior, thereby supporting the proposed hypothesis. 

This prime result as well as several methodological considerations will be discussed.  

 

Calcium activation of PFK 

Failure of predictions with a model lacking regulation by calcium illustrated additional 

regulation must be present in vivo. Furthermore, the highly improved consistency of model 

predictions and the experimental data, as a result of adding calcium regulation at the level of 

PFK, indicated that this mechanism could explain the missing regulation. The applied kinetic 

scheme for PFK activation by calcium-calmodulin agreed well with available information. 

Activation of PFK is believed to occur via binding of two calcium-calmodulin complexes to a 

PFK-dimer [18] and this binding reduces the inhibition of the enzyme by ATP [18]. At 

physiological concentrations (~8mM) ATP inhibition results in a nearly full deactivation of 

the enzyme (>95%) [18]. Therefore, reversing this inhibition will result in a significant 

increase of the enzymes catalytic activity. By competitive binding to the inhibition site AMP 

and ADP are able to reverse the ATP inhibition of the inactive form of PFK [25].  It was 

unknown whether deinhibition of the activated form of the enzyme is also mediated by 

competitive binding of ADP and AMP, albeit with a lower binding constant (model 

configuration C), or if it the deinhibition is independent of ADP and AMP levels (model 

configuration B). A detailed analysis showed that only a model containing deinhibition 

mediated by competitive binding of ADP and AMP (model configuration C) could 

reproduce the experimental data, indicating this to be the most likely hypothesis. Although 

there is no kinetic data for validation of this prediction, it is consistent with results reported 

by Crowther et al. [8]. They concluded that both elevated calcium levels as well as increased 

ADP and AMP levels are required to increase flux downstream of glycogen phosphorylase. 

Further confidence in the validity of the computational model was provided by verification 

against data not used for parameter estimation, Figure 5. The ability of the current model to 

reproduce these datasets acted as an important validation of the model.   

  

Parallel activation of ATP consumption and glycolytic ATP production 

Few studies addressed the effect of varying calcium stimulation on the regulation of 

glycolysis. Conley et al. used 31P MRS to determine the effect of varying muscle excitation at 

low frequencies (0.5 – 3 Hz) [30]. They concluded that at these low stimulation frequencies 

glycolytic flux scales linearly with frequency. These results are in good agreement with the 

PFK activation and deactivation kinetics estimated in the present study. Predictions showed 

that calcium–calmodulin mediated activation of PFK remained pulsatile for stimulation 
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frequencies < 10Hz. Besides reproducing these characteristics also reported by Conley et al., 

the present analyses provided additional insight in the behavior for the higher stimulation 

frequencies. Remarkable, the fusing of individual pulses was qualitatively very similar to 

force dynamics in fast twitch muscle (chapter 6). This finding suggested that the activation of 

glycolytic flux and thereby ATP production is closely linked to muscle contraction and thus 

cellular ATP consumption in response to the same signaling event, i.e., calcium release into 

the myoplasm. This regulatory principle is also known as feed forward signaling or 

regulation by parallel activation [31]. We speculate that the regulation of glycolysis in 

skeletal muscle is optimized to facilitate this parallel activation throughout the full 

dynamical range of muscle contraction frequencies.  

 

Silencing of glycolysis in non-contracting muscle  

The present investigation confirmed rapid silencing of glycolysis after muscle contraction [8-

11; 30], by showing absence of PCr resynthesis in the simulations in the period after 

stimulation. Two independent studies reported a deactivation of the pathway in the order of 

10 – 20 seconds [9; 32]. This timescale is slow compared to the rapid deactivation of PFK (100 

– 200 ms), see Figure 6. However, simulations revealed that after intense muscle contractions 

the deactivation of the pathway is delayed as a result of accumulation of intermediates 

downstream of PFK. In addition, simulations indicated that glycolytic ATP production 

during the first seconds of recovery is highly dependent on the intensity of the preceding 

exercise. This may explain why there have also been reports of a complete absence of 

glycolytic flux at the onset of recovery [7; 11]. These findings may have important 

implications for the analyses of PCr recovery kinetics, which are frequently used as a 

measure of in vivo mitochondrial function [33]. Two experimental studies already indicated 

that the first 10 seconds of recovery may be contaminated by glycolytic ATP production [9; 

32]. The current simulation study provided additional support for this notion, which 

suggests that it might be advisable to exclude the first 10 seconds from the data analysis.  

 

Future outlook 

Including calcium regulation at the level of PFK significantly increased the predictive power 

of the model for the entire physiological range of muscle excitation frequencies. We therefore 

feel that the current model provides a highly improved basis for modeling energy 

metabolism in skeletal muscle. The predictions of the current model were tested for 

conditions of ischemia. To test if these predictions are also accurate for conditions of 

normoxia, a description of ATP production by oxidative phosphorylation should be added to 
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the computational model. In addition, the complex interplay between mitochondria and 

glycolysis should be included in the model. This requires, experimental sampling of the 

behavior of both the mitochondrial and glycolytic pathway during normoxic conditions.  

 

The present analyses was based on the experimental data in which muscle fatigue had no 

detectable effect on cellular ATP hydrolyses rate. Acquiring an experimental read-out and 

modeling the effects of muscle fatigue on ATP hydrolysis rate will be a key step towards 

computational analyses of the data excluded from our analysis (for conditions of pH<6.5).     

 

The glycolytic pathway has a central role in not only the catabolism and anabolism of 

skeletal muscle, but of all cell types. Therefore, it might be interesting to investigate the role 

of calcium–calmodulin signaling on the flux control of glycolysis in tissues other than muscle. 

The current study predicts that calcium–calmodulin signaling has a very dominant flux 

control in skeletal muscle, but there is also evidence indicating this signaling mechanism 

activates glycolytic flux in nervous tissue [34; 35], and in various types of cancerous tissues 

[36-39].  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We tested the hypothesis that the effect of varying conditions of muscle excitation on in vivo 

glycolytic flux can be explained by calcium-calmodulin mediated activation of 

phosphofructokinase (PFK). Model simulations showed that activation of PFK by binding of 

calcium–calmodulin complex could describe the in vivo glycolytic flux as a function of 

calcium activation levels, thereby providing quantitative support for the proposed 

hypothesis. Simulations revealed that the activation curves of PFK were qualitatively very 

similar to force dynamics in fast twitch muscle. This finding suggested that the activation of 

glycolytic flux and thereby ATP production is closely linked to muscle contraction and thus 

cellular ATP consumption in response to the same signaling event, i.e., calcium functions as 

a mediator to balance ATP synthesis and hydrolysis.  
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APPENDIX 

PFK Model 

The PFK model was substituted by the pseudorandom order, statistical inhibition model 

originally developed by Waser et al. [24] and adapted by Connett [25]. This model was 

modified by Connett to make the inhibitory binding constant of ATP a competitive function 

of the deinhibitors. Inhibition and deinhibition include a term modulating enzyme pK as 

well as direct kinetic inhibition. It contains ADP and AMP dependent deinhibition term to 

account for the regulatory effect of the competitive binding of ADP and AMP to the ATP 

inhibition site. An increase in the value of this deinhibition term will lower the ATP 

inhibition and thus elevate the PFK flux.  

 

In the present study, three different configurations of the PFK model were evaluated, Figure 

2. Configuration A is without calcium-calmodulin activation of the enzyme and is based on 

equations 8-25. For these conditions KAMP and KADP are the model parameters that exert the 

majority of flux control. Model configuration B includes calcium–calmodulin mediated 

activation of PFK. The deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was constant and thus 

independent of AMP and ADP levels (Kdeinhib_Act). Configuration C represents an extension of 

configuration B. In this configuration the deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was 

modeled as a function of ADP and AMP concentrations. In this configuration the activation 

by binding of two calcium–calmodulin complexes is assumed to enhance the binding of ADP 

and AMP to the inhibitory ATP site (modeled by lower competitive binding constants 

relative to the inactive PFK). For further details the reader is referred to the descriptions of  

Waser et al. [24] and of Connett [25]. 

 

Model Equations:  
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where c1, c2, 
yy
xxK (with yy: F6P, MgATP, ADP or AMP and xx: m1, m2, i or A) the reaction 

constants of the model and [F6P], [MgATP], [ATPH], MgADP, and AMP, the concentration 

F6P, MgATP, ATP, MgADP and AMP respectively. Values for the parameters are given in 

Table 3. For further details on the model we refer to [25]. 

 
Table 3: Parameter values of the PFK model [25] 

Parameter Value 
PF

mK 6
1  68.49 μM 

PF
mK 6

2  58.70 μM 

MgATP
mK 1  26.54 μM 

MgATP
mK 2  37.81 μM 

PF
iK 6

 4.33 μM 

MgATP
iK  124.60 μM 

ATPH
iK  0.649 μM 

aK  0.0812 μM 

k 0.990 

c1 19.09 

c2 2.63 
ADPP
AK  30.00 μM 

AMPP
AK  2.00 μM 

 

The activation of PFK by calcium-calmodulin is described by:  

 

( ) activeoffactiveon
actibe PFKkPFKCaMCak

dt
dPFK

−−⋅= 12
2

       (26) 

1inactive activePFK PFK= −                                   (27) 

 

where Ca2CaM is the concentration calcium-calmodulin, PFKactive and PFKinactibne the fraction of 

the enzyme in the active and inactive form respectively and kon and koff the rate constants. All 

parameter values related to calcium-calmodulin activation are given in Table 2. The 

deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was constant and thus independent of AMP and 

ADP levels: 

 

_activePFK deinhib ActDeinhibition K=          (28) 
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Actdinhib
ATPH

i KQ _=           (29) 

Actdinhib
MgATP
i KQ _=           (30) 

 

where Kdeinhib_Act is the deinhibition constant of the active form of the enzyme. The 

deinhibition term of the inactive enzyme remained identical to the term of model 

configuration A:  
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In model configuration C the deinhibition term of the activated enzyme was modeled as a 

function of ADP and AMP concentrations: 

 

1activePFK act act
AMP ADP

AMP ADPDeinhibition
K K

= + +
       (33) 

( )activePFK
MgATP
i

MgATP
i onDeinhibitiKQ =        (34) 

( )activePFK
ATPH

i
ATPH

i onDeinhibitiKQ =         (35) 

 

For the inactive isoform of the enzyme the deinhibition term is identical to the terms of 

configurations A and B. 
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SPATIOTEMPORAL SKELETAL MUSCLE DYNAMICS 

- Experimental observations and numerical analyses - 

Skeletal muscle microstructure is highly organized in space with respect to calcium handling, 

transcription processes, and ATP synthesis and hydrolysis [1-5]. Numerous spatial 

associations between cellular components have been revealed, e.g., lipid droplets are 

localized close to the mitochondria [6-8] and glycolysis is associated with the SR and the I-

band region [9; 10]. Notably, in certain diseased and in certain knock out animals the 

microstructure is reorganized, e.g., in myopathic hearts the SR and T-tubuli systems are 

more abundant [11], while in muscles of diabetic subjects there are alterations in the 

distribution of the mitochondria [12]. Despite all these observations, it has remained 

unresolved how the functional properties of skeletal muscle are linked to the underlying 

structural foundation [13]. Structural properties are generally studied with imaging 

techniques that provide static information, while skeletal muscle physiology is mainly 

dependent on dynamic processes. Few studies have attempted to relate these two levels of 

information, i.e. to quantify the role of the microstructure on different aspects of muscle 

dynamics, e.g., Meyer et al. studied the phosphocreatine shuttle [14], Vendelin et al. studied 

ATP diffusion in the cardiac myocyte [15] and Baylor et al. studied local calcium dynamics at 

16°C in fast-twitch muscle [16]. Even though quantification has often been lacking, several 

studies have hypothesized that the strategic location combined with temporal coding, i.e., 

different time frames of action, are related to specific physiological or pathological function. 

The current study aimed to develop and apply a framework that allows quantification of 

spatiotemporal regulation in skeletal muscle. Specifically, since calcium dynamics initiate 

many of the regulatory processes, we developed a computational model that calculates local 

calcium dynamics within the sarcomere. This model was successfully applied to quantify the 

role of local calcium dynamics in excitation-contraction and excitation-metabolism coupling. 

 

Skeletal muscle is a voluntary tissue: upon a neuronal stimulus, muscle is able to contract. 

The action potential induces release of calcium into the myoplasm, where local calcium 

dynamics control a large number of processes in the skeletal muscle cell, e.g., transcription 

and metabolism. Intriguingly, calcium is able to function as a signaling molecule for these 

processes on time scales of milliseconds to days [17]. It has been hypothesized that the 

strategic locations of different calcium handling processes might be essential in the 

versatility of calcium as a second messenger [18]. Unfortunately, spatiotemporal calcium 

dynamics cannot be obtained experimentally with the spatial and temporal resolution 

needed to understand these regulatory processes. Therefore, a computational model was 
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developed that linked the level of the measurements to the local dynamics, thereby allowing 

comparison with biological data as well as investigation of local regulation (chapter 2 and 3). 

This model describes local calcium and calcium buffer dynamics in the skeletal muscle 

sarcomere at different workloads and temperatures in murine EDL muscles, thereby 

allowing integration of many independent data sets (chapter 4). Model simulations showed 

good agreement with several autonomous data sets which served as validation data. The 

model can be applied to analyze calcium dye measurements, re-analyze measurements at 

unphysiological temperature within a physiological framework and to predict the 

underlying local calcium and calcium-buffer dynamics. The model predicts higher than 

average calcium concentrations at the position of troponin C and close to sites of ATP 

synthesis, hence supporting the idea of calcium as signal to balance ATP synthesis and 

hydrolysis.  

 

The intracellular calcium dynamics are significantly different with respect to time constants 

and peak value in slow and fast twitch fibers [19-22]. This dissimilarity results in distinct 

levels of transcription, e.g. calcium-calmodulin induced signaling through calcineurin 

activates slow type specific gene transcription mediated by the NFAT and MEF2 

transcription factors. Inhibition of calcineurin mediated signaling leads to a slow-to-fast fiber 

type transformation [23; 24]. Interestingly, the differences in calcium dynamics result from a 

basically identical calcium handling system, i.e. identical components with variations in 

isoforms and concentrations. This study investigated if the model originally developed for 

fast twitch skeletal muscle captured the physiological processes to describe calcium 

dynamics in slow twitch muscle (chapter 5). Hereto, calcium fluorescence indicator dynamics 

were obtained in EDL and Soleus muscles and these dynamics were compared with model 

simulations. Model analysis revealed that to describe the experimentally observed change in 

decay rate of the fluorescence signal during repetitive stimulation of Soleus muscle, an 

additional calcium store, most likely the mitochondria, should be included in the model. This 

corresponds to experimental studies indicating that mitochondria shape the calcium 

transient in slow twitch but not in fast twitch muscles [25-27]. The resulting Soleus model is 

to our knowledge the first (spatiotemporal) model that describes the large range of calcium 

dynamics in slow-twitch muscles. Comparison of Soleus model with EDL model simulations 

demonstrated distinct levels in the predicted calcium-calmodulin dynamics. The peak of the 

transients is lower in Soleus than in EDL muscles, but the slower time course of the 

dynamics could induce a higher level of activation as reflected in the higher area under the 

calcium-calmodulin curve. Interestingly, it has been shown that to activate the calmodulin-
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calcineurin dependent signaling, calcium dynamics as in slow muscle are necessary and that 

the short transient calcium elevations observed in fast twitch muscle are not sufficient to 

activate the system [28; 29]. Further comparison between fiber types using the models 

combined with a model describing detailed gene transcription could provide additional 

understanding in the different levels in calcium mediated gene transcription between these 

fiber types.  

 

Intracellular calcium dynamics plays a key role in skeletal muscle contraction. Force 

generation might seem like a simple cascade of processes, i.e. dynamics of an isometric 

muscle twitch and tetanus appear to be straightforward, because force rises and then falls in 

an uncomplicated manner. However, the underlying kinetic processes are extremely 

complex and are complicated by interactions between the different processes. Experimental 

and modeling studies have proposed several kinetic mechanisms and interactions that 

regulate muscle contraction, for a review see Gordon et al. [30]. However, quantification of 

the contribution of these processes during isometric twitches and tetani in skeletal muscle 

has been lacking. In an attempt to quantify these contributions, again an integrated approach 

of experiments and computational modeling was used (chapter 6). Specifically, the roles of 

calcium-troponin C activation and cooperativity by strongly bound cross bridges were 

investigated. This approach identified that a model containing double activation by calcium-

troponin C, a mechanism shown by McKillop and Geeves in purified myosin [31], could 

describe the biological data, while the other models could not. To our knowledge, this is the 

first computational model that successfully describes the entire dynamical range of skeletal 

muscle contraction from twitch to tetanus using a physiological spatially distinct calcium 

signal as an input. Remarkably, cooperativity by the cross bridges, shown to be important in 

the steady state calcium-force curve, was not necessary to reproduce the dynamic data. This 

can be explained that the steady state conditions used in constructing this curve are not 

achieved during the dynamic contractions [32]. Therefore, we propose that during short 

contraction dynamics activation by calcium-troponin C is the key regulatory process.  

 

The role of calcium in excitation-metabolism coupling was explored by investigation of the 

regulation of glycolysis (Chapter 7). Glycolytic enzyme kinetics have been extensively 

studied in in vitro environments. However, a computational model based on these kinetics 

did not match the in vivo data and required introduction of in vivo-like kinetics [33]. The 

current study tested the hypothesis that in vivo glycolytic flux is regulated by calcium-

calmodulin activation of PFK. Hereto, in vivo glycolysis dynamics were obtained in an 
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ischemic rat muscle at different workloads, thereby inducing different calcium levels inside 

the muscle cell. The calcium model was linked to a model describing glycolytic flux. 

Agreement between model simulations and experimental data significantly improved upon 

addition of calcium-calmodulin activation, thereby supporting the hypothesis. Notably, the 

activation curves of calcium-calmodulin binding to PFK showed qualitative similarity with 

skeletal muscle force dynamics. These results support the hypothesis of calcium as feed 

forward signal to balance ATP synthesis and hydrolysis.  

 

In general this study showed how computational models and measurements can be 

combined to further the understanding of skeletal muscle physiology and link in vitro data 

to in vivo function. More specifically, the microstructure of skeletal muscle can significantly 

impact the physiology of the muscle by defining the shape of the calcium transient, thereby 

controlling muscle contraction and ATP metabolism. These results open the possibility to 

quantitatively study muscle diseases in which microstructure, metabolism or contractile 

performance are affected.   

 

FUTURE OUTLOOK 

This thesis provides many novel insights in skeletal muscle physiology. Moreover, it 

provides a framework than can be used to study fundamental physiology questions, as well 

as to understand the role of microstructure in diseased states. A model adaptation that 

would significantly widen the application area of this model is the integration of metabolism 

in space. Both the ATP producing and consuming pathways are localized within the muscle 

cell. How the muscle achieves sufficient ATP levels at the position of the ATPases during 

cellular activation and how signal transduction is mediated to regulate the activity of ATP 

production is currently not entirely understood. Challenges to overcome are to include the 

coupling between ATP metabolism and SERCA and actomyosin ATPase. These latter topics 

can be addressed by integration of the work of Tran et al. [34; 35] in the model. They 

integrated ATP, ADP and pH dependency in the mathematical representations of SERCA 

and cross bridge cycling, but did not consider ATP synthesis. As a first step towards this 

integration, the mitochondria could be approximated with the second order relationship as 

shown by Jeneson et al. [36] or a more complex model could be integrated in spatiotemporal 

model [37]. In addition, it might be needed to include the complex relation between 

glycolysis and mitochondria in the model. Once such a framework is available questions, 

regarding for example fatigue and the interplay between mitochondria and creatine kinase 

(CK) can be studied. Regarding the cause of fatigue, there are different hypotheses, for 
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details see review of Allen and coworkers [38]. These different hypotheses, involving many 

complex non linear interactions, could be further investigated using the computational 

model. 

 

A second application area would be to study the changed microstructure of muscle in 

diseased or knock out animals (or diseased humans). In these animals it is not yet known 

what causes these changes in microstructure, if a change in microstructure is a cause or an 

effect of the disease and to what extent this affects function. A particularly interesting case 

study would be the CK knock out animal, which is relevant because of associated changes in 

microstructure and for metabolic control. The changes in microstructure have partially been 

quantified by Novotová et al. [39] and several in vitro and in vivo datasets are available for 

model parameterization [40]. The influence of microstructural and metabolic changes could 

be deducted using our framework, while this is not possible using experimental techniques 

only.  

 

The developed framework presented in his thesis can be used to quantify the influence of 

microstructure on muscle physiology. However, the influence of structural properties on 

tissue behavior is not only relevant in skeletal muscle. In cardiac muscle the structural 

properties have been included in computational modeling efforts and hypothesized to be 

essential in muscle behavior [41]. Also in non-muscle tissue like human skin we have shown 

that the structural properties significantly influence the physiological response of the tissue 

[42; 43], e.g., the predicted glucose dynamics within the skin were dependent on the 

composition of the different layers. In addition, in liver [44; 45] the spatial properties have 

been shown to be fundamental in tissue behavior. Finally, it might also be interesting to 

study how the functional properties of subcellular structures are linked to the underlying 

structural foundation, e.g. it has been recently hypothesized that the shape of the inner 

membrane can influence mitochondrial function. Model simulations indicated that narrow 

cristae junctions restrict diffusion between intracristal and external compartments, causing 

depletion of ADP and decreased ATP output inside the cristae [46].   
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SAMENVATTING 

De skeletspier heeft een sterk geordende structuur op verschillende niveaus. De spier is 

opgebouwd uit spiervezels, die bestaan uit spierfibrillen. Deze bevatten sarcomeren. De 

halve sarcomeer is de kleinste complete contractiele (samentrekkende) eenheid van de spier. 

Binnen de sarcomeren is een hoge mate van geordendheid met betrekking tot bijvoorbeeld 

componenten voor energieproductie en calciumhuishouding. De structuur is in 

ziektebeelden zoals diabetes en cardiomyopathie veranderd. Het is op dit moment nog niet 

bekend wat het effect is van deze veranderde structuur op het functioneren van de spier.  

 

Kwantitatieve informatie over de invloed van de structurele organisatie op het functioneren 

van de skeletspier is schaars. In deze studie is een raamwerk ontwikkeld, dat nauwgezette 

kwantificatie mogelijk maakt. Calcium is essentieel voor de samentrekking van de 

skeletspier. Binnen de spier kan calcium ook andere processen reguleren. Recentelijk is de 

veronderstelling ontstaan dat regulatie door calcium afhangt van de microstructuur en de 

veranderingen in calciumconcentratie in de tijd. Dit laatste hangt samen met de 

verschillende inspanningsniveaus die een spier kan leveren. Deze studie onderzoekt locale 

calciumdynamica in de halve sarcomeer van de skeletspier en de rol van calcium in 

krachtontwikkeling en energiehuishouding. 

 

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift wordt een wiskundig calciummodel gepresenteerd, dat 

de calciumhuishouding als functie van plaats en tijd in de skeletspier beschrijft 

(spatiotemporeel model). Dit model beschrijft calciumdynamica in de halve sarcomeer van 

een snelle spier (EDL) van de muis. Deze calciumdynamica kan voor meerdere 

opeenvolgende spiersamentrekkingen en voor verschillende inspanningsniveaus worden 

beschreven. Omdat temperatuur een grote invloed heeft op het functioneren van de spier, is 

ook de temperatuursafhankelijkheid meegenomen in het model (15-35°C). Modelsimulaties 

zijn vergeleken met verschillende onafhankelijke data. Het model voorspelt hogere locale 

calcium concentraties op plekken waar energie opgewekt en waar energie verbruikt wordt. 

Dit ondersteunt de veronderstelling dat calcium in de skeletspier een regulerende rol heeft in 

de balans tussen energieproductie en –verbruik.  

 

In het tweede deel van het proefschrift wordt het model toegepast. Allereerst wordt het 

verschil onderzocht in calciumdynamica tussen snelle en langzame spieren (EDL en Soleus). 

Deze spieren bestaan voor een groot deel uit dezelfde componenten wat betreft 

calciumhuishouding. Echter, de calciumdynamica in deze spieren is verschillend. Een 
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gecombineerde aanpak van computationeel model en experimenten is gebruikt om te 

bepalen wat dit verschil in calcium dynamica kan verklaren. Belangrijk zijn de 

calciumpompactiviteit, de totale calciumflux per puls en de buffercapaciteit in de spier. Deze 

laatste is veel lager in Soleus dan in EDL. Deze studie laat zien dat in de langzame spieren 

(Soleus) de mitochondria (spelen een rol in de energieproductie) ook een significante 

bijdrage leveren als calcium buffer. Echter dit lijkt niet te gelden voor de snelle spieren (EDL). 

 

Verder is ook de rol van calcium in krachtontwikkeling onderzocht door gebruik te maken 

van een gecombineerde aanpak van model en experiment. Tijdens de experimenten zijn er 

krachtprofielen opgenomen van samentrekkingen van de snelle spier (EDL). Skeletspieren 

hebben een groot dynamisch krachtbereik. Er zijn drie modellen uit de literatuur en twee 

nieuwe modellen onderzocht die werden getest of ze met het calciummodel als input deze 

metingen konden reproduceren. De krachtmodellen bevatten verschillende hypothesen die 

de krachtontwikkeling en de relatie tussen calcium en kracht beschrijven. Door 

computersimulaties uit te voeren met verschillende parameterwaarden, konden we aantonen 

dat alleen het model met dubbele activatie door calcium-troponine C de experimentele data 

kon reproduceren. Dit is de eerste keer dat is aangetoond dat een krachtmodel, met als input 

een fysiologisch relevant calcium signaal, het grote dynamische krachtbereik kan beschrijven. 

 

Als laatste is de rol van calcium als regulator van de energiehuishouding getest. De getoetste 

hypothese was of calciumregulatie van glycolyse nodig is om de energieproductie door dit 

reactiepad in de skeletspier te beschrijven. Een bestaand glycolysemodel is uitgebreid met 

calciumregulatie. Simulaties met dit model en met het model zonder calciumregulatie 

werden vergeleken met metingen aan de glycolytische flux bij verschillende calciumniveaus. 

Deze studie laat laten zien dat slechts een model met deze activatie de data kan beschrijven.  

 

In deze studie is een raamwerk ontwikkeld, dat gebruikt kan worden om de invloed van de 

microstructuur op het gedrag van de spier te kwantificeren. De combinatie van model en 

experiment heeft het kwantitatieve inzicht in de fysiologie sterk verbeterd. De studies binnen 

dit proefschrift beschrijven locale calcium en krachtdynamica. Verder ondersteunen alle 

studies de veronderstelling dat calcium in de skeletspier een regulerende rol heeft om 

energieproductie en -verbruik te balanceren. Verdere uitbreiding van het raamwerk heeft de 

potentie om vragen met betrekking tot vermoeidheid en ziektebeelden als diabetes en 

cardiomyopathie te beantwoorden.  
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